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PREFACE
The problem of prevention with regard to ﬂoodplains is related to two extremes:
Prevention of ﬂoods and prevention of droughts, both urgent socioeconomic issues
during the last years.
„Retard the ﬂow of water in the stream corridor“ is the message to cope with both kind

of problems. An amphibian landscape will help to maintain water supply during periods
of droughs and by its retention area to reduce peaks of high ﬂoods.

Flood retention areas will function sustainably only if there is an intact ecological
system and equilibrium between erosion and accumulation of sediments which in turn
both depend from the evolution of the hydraulic conditions and from the succession of
the riparian forest.
The RipFor — project laid emphasis on the hydraulic processes and their erosion /
accumulation effects in retention areas with the aim to get insight into the interaction
between riparian vegetation‚ sediment transport, hydraulics and ecology.
Interdisciplinary and intereuropean work was carried out in the ﬁeld, the laboratory and
by modelling.
Results of the RipFor — project as presented in this report and the attached „guidelines“
in this way are a contribution to the international discussion on river restoration and to
the implementation of the European Water Framework Directives.
The scientiﬁc report was compiled by Ingo Schnauder and Jens Bölscher (Karlsruhe and
Berlin) from contributions of all partners, whereas the bulk of work on the „Guidelines“

was done by Ingo Schnauder (Karlsruhe), Jens Bölscher (Berlin) and Harald Meixner
(Vienna), who also cared for the layout. Reporting of the Romanian NAS partner was
directed by Virgil Iordache.
Assistance of subcontractors and endusers is highly appreciated, especially by Otmar
Huppmann (Gewässerdirektion Oberrhein).
Funding within „Quality of Live and Management of Living Resources“ in the RPS
framework of the European Union was essential for this project and is highly
acknowledged.

Prof. Dr. Peter-Jürgen Ergenzinger

THE FIFTH FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME 0F THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITY FOR RESEARCH, TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND
DEMONSTRATION ACTIVITIES (1998-2002)
The Fifth Framework Programme (FPS) sets out the priorities for the European Union's

research, technological development and demonstration (RTD) activities for the period

1998-2002. These priorities have been selected on the basis of a set of common criteria
reﬂecting the major concerns of increasing industrial competitiveness and the quality of life
for EurOpean citizens. The Fifth Framework Programme has two distinct parts: the European
Community (EC) framework programme covering researeh, technological deveIOpment and
demonstration activities; and the Euratom framework programme covering research and
training activities in the nuclear sector. FP5 differs considerably from its predecessors. It has
been conceived to help solve problems and to respond to the major socio-economic
challenges facing Europe. T0 maximise its impact, it focuses on a limited number of
research areas combining technologieal, industrial, economic, social and cultural aspects.
Management procedures have also been streamlined with an emphasis on simplifying
procedures and systematically involving key players in research. A major innovation of the
Fifth Framework Programme is the concept of "Key actions". Implemented within the
speciﬁc programmes, these ﬂexible instruments are targeted at achieving solutions to topics
of great concem in EurOpe. "Key actions" will mobilise the wide range of scientiﬁc and
technological disciplines - both fundamental and applied - required to address a speciﬁc
problem so as to overcome the barriers that exist, not only between disciplines but also
between the programmes and the organisations concerned. The aim of the Key Action N°5
(Sustainable Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, and Integrated Development of Rural Areas
including Mountain Areas) is to deve10p the knowledge and technologies needed for the
production and exploitation of living resources, including forests, covering the whole
production chain, adapted to recent adjustments in the common agricultural and ﬁsheries
policies, while also providing the scientiﬁc basis for Community regulations and standards.
Similarly, the aim is to promote the multipurpose role of forests and the sustainable
management and utilisation of forest resources as an integral factor of rural development.
Priority areas include:
- new and sustainable systems of production, including breeding methods, and exploitation
in agriculture, forestry, ﬁshing and aquaculture, taking into account proﬁtability, the
sustainable management of resources, product quality and employment as well as animal
health and welfare,

- the integrated produetion and exploitation of biological materials (non-food uses),
- sustainable and multipurpose utilisation of forest resources; the integrated forestry—wood

ehain,

- development of methods of control, surveillance and protection, including protection of
land and prevention of soil erosion,
- prelegislative research designed to provide a scientiﬁc basis for Community legislation,

- the production of new tools and models for the integrated and sustainable development of

rural and other relevant areas based on optimisation of the speciﬁc potential of each area,
including at regional level, diversiﬁoation of activities and land use, and involvement of the
people concerned.

The Editors
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SUMMARY
Floodplain Stability
The results from ﬁold 311d laboratory meas—
urements prove the importance of vegetation

pr0petties for the bank and ﬂoodplain stabil-

ity. In this Gase, stability means a balance between sedimentation and erosion of sodiments where the initial cross sectional proﬁles are maintained.
First it could be shown, that a static equilibrium with no sedimentation or erosion does
largely not occur at natural or restored rivers
and riparian systems. Instoad, continuous
morphological changes take place that

depend mainly on the properties of the ﬂow
interacting with the pmperties of the vegeta-

tion. Hereby, the most important classiﬁca—

tion was found to be the ﬂow condition arising from the vegetation height, ﬂexibility
and the prosent hydraulic cooditions auch as
water depth and velocity. The results of the
experiments showed that the ﬂow conditions
can be olassiﬁed in four categories (see also
Figs.l a-d):
a) Submerged condt’t‘ions, in which the plants

are tall compared with the water depth and/or
have ﬂexible properties that allow biological
dIag reduction by bending in ﬂow direction.
The resulting ﬂow ﬁeld can be separated into
the ﬂow inside the vegetation close to the
bed and the ﬂow above the vegetation that
Shows the olassical logarithmic mean velocity distn'bution (Fig.1 a).
b) Non-wbmerged (0? emergecü conditions,

in which the plants are taller than the water

depth and/or rigid enough to withstand the
ﬂ0w‚ In this case the ﬂow is ahnost constant
(wer the water depth 3nd can be character—
ized by classical friction laws (DarcyWeisbaoh or Gauckler—Manning-Stﬁcklor
formula) (FigJ b).
C) Emerged conditions with canopy und bot-

tom ﬂow. In this case the plants are too rigid

to bend completely so that their canopies still
protrude the water surface. The ﬂow can be
separated into decelerated canopy ﬂow

through the foliage 3nd accelerated bottom
ﬂow underneath the canopies (Fig.l c).

d) Submerged condftions wir}: canopy und
bottom ﬂow. Contrary to the emerged case,
the water depth is higher than the bent plant

height. The vertical velooity proﬁlo rosem—

Figs. l a—d

Flow conditions for vegetation

bles condition c) up to the oanopy ﬂow but

has an additional logarithmic distribution
above the canopy layer (Fig.l d).
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These categories are closely related t0 the
sedimentation/erosion effects within ﬂoodplains and river banks. Hereby, local effects
have t0 be differentiated from large-area
proeesses. Fully submerged conditions lead
t0 a deerease in veloeities near the bottom
and within the vegetation (see Fig.l a). In
sueh way, they protect and stabilize the
ﬂoodplain bed as Observed for the fully
submerged and bend willows at the river
Wien and grasses at the Upper Rhine. If the
vegetation grows homogenously in density

and height, large areas can be affected by

sedimentation. Emergedﬂow conditions 0ccur with older vegetation such as trees that
have highly rigid plant properties (e.g. woody stems, see Fig.l b) and low vegetation
densities due t0 the shading effects of their
canopies. These rigid structures generate wake ﬂows and tend towards local scouring
around the plants. When bottom flow 00curs,
the ﬂow is contracted underneath the vegetation canopy and causes increased velocities
close t0 the bed and eonsequently increased
local erosion around the plants. This effect
was observed for young willow trees at the
Upper Rhine (emerged conditions with canopy ﬂow as shown in Fig.l c) and for spherical bushes in the ﬂume experiments at
Trento (submerged conditions with canopy
ﬂow as shown in Fig.l d). The canopy in
both cases was compact and dense with a
rigid stem-structure at the bottom that anticipated a full bending of the plants. Considering in general the large-area effects on the
ﬂoodplain stability, the vegetation increases
the hydraulic roughness signiﬁcantly and reduces the ﬂow and the velocities. Consequently, less sediment can be transported by
the ﬂow and sedimentation predominates on
the ﬂoodplains. Experiments at Trento
showed that the total shear forces have t0 be
increased up t0 200 percent in presence of
dense vegetation t0 get equal transport rates
as for non-vegetated ﬂoodplains. This

mechanism is important for long-term ﬂood-

plain elevation and transition between soft-

SUMMARY

wood riparian forest that grows on the lower
levels of the ﬂoodplain with higher and
longer periods of inundation and hardwood
riparian forest. Besides the vegetationindueed ﬂow eonditions, the strength of the
ﬂood waves charaeterized by their peak discharge has an inﬂuence on sedimentation/erosion. The rates of sedimentation
within the submerged grasses at the Upper
Rhine inereased with higher-discharge ﬂood
events and with declining water depths and
ﬂow velocities in the run-off phase of the
ﬂood wave. Simultaneously, the local erosion within the willows with bottom ﬂow increased with higher discharges. Furthermore
the accumulation of woody and floating debris inﬂueneed the sedimentation/erosion
strongly. The trapping of ﬂoating debris by
the vegetation close t0 the water surface enforced the oceurrence of bottom ﬂow conditions and eonsequently local scouring.
Whereas the aceumulation of woody debris
on the ﬂoodplain caused local protection of
the bed and sedimentation t0 a large extent.
River Bed and Bank Stability
In general, the bed stability of rivers can be
characterized by the grain size distn'bution
and the effective hydraulic stresses acting on
the river bed sediments. In the case of rivers
with riparian ﬂoodplains, the hydraulic stresses are a result of interactions between the
ﬂow and the vegetation. Therefore, labo—
ratory studies investigated the inﬂuence of
ﬂoodplain vegetation on the ﬂow ﬁeld, sediment transport and sedimentation/erosion
processes. The results of the physical models
show, that strong interactions between the
ﬂoodplain ﬂow and the ﬂow in the unvegetated river channel (01' main channel)
occur. The interactions are characterized by a
streng turbulent exchange and secondary
currents. These effeets are generated at the
edge or banks of the ﬂoodplain and expand
far into the open main channel. As a result,

the turbulent shear stresses and erosive
forees acting on the river bed are increased.
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In the experiments on riparian morphology,
the sediment transport rates in the main
channel were increased up t0 more than 100
percent in the case of a narrow main channel
with dense vegetation on both banks compa—
red to a scenario without vegetation. The
strength of the exchange proeesses is related
to the plant properties as shown by the experiments at Karlsruhe. Waving motions of
emerged ﬂexible vegetation caused an increase of the strength of secondary currents,
whereas the compression and waving of foli—
age had a damping effect. Besides, local
morphological ehanges such as sand ridge
(“Rehne”) formation on the banks are generated by the ﬂow interacting with the vegeta—
tion. In nature, sand ridge formation has
been observed as an important initial state of
riparian succession. Willows ﬁnd excellent
growth conditions on the ridges and stabilize
the sediments by their roots. Therefore, additional experiments investigated the inﬂuence
of dense vegetation strips on the banks. It
was found that signiﬁcant damping of momentum exchange and sediment transfer between main channel and ﬂoodplain occurred.
In such way, the sand ridge formation is a
self—stabilizing reaction of the bed and ﬂoodplain morphology towards an equilibrium
stage.
Roughness and Flood Protection
According to the classiﬁcation in Figs.la-d‚
the roughness of single plants is dependent
of the plant properties interaeting with the
ﬂow. Hereby, the ﬂexibility of stem,
branches and foliage plays an determining
role because it enables the plants to streamline and reduce their frontal area and consequently the exerted hydraulic forces biologically. This phenomenon was investigated at
large-scale ﬂume experiments with natural

willows at Trento, at the River Wien and at

the ﬁeld measurements at the upper Rhine.
The willow is a typical and frequent representative of softwood riparian forest and
highly adapted t0 the ﬂow and sediment dy-
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namics of its habitat and was therefore ChOsen as the ideal test plant. In general, all
measurements could prove that vegetation
causes an increase of roughness and consequently decreased mean velocities and the
discharge capacities. The maximum reduction of ﬂow velocities at the river Wien
(submerged condz’tions) and at the Upper
Rhine (emerged conditions with bottom ﬂow)
was found t0 be 30-45 percent compared t0
un—vegetated conditions. Even if the ﬁow
conditions were different, the ﬂow was de-

celerated signiﬁcantly for both cases and in
the same order magnitude. This deoeleration
can also be expressed as a Striokler resistance coefﬁcient that covered a range between l9 and 32 mlB/s in the Trento ﬂume
experiments. The spread of the values proves
that the resistance is not constant but a function of the relative submergence and plant
density. Higher values of relative submergence and lower plant densities caused lower
hydraulic resistance. In the experiments,
bending started at ﬂow velocities of about
0.15 m/s until the plants reached their maximum submerged compression at about 0.6
m/s. This streamlining effect lead t0 a reduc—
tion in total drag forces of about 80 percent
for a single plant. Furthermore, it could be
shown that a removal of leaves reduced the
drag forces up t0 25 percent for maximum
compression and 75 percent for low velocities before bending occurs. This implies the
signiﬁcant contribution of foliage to the
overall plant resistance and its seasonal dependency. Besides, the vegetation vitality
and properties were observed tol change in

“short-term during ﬂood events. Submerged
grasses at the Upper Rhine decreased their
ﬂexibility and roughness due to longer inundation and showed strenger bending at the
run—off phase of the ﬂood wave. Furthermore, the trapping of driftwood and ﬂoating
woody debris by the vegetation were found
t0 inﬂuence the streamlining. Accumulation
of ﬂoating debris increased the frontal area
and drag of willows and caused bending at
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Ecology
and
Riparian
Floodplain
Succession
The ecological importance of riparian forests
and ﬂoodplains as buffer strips for wildlife
habitats, groundwater protection and prevention of pollution is well known from literature. Therefore, one part of the ecological
work within the project was directed towards
the determination of the ecological ﬁmc-

term retention of organic matter and benthos
sampling
introduced
quantitative
and
practicable methods t0 fulﬁll these
objectives. Additionally, the ﬂuvial functioniong index (FFI) was introduced t0
include descriptive qualitative analysis of
larger river systems. These methods provide
a broad insight in riparian ecology, its actual
state and deﬁeits and were applied suc—
cesfully for the rivers Fersina and Enz. The
second ecological workpackage was the
characterisation of stages of succession of
riparian forests and its prediciton exemplarily at the Upper Rhine. In such way,
the hydraulic and morphological ﬁeld investigations were complemented with botanical
studies of the vegetation. These studies showed that the succession of riparian ﬂoodplains with limited lateral extensions (below
150 m) is strongly influenced by the ﬂow
and sediment dynamics in exchange with the
river. Hereby, different factors were identiﬁed: primary the ﬂow velocity and water
depth, secondary the formation of Virgin
soils by sedimentation, settlement and germination conditions. Only ﬂow-adapted species were able t0 withstand the direct hydraulic stresses and drag forces. The most frequent one was the white willow. These species is able t0 streamline and t0 decrease the
exerted stresses biologically. Nevertheless,
damages and fractures occurred after exceeding critical stresses but due t0 the secondary
mechanism of re-ligniﬁcation the willow
mortality was low. But it shows that the succession at the Upper Rhine gets hardly be—
yond the stage of softwood riparian forest
even if the ﬂood duration would allow formation of hardwood forest. Additionally, the
formation of dense reed layers on the Virgin
soils where erosion/sedimentation occurred
was found t0 prevent the succession of trees.
Reeds establish at many sites and were even
able t0 form permanent communities supported by the sedimentation and decrease of

The analysis of leaf-pack processing, short-

submerged ﬂow conditions.

earlier stages of the ﬂood. In the case of rigid
emerged plants where n0 bending 0ccurred,
the accumulation lead t0 a signiﬁcant increase of roughness and induced in some
cases bottom ﬂow conditions below the debris that was deposited in the height of the
water level. Models t0 predict the streamlining effects of various types of vegetation and
the reduction of frontal area and drag forces
have not been established yet. Hereby, the
biggest difﬁculty is a physically-based de—
scription and quantiﬁcation of the complex
vegetation properties and structures. Therefore, ﬂood prediction focused on large-scale
models and roughness estimations that integrated the above mentioned local effects. For
this purpose, a 1D unsteady numerical model
was developed and tested at a 28 km long
reach of the Upper Rhine. In the model, the
calculated from vegetation density and stem
diameters as well as the width of the vegetated ﬂoodplain were varied. The results
could Show that denser ﬂoodplain vegetation
has n0 signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the ﬂood hydrograph and peak discharges and causes
only a small retardation of the ﬂood wave.
The reason for this is that ﬂoodplains with
riparian forests that are adjacent and directly
connected t0 the river are already inundated
when the ﬂood peak arrives and thus d0 not
contribute as storage reservoirs. Consequently, the value of riparian forests as ﬂood
protection measures is strongly dependant of
their lateral and longitudinal extensions and
the resulting inundation dynamics.

tionality as a key aspect of riparian forest.

10

bed shear as already mentioned above for
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l. INTRODUCTION

l. INTRODUCTION
The present ﬁnal scientiﬁc report is a
summary of the research activities within the
workpackages of the project partners
covering the whole three year period of the
project. It presents the 0bjectives, work and
results archieved during its lifetime and
reﬂects the collective efforts made by all
partners.

1.1 Objectives and
Achievements of RipFor
The RipFor - Project was concemed with the
Forest
Riparian
of
optimisation
Management, with special regard t0
problems
hydraulic
and
sedimentary
occurring in ﬂoodplains. The inﬂuence of
riparian forest vegetation on the overall ﬂow
ﬁeld and sediment erosion/deposition were
studied. Guidelines were worked out for the

implementation of new ﬂoodplain forests

and the management of existing ones:
Retention of high ﬂoods, protection of river
banks, improvement of water quality,
habitats for plants and animals, recreational
areas for the local population are important
aspects which were included in a
multifunctional riparian forest management.
Field work was directed t0 describe the
hydraulic conditions inside riparian f0rests,
roughness, erosion and sedimentation. This
was aehieved by ﬂow ﬁeld measurements,
surveys of channels and sediments and
sediment sampling. Results included analysis
of data sets of hydraulic and sedimentary
proeesses from laboratory experiments,
physical and numerical modelling and ﬂood
protection planning.
An important measure was the reduction of
ﬂow velocity forced by vegetation.
Investigation took place not only in the
Upper Rhine but also during phases of

artiﬁcial ﬂoodings in the vegetated channel
of the Wien river. The analysed data sets can
be used for planning of river reaches in open
landscapes and urbanised areas.
Laboratory work investigated the effective
resistance of individual plants, the resistance
of ﬂow through riparian forests and
resistance coefﬁcients of the interface
between the ﬂow in the main channel and the
riparian forests; work was carried out by use
of a ﬂume adapted for measurements with
clear and sediment-laden water. The results
were analysed by numerical modelling and
validated by eomparison with data measured
under natural conditions.
Physical modelling was directed t0 measure
the resistance of single plants, the interaction
of vegetation and sediment transport and
work with a simpliﬁed model of the Wien
river. Data sets included ﬂume experiments
using different types of aniﬁcial vegetation
on river beds and banks. Data sets of the
Wien river model were used for analysis, for
numerical modelling and for planning of
renaturalisation of rivers.
Numerical modelling was directed t0 the
Simulation of the ﬂow ﬁeld in riparian
forests by a 3D model. The model was used
for analysis of project results and impacts of
riparian forest management. Furthermore,
the Simulation of ﬂood wave propagation
along a river with riparian forests was
achieved by a 1D model. Model results can
be used for the optimisation of riparian
forests retention measures.
Ecological ﬁeld studies were arried out for
organic material retention and processing,
and
macroinvertebrate habitat studies
mapping of the eeological functionality of
streams. This work was concentrated on the
Fersina torrent. Data sets were used for water
quality monitoring and for riparian
management studies.
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Riparian forest managetnent foeused on
interaetions between ﬂuvial preeesses and
riparian forests, whieh were investigated by
studies of forests at different ﬁeld sites and
types of vegetation, their distribution and
hydraulie resistanee parameters. These
results form an essential part ef the

guidelines in view of sound ecologieal

eonstructions of ﬂood eontrol werke and
maintenance of rivers and riparian forests.

l. INTRODUCTION

results was made. The synthesis reﬂeets the
following RipFor key asPeets:
Floedplain Stability

River Bed and Bank Stability

Reughness and Fleod Proteetion
Floodplain Eeology and Riparian
Suceession

The guidelines forrn a separate and stand-

alone document and contain an elaboration

of projeet results for the optimisation of

riparian forest management, with a special
focus on hydraulie and sedimentological
problems. The guidelines were developed on
the basis of essential projeet results. They are
directed to authorities, agencies involved in
ﬂood protection, landscape planning and
ferestry.

1.2

Structure of the Final

Scientiﬁc Report

Chapters and Subchapters
The present report includes the chapters:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

INTRODUCTION
MATERIAL AND METHODS
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CONCLUSION
EXPLOITATION AND
DISSEMINATION 0F RESULTS
6. POLICY RELATED BENEFITS
7. LITERATURE CITED
8. PUBLICATIONS AND
ABSTRACTS

At the end of Chapter 4 (“CONCLUSION”),

a summary and synthesis of all aehieved
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Subchapters, Workpackages and
Responsibilities
To get a elear structure of the linked werk,

the initial workpaekages have been recombined into the following subehapters:
Subehapters in the ﬁnal report;
Initial workpackage (WP):
l. Field Werk at the Upper Rhine
(FSl): WP1.1 and1.2
2. Field Werk at the Wien River
(FS3) WP1.1‚ 1.2 and 1.3
3. Field Werk at the Fersina (FS4)
and Enz River (F82) WP4
4. Flume Experiments on Riparian
Flow Field WP2.1
5. Flume Experiments on Riparian
Morphology WP2.I
_
6. Flume Experiments on Floodplain

Vegetation and Sediment WP3

7. Physieal Model of the Wien ier
(F53) WP3
8. 3D Numerical Modelling of
Riparian Flow Field WP2.2
9. lD Numerieal Modelling of Flood
Wave Propagatien WP2.3
10. Riparian Suecession at the Upper
Rhine (FSl) WP1.1
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The responsible partners for the workpackages were:

WPl.l
WP1.2
WP1.3
WP2.1
WP2.2
WP2.3
WP3
WP4
WPS

FUB — Freie Universität Berlin, Institute of Geographie Sciences
FUB — Freie Universität Berlin, Institute of Geographie Sciences
BOKU — University of Natura] Resources and Applied Life Sciences,
Vienna - Department of Soil Bioengineering and Landscape Construction
UNIKARL — Universität Karlsruhe, Institut für Wasserwirtschaft und

Kulturtechnik

UNIKARL — Universität Karlsruhe, Institut ﬁir Wasserwirtschaft und

Kulturtechnik

UNIKARL — Universitaet Karlsruhe, Institut für Wasserwirtschaft und

Kulturtechnik
UNITN — Universita degli studi die Trento, Department of Environmental
and Civil Engineering
APPA — Agenzia Provinciale per 1a Protezione Dell’Ambiente, Trento
(“RIPARIAN FOREST MANAGEMENT”) and WP6 (“GUIDELINES”)
are not included here, because they forrn a separate, stand-alone docurnent
that was created parallel to this ﬁnal seientiﬁc report.
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The development of guidelines for riparian
forest management as a main objective of the
project implemented the use of material and
methods that had t0 be comparable and
transferable t0 a wide range of practical
applications. RipFor met these concerns by
researehing on various scales and geographic
regions and employing multi—disciplinary
approaches and scientiﬁc methods. Within
RipFor, ﬁeld and laboratory work as well as
numerical modelling were linked t0 provide
a profound insight into riparian forest related
processes. The following ﬁeld sites were
chosen t0 cover various categories of landuse and function at different scales:
a reach of the Rhine river south of
Breisach (Gerrnany, macro-scale) (F S l)
a reach of the Enz river (Germany, meso(FS 2)
scale, rural environment)
the Wien river (Austria, meso-scale,
(FS 3)
urban environment)
the Fersina torrent (Italy, micro-scale,

mountainous environment)

(FS 4)

The ﬁeld work was directed t0 describe the
hydraulic conditions inside riparian forests,
particularly with regard t0 ﬂood protection,
river morphology, bank and ﬂoodplain
stability. Hereby, the methods applied form
the partners ranged from ﬂow ﬁeld
measurements, mapping of vegetation t0
surveys of channel geometry and sediment
sampling.
Important tasks were the
characterization of ﬂow velocity reduction
forced by different types of riparian
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vegetation. Field measurements took place at
a large—scale test site at the Upper Rhine (FS
l), and in smaller scale at the vegetated
experimental ﬂume at the Wien river (FS 3).
Complementary studies of the succession
and growth of riparian vegetation and plant
communities were drawn up at both sites.
Furthermore, ecological ﬁeld studies
were carried out t0 determine organic
material
retention
and
processing,
macroinvertebrate communities and the
ecological functionality of streams. This
work was concentrated on the Fersina torrent
(F S 4), with additional studies on the Enz
river (FS 2).
Laboratony work focused riparian forest
relevant processes in more detail, such as the
effective resistance of individual plants, the
ﬂow ﬁeld within riparian forests and the
exchange processes between the ﬂow in the
main channel and in the riparian ﬂoodplains;
the work was carried out at the partner’s
facilities and by use of physical models
adapted for measurements with and without
sediment feeding. The physical models
employed different types and stages of
riparian
of
succession
vegetation
representing scenarios at the Upper Rhine
(FS l) and the Wien river (F S 3).
Numerical modelling was applied t0 simulate
the ﬂow ﬁeld in riparian forests by a 3D
model and the propagation of ﬂood waves by
a 1D unsteady model. Validations were
carried out using laboratory data of ﬂume
experiments for the 3D model and ﬁeld data
of the Upper Rhine (FS l) for the 1D
unsteady model.
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2.1

Field Work at the Upper

Rhine (FSl)

Flow Field Measurements

Intensive study of past ﬂood events and
consultation with competent authorities
revealed several problems for ﬁeld-work
during the planning stage. This was
primarily due to the fact that this speciﬁc
type of measurement has rarely been
attempted. The particular eharacteristics of
the Rhine and the ensuing provisions relating
to activities allowed by the competent
authorities during ﬂood periods also posed a
lot of problems. The assessment of the
Situation was based on historical data and
contacts both with the competent authorities
and people living in the immediate Vicinity
of the test site. This analysis showed the
unpredictability of ﬂood events, the danger
of severe and extensive damage to the
instrumentation by driftwood, the rapid
increase in water levels and the extent of
changes in water level. As a consequenee the
design of the instrumentation has been
adapted to these speciﬁc requirements. lt was
and
to
develop
design
necessary
instrumentation able to resist high current
velocities and huge amounts of driftwood.
As the ﬁood plain is a high-risk area during
ﬂood events, a device is needed to control

instruments remotely for safety reasons.
To investigate the influence of young
ﬂexible trees on the ﬂow ﬁeld and the
interaetion between the ﬂoodplain and the
open channel one ADCP was mounted inside
a willow grove close to the main river. The
second ADCP was installed in the ﬂoodplain
more elose to the embankment at a spot
covered by grass only, namely Phalaris
arundinaeeae. The design of experiment
allows comparative studies of ﬂow ﬁelds
under the inﬂuenee of different types of
riparian vegetation at these two locations
inside the ﬂoodplain.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The measurement is based on the prineiple
of the Acoustic Doppler Proﬁling. The
ADCPs measure at two different locations in
the ﬂoodplain the water velocity in three
dimensions over all the ﬂood period. To
carry out measurements the minimum height
of the water column must be almost 100 cm.
The water column over the ADCP will be
subdivided into cells of a single height of
100m. The ﬁrst depth cell is at 70cm. At
each cell the direction and speed of water
and the magnitude of velocity and direction
is reeorded over an interval of 15 minutes.
During
this
2000
period
single
measurements (so called pings) are earried
out. For each interval an average value are
calculated. Intervals, cell size, pings and
range of the beams can be changed according
to the flood phase.
Due to the installed technique accurate
information are obtained both about vertical
changes of velocity and direetion in the
water column -caused by different types and
properties of vegetation- and as well about
very low water velocities at the end of ﬂood
events. This will lead to an improved
understanding of boundary eonditions for
discharge and sedimentation respectively
erosion processes in riparian forest at
different stages of ﬂoods and enabled us to
study the resistance of discharge ﬂowing
through riparian forest under non—stationary
eonditions, for longer periods and with
respect to differences in the ﬂow ﬁeld caused
by willows and grass
After completion of the installation several
investigations of the ﬂow ﬁelds were carried
out during the ﬂood period in spring and
summer 2001. The ﬁrst measuring period
could be completed in summer 2001. A
second one could be realized for the ﬂood
period in 2002.
The WSA Freiburg provided the project with
data sets of the gauging stations Rheinweiler (2000, 2001, 2002), which is located

about 20 km upstream of the test site.
Therefore a comparison could be made
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between the upstrearn and the looal water
level records to check the quality of ﬂow
ﬁeld data sets.
Monitoring of vegetation and ﬂow ﬁeld is
realized by a digital Video camera mounted
on the embankment at a height of 4 meter.
Every second one monochrome picture of
the ﬂoodplain was recorded. The picture
ShOWS the area where the ADCPs are
located. The pictures are saved as jpg-ﬁles
and are compared with velocity data to
examine at which velocity, discharge and
water level the willows submerge and when
the ﬂexible branches of the trees will be
compressed by water. The pictures are used
for an on-line monitoring of water level and
changes in vegetation during and after ﬂood
periods.

Sedimentation and Erosion

After
each
ﬂood
period
geodetic
measurements of riparian forest topography,
geomorphologic mapping and roughness
measurements were carried out. Sediment
samples were taken and analysed in the
laboratory.
Special attention was given to sedimentation
during ﬂoods by applying sediment traps and
sediment samplers at different locations in
the riparian forest (FSl). The amount of
sediment traps was depending on the
homogeneity of the test site. According to
eonditions 30 sediment traps were installed
and sampled and 3 sets of roughness
measurements in terrns of geodetic surveys
were obtained at FS 1 for all remarkable
ﬂood events. The experiences of the ﬁrst
ﬁeld campaign lead to redesign of the traps
and scour chains. As a result 120 new
sediment traps (30 locations, each with 4
traps), 30 scour so called “Leopold chains”
and 90 measurement points in 10 transects
(30 locations, each with 3 ﬁxed pools) for
total erosion and sedimentation were
installed in spring time at test site FSl. The
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sediment traps were of 5.50rn height, 9.50m
width, and 19.Sem length and had a surface
of185.25cm2.
Sediment Traps
At the beginning of the ﬁeld campaign
samples were taken at the site and grain size
distribution was examined with a view to
establish the micro-level roughness of the
sediments on the test ﬁeld FSl in summer
2000. The sediment traps, Leopold chains,
and the ﬁxed pools were investigated after

the ﬂood in summer 2001, 2002 and Winter

2002 /2003.

At all locations the height of

sedimentation and erosion was measured,

statistically analysed and compared with the
results of the geodetic surveys. In the lab wet
and dry weight, grain size distribution and
water content of samples from 120 locations
(sediment traps) of the ﬂoodplain were
analysed.
Geodetic Survey
As a ﬁrst step and before the ﬂood events in
2001 several geodetic surveys were carried
out between summer 2000 and spring 2001
to describe the actual Situation of topography
and morphology. A topographical map has
been designed based on these ﬁrst data.
In late autumn 2001, in summer 2002 and in

Winter 2002 /2003 — always aﬁer the bigger
ﬂood events- these surveys were carried out
again to examine changes in topography in
between the years 2000 and 2002. Data sets
were checked and analysed. Based on the
comparison of all data sets differences in
height before and after the ﬂood periods in
2001 / 2002 could be calculated.
These data and maps were merged to
generate maps of erosion and sedimentation
in comparison with the Situation in 2001.
The data of the geodetic surveys were used
to detect changes in volume, the total gain
and loss of material under inﬂuence of ﬂow
ﬁeld and vegetation and for the calculation
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ef sedimentation rates fer the last 2 years
aleng eross seetiens and for the complete test
site. These data were compared with the data
sets of the sediment traps. Based on this
information both the micre seale and meso
seale dynamie of erosion and sedimentatien
under the inﬂuence of tepegraphy and
vegetation could be described and analysed.

2.2 Field Werk at the Wien River
(FS3)
Introduction
The Wien is a river of not more than 34 km
in Iength, partly ﬂowing through an urban
area, and it has the discharge regime of a

torrent. A seil-bieengineering test ﬂuIne was

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

eonstrueted in 1996 t0 assess the stability
under load fer the different soilbioengineering structures and the hydraulic
action ef the vegetatien (Gerstgraser, 2000).
Artiﬁcial ﬂooding allows observing the
distributien of the ﬂew velocity. Veloeity
proﬁles Show the difference between the
epen channel and the vegetated bank. LongterIn monitering of the grewth ef local
riparian vegetatien allows an assessment of
its inﬂuence 011 the discharge capacity. The
soil bioengineering test channel is located
directly in the Wien river bed at the outskirts
of the City of Vienna.
Construetion

The construetion ef the test ﬂume began in

1996 with the eonstructien of a run ef sheet
piling that divides the test ehannel into two

Fig.2 (tOp leﬁ):

Construction phase of
the test ﬂume

Fig.3 (top right):
schematie view of the
test ﬂume and the seilbioengineering
measures:
(a) Faseine layer
(b) Brauch layer and
(e) Brush mattress with
willews

Fig.4 (left):
Censtruction of the test
ﬂume: upstream view
towards wieket dam and

sheet piling

Fig.5 (right):
The test ﬂume aﬁer
completion:
downstream View
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parts which can be ﬂooded separately. It was
completed in 1998 with the construction of
three soil bioengineering structures done

jointly with students of the Vienna University of Agricultural Sciences (Figs.2-5).

Artiﬁcial Flooding
Artiﬁcial ﬂoods are obtained by opening a

weir whieh is located just upstream of the

test ﬂume and whieh serves as a wicket dann
of a 350.000 m3 retention reservoir. During
ﬂooding, a discharge of 20 to 35m3/s can be
aehieved for 40 to 60 minutes. This enables

researehers to Observe the distribution of the

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

coefﬁcients to apply an analytieal formula
for discharge calculation were known from a
physical model, representing the oriﬁce
geometry and the overﬂow Situation. In
addition, the water level in the test ﬂume is

observed during the ﬂoods at ﬁve crossseetions.
Monitoring of the Riparian Vegetation

In order to describe the interaction between
vegetation and hydraulic parameters it is
necessary to characterise the vegetation, to
measure relevant parameters and t0 observe
its development over several years.
Fig.6 (top left):
Measuring deviees: aeoustie

Doppler proﬁler used top-down for
vertieal veloeity proﬁles
Fig.7 (top right):
Measuring deviees:
Acoustie Doppler veloeimeters used
for point-measurements at different
loeations in the cross-section
Fig.8 (left):
Measuring bridge with Signal
analyser equipment at proﬁle 15
during a ﬂooding eampaign
Fig.9 (right):

Cross seetion at proﬁle 15 (within

fascine layer) with the measuring
devices

ﬂow veloeity in both the vegetated and the

bare part of the eross-section. To this end,
aooustic Doppler veloeimeters and acoustic

Doppler proﬁlers are used and controlled
from a measurement bridge (Figs.6-9).

The discharge Q is a function of the water

level in the retention reservoir and the
opening height of the weir. The discharge
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Relevant parameters that are collected onoe a

year are given below:

the botanic speeies,

the location (geodetic survey),
the shape of the erown and its maximum
extent,

the tilt or inclination in degrees,
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the basal diameter and the diameter at a
height of one metre,
the height at the beginning of the crown,
the length (top height of the trees),
the nurnber of shoots per plant and per m2
or density (with a scale form 1 to 5),
the ﬂexibility (with a scale from 1 to 5),
the Vitality (with a scale from 1 to 5).

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The main objectives of this part of the
project are to evaluate the relationship
between vegetated riparian zone and
ecological functionality of the running water.
This research was planed considering
different approaches of study, which are able
t0 describe:
-

Comparing these annual data provides an
overview of the development of the bank
vegetation. Typical types of damage to the
vegetation are valuable clues to the plants’
loading capacity and therefore documented
precisely. Typical growth forms indicate the
plants’ strategy to cope with the load applied
by the drag force of the water.

2.3 Field Work at the Fersina (FS4)
and Enz River (FSZ)
Objectives
The structure and composition of lotic
macroinvertebrate communities are known to
depend on both biotic and abiotic
characteristics of stream habitats (Resh &
Rosenberg, 1984). The River Continuum
Concept (Cummins, 1974) of the stream
ecosystem describe the role of allochtonous
input
and
nutrient
and
organic
autochtohonous production to maintain the
quality of running water life, and also
describe the increase of structural and
ecological complexity from the upper to the
lower reaches. Litter is one energy source for
streams providing various food source, and
habitat for aquatio invertebrates (Lopez,
1997), and the presence of vegetated river
banks is very important to guarantee an high
ﬁmctional level of stream ecosystem. Litter
production, decomposition and transport are
the main processes in river corridor
(Malanson, 1993), and the composition and

richness of riparian forestry are related to
river.
in
the
litter
distribution

—

the importance of litter fall as food source
of macroinvertebrate community using
leafpack method,
the capability of river to impound the
litters under large stones, cobbles,
pebbles, and so to evaluate the organic
matter retention ability
the functional capability of river
ecosystem using FFI method
the composition of macroinvertebrate
community

The
results
should
provide
useful
information to river managers and end-users
for a better and integrated approach to plan
interventions on river banks considering the
hydraulic and ecological requirements.
Evaluation of Stream Ecological Aspects
using
Short
Term
Retention
Measurements
The process of retention is based on the
immediate trapping of coarse organic matter,
e.g. leaves fallen in the river, and their
successive storage of the material for a long
term. Retention can be measured as the
quantity of material transported in a range of
stream compared to the initial quantity of the
material released in the stream. For this
study we use leaves of Ginko Biloba,
because it's an exotic plant and its leaves
have a particular shape and maintain the
yellow eolour for a long time, for this reason
these exotic leaves cannot be confused with
autochthonous leaves. The leaves were
soaked before being used because dry leaves
ﬂoat on the surface of the running water and
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cannot be trapped by the streambed under
cobbles, boulder and bedrock. We release

one thousand leaves at the top of a stretch of
river of 100 meter, and we count the leaves

that arrive at the transverse end line of the
streteh, after l, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 15, 20, 40 and

60 minutes after the release. In this way is
possible t0 compare the retention of each site
and t0 elaborate some hypothesis on
retention feature.

"Leafpack” Methodology
For the formation of the leafpack (called LP)
alder (Alnus glutinosa) leaves are used
because it is a riparian plant and the leaves
are rapidly demolished. The leaves, after
complete dehydration in oven at 40°C, are
made into paeks weighing 5 i 0.1 grams.
The LPS prepared like this are taken t0 the
site of the investigation and softened with
stream water. Subsequently some LPs
(around 7) are ﬁxed with plastic staples onto
nylon chords. In each site 5 chords with the
LPs are anchored onto the bed. In total 35
LPs per site are positioned whereas 5 LPs are
inserted into plastic sacks with stream water
t0 determine leaching after 48 hours in the
laboratory. At weekly intervals 5LPs are
removed, one for each ehord, collecting

everything with a small-meshed net (200—
300p). The washed leaves are then
dehydrated in oven at 40°C. The weight of
each dried LP is measured with a precision
of i0.1 grams. As temperature inﬂuences the
processes of bacterial demolition, at the
moment of sampling the temperature of the
water is ascertained and then transformed
into degree/day, multiplying the average
daily temperature for the time between two
samples. The LP weight data is worked out
as indicated in literature (Peterson and
Cummins, 1974), using the following
ealeulation:
4"
Wt = W0 *e
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Wo = initial weight (grams)
T = time (days)

K = leaf demolition constant

From the previous relation one obtains:
K = -t —In (Wt/Wo)
And the value of the daily % loss:

Loss% z (1-145400
These LPs simulate the importing of leaves
which may enter the river ecosystem,
offering an aggression site by fungi and
cellulosolitic fungi and bacteria capable of
softening the foliar tissues. The leaves thus
softened are colonised by the macrobenthos
which recycle the organic material.
Benthos Quantitative Sampling
With this methodology abundance of
maerobenthonic
eommunity
can
be
correlated with a ﬁxed area of the riverbed.
Quantitative sampling allows population
dynamics
and produetivity
estimates.
Reliability of mean density estimates
depends on a great number of variables, such
as number and size of samples, substratum
typology or macrobenthos distribution on the
substratum. Choice of sampling sites is made
in areas where substratum is homogeneous.
For quantitative sampling on compact
substrata Surber is the most used sampler.
Macroinvertebrate quantitative collection
eonsists ofjabbing the Surber sampler in the
riverbed. Surber is thrust into the target
habitat and cobbles present into surber are
swept and cleaned for a ﬁxed period (5
minutes).
Collected
organisms
were
preserved in 70° Ethanol. For each sample
individuals were sorted, elassiﬁed using
taxonomic keys and counted.
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Morphological and Ecological Features
(FFI - Fluvial Functiouing Index)
The FFI is a development of the RCE-2, the
ﬁrst draft of which was drawn up by
Siligardi and Maiolini (Siligardi & Maiolini,
1993) which in its turn derives from the
Riparian
Channel
and Environmental
Inventory (RCE-I) drawn up by Peterson
from the Institute of Limnology of Lund
University (Peterson, 1990). RCE-I was
initially created as a proposal for the drawing
up of an inventory for the state of the sides
and banks of rivers. Only later, aﬁer many
applieations, was the importance that this
method could have as a model for the
determination of environmental quality
recognised.
The FFI record was further reﬁned and
foresees l4 questions, with 4 predetermined
answers to each question, conceming almost
all the ecological characteristics of a
watercourse. The answers have a numerical
expression by classes of numbers with a
minimum of 1

and a maximum of 30,

capable of expressing the qualitative
differenees between individual replies. From
the mathematical point of view there is no
justiﬁcation of the attribution of the numeric
weight of the answers, but only statisticalecological motivations which are based on
the mutual relations existing between the
concepts contained in the answers, making
the method substantially more stochastic and
less deterministic.
The FFI record is thus made up of a series of
questions which embrace several subjects
concerning the natural state of the
watercourse and linked between each other
in such a way as to make the record
balanced.
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The compilation of the record tenninates
with the calculation of the sum of the
different weight given to the answers
identiﬁed (one is compulsory for each
question) and hence with the deﬁnition of
the SCORE which may go from a minimum
of l4 to a maximum of 300 and which has
been translated into 5 quality classes, giving
eaoh a rating and a colour according to the
points band, with the scope both of
illustrating a map and of making
interpretation easier also for those not in the
ﬁeld.
Monitoring and Guidelines at the Enz
River (FSZ)
The Enz River contributed as an excellent
example for river and ﬂoodplain restoration
and maintenance. Situated in an urban area
of the City of Pforzheim, a reach with former
double—trapezoidal oross section of about
1500 m was renaturalised in 1990. Periodical
monitoring of vegetation growth and
maintenance (photographs), morphological
changes (geodetic surveys and photographs)

and hydrology (data from multiple pressure

gauges and a ﬁxed gauging station) was
undertaken. In such way, the experiences
from the renaturalisation were analysed and
presented as a case study within the RipForGuidelines.
Morphological and Ecological Features at

the Enz River (FSZ)

Additionally, the FFI (Fluvial Functioning
Index, see previous chapter) method was
applied for the ﬁrst time at the river Enz. In
spring 2002 the whole urban reach as well as
the upstrearn tributaries (Grosse Enz and
Nagold) were analysed in longitudinal steps
of300-1500 m.
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2.4

Flume Experiments on
Riparian Flow Field

Introduetion

The present study (RipFor WP2.1) focuses
on the interactions between ﬂow and
vegetation, eovering two basie aspects. First,
how ﬂoodplain vegetation inﬂuenees the

integral ﬂow ﬂeld and seeondly, how the
hydrodynamic feed-back changes shape and
structure of vegetation. Therefore, a physieal

model of a river-ﬂoodplain systern with half-

trapezoidal compound channel eross section
was eonstrueted at the Theodor-Rehboek
laboratory at the University of Karlsruhe.
The geometry, longitudinal slope and
disoharges were transferred from ﬁeld data
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Interaction Phenomena
Compound ehannels are eharaeterized by a
ehange of roughness and water depth aeross

the channel resulting in strong gradients of
the mean ﬂow veloeity. The low veloeity
ﬂoodplain ﬂows are dominated by the large
roughness generated by the vegetation and
lower water depths than in the open Inain
channel. Between these two sections a region

with strong momentum exehange and
production of coherent turbulent struetures

occurs‚ where the veloeities are decelerated
in the main channel and accelerated on the
ﬂoodplain. This region is known frorn
literature as interaetion zone or apparent
shear layer. Many researchers have
investigated the interaetion phenomena.
First, Zheleznyakov (1965) and Sellin (1964)

Fig.10 Photograph of interaction phenomena:
horizontal vortioes with vertical axes for
vegetated ﬂoodplain and small relative water

depths (Pasche, 1985)

in order to keep the comparability t0 a
Simpliﬁed scenario at the Upper Rhine near
Breisach, Gerrnany. Speeial regard was
given to the occurrence of high water levels

that differ signiﬁeantly from lowland river

eharacteristics. The aim of the experiments
was the characterization of the turbulent
exchange proeesses and its impact on the

ﬂow velocities in the transition from the

open main ehannel towards the ﬂow through
riparian forest. Hereby, different stages of
succession were modelled using simple
approaches that take into aecount ehanging
ﬂexibility and Spaeing of individual plants.
The results provide a better insight for the

Upper Rhine but are also relevant for similar
geometries, vegetation and ﬂood dynamies.
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Visualized horizontal vortiees with vertical
axes along the shear layer as the basic
mechanism of transfer of momentum (see
Fig.10). The dimensionless relative water
depth h/H [-], where h [cm] is the water
depth on the ﬂoodplain and H [cm] in the
main ehannel, was found as the primary

parameter for the momentum exohange and

strength of the vortices. In the majority of

experimenß, only small relative water depths
and smooth ﬂoodplains with homogenous

bed roughness and no vegetation were

eonsidered. Recent studies of Nezu et al.
(1999) could Show for a similar geometly
without vegetation on the ﬂoodplains, that

for higher water depths (h/H>O.625) the
inﬂuence of the horizontal vortices decreases

and secondary eurrents and a strong 3D-
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vorticity dominate the exehange of
momentum (Fig.11). Most of the experiments referring to these effects were
carried out using rigid cylinders for small
ﬂoodplain water depths and did not count for
high relative water depths and ﬂexible
vegetation properties that are relevant at the
Upper Rhine.
Floodplain Vegetation and its Properties
Vegetation along the ﬂoodplains of rivers
has an important inﬂuence on morphology
and hydraulics. Basically, vegetation under a
hydraulic point of View can be classiﬁed as
two different categories: ﬂow above
ﬂexible
short and highly
relatively
vegetation that is submerged and ﬂow
throu g h tall non—submer ed ve etation
g
g
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where the mechanical plant properties are
stiff enough to keep the plants erect. The
transition between the two eategories is
dependant from hydrodynamic properties of
the ﬂow (e.g. water depth and mean ﬂow
velocity) and bio-meehanical properties of
the plants (e.g. stiffness, compressibility of
branches and foliage). Flexible biomeehanical properties allow the plants t0
streamline and to a biological drag force
reduction (White, 1999). On the other hand,
in the non-submerged case the pressure drag
related to the frontal area of the plants is
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dominant (Kouwen, 2000). For ﬂow through
homogenous, woody riparian forest the nonsubmerged vegetation is assumed to be more
relevant because the pressure drag forces
exerted by the trees are much higher than the
surface friction.
Up to now, the major problem with ﬂexible
vegetation is that no reliable methods are
known to deseribe their physical behaviour
properly due to hydraulic stresses. This laek
of information is caused by the complexity
of the vegetative macro-structures such as
patehiness, density and succession as well as
the micro-scale structure of leaves, branches,

stems and the difﬁculty to put it into physical
parameters.
.
.
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after Tominaga et al. (1989 )

modelling the vegetation as rigid cylinders
that are deﬁned by a certain stem diameter
and a longitudinal and lateral spacing
between individual plants. Compared to
natural conditions, this approaeh is only
valid for homogenous groups of fully-grown
trees that are only stem-submerged below the
canopy level. The important effects of
bending, waving and compression of stem
and foliage that oceur in nature were
neglected. The present study takes into
account these properties and introduces
measurable physical parameters to deﬁne it.
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Equipment:

Experimental

LDV

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Flume

and

The LDV was an Aerometrics 300mW

Argen-Ion ﬁbre-optical LASER system
Operating in baekward scattering mede. The
system had twe eompenents (4-beam), used

A 1:100 scale physical model of a half-

trapezoidal

“compeund

channel

was

constructed at the laberatery facility. The

dewn—loeking für the longitudinal and lateral

Fig.12

Sehematie view ef the

ﬂume cross seetion
h

1.1!

B

__

b

_.

rectangular ﬂume employed für the
experiments was 1m wide, 20m long and set
at a ﬁxed bed slope of 0.001. The compound
eross seetion (Fig.12 refers) was constructed
in the rear 9m of the ﬂume with weoden
panels. The main ehannel and ﬂoodplain
—
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velocity components in x- and y- direction.
Feeding particles (T102) were added t0 the
ﬂew te obtain valid sample rates within time
steps ef 60 seeends at eaeh lecation. The
probe head was mounted 011 a computer
controlled rail carriage equipped with a two-
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Fig.13 Schematic view of the data
colleetion

grid

for

the

diﬂerent

sections

main ehannel

ﬂoodplain
interaetion zene

were B=520m

and

b=480m

w1de,

the

ﬂoodplain elevatien was AF2.3 cm. The

main channel bank slepe was set at 1:1.

Water was conveyed through a pipe into the

headbex

passing

an

electremagnetic

currency meter (ECM) for discharge eentrel.

The ﬂow was straightened by honeycombs.

Uniform ﬂew conditiens were adjusted by

six separated entfall ﬂaps located at the exit
of the ﬂume. The main ehannel as well as the
ﬂeodplain were reughened and calibrated

equally with PVC granules ef 3mm diameter
(with an equivalent sand roughness ef kg =
3.6mm).
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axis traversing system t0 allow precise
control in three directions. The LDV
measurements were earried out in a way that
separated the eross sectiens into three
regions: main ehannel, interaction zene and
ﬂoedplain. The grid of data eellectien points
was densest in the interaction zene
(0.4m<y<0.56m) with lateral and vertieal
distanees ef Ayzdz=lcm (see Fig.l3). In the
main channel (0<y<0.4m) and ﬂeodplain

(0.56m<y<1.0m)

a

Ay=2.50m

Az=lcm

and

lewer

density

was

ef

chesen.

Furthermere, several eross sections in ﬂow
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d5=10mm stem diameter in a staggered
pattern, in which each cylinder covered a

direction (2 in main channel and ﬂoodplain,
4-6 in the interaction zone) were measured t0
allow spatial averaging of the data and
independency ﬁ'om local conditions.

projected area of 100 cm2. This ﬂoodplain

scenario was chosen as a potential stage of

succession a1: the Upper Rhine. F01' the
second setup (S2), the rigid cylinders were
replaced by ﬂexible ones fabricated of foam

Vegetation
Experimental Equipment:
Prototypes and Properties
For the experiments, thIee different types of
artificial vegetatien (see Fig.l4 3nd Tab.l)

rubber with sealed, air-ﬁlled pores that kept

the eylinders non-submerged for all tests.
The same rigid and ﬂexible cylinders were
used in setup (S3) and (S4) but for a higher
density in which each element eovered a

were used in two different densities. The ﬁrst

setup (Sl) were rigid PVC cylinders of

i.

J

F

-._.;- 9'414:

...

Fig.l4 Pictures of the tested vegetation elements (from leﬁ t0 right): rigicl cylinders (side view),

leafy cylinders (Seen in ﬂow direetion) and ﬂexible cylinders (side view with cm-gn'd)

Run
slq
Slq20
5111130
82q10
s2q20
S2q30
s3q
S3q20
S3q30
S4q10
S4q20
s4q30
sSq
85q20
35q30
5602110
5611120
561130

Vegetatiun

.
DEIISIty

[cm2]

rigid
10 * 10
ﬂexible

I'igid
5 „, 10
ﬂexible
20 * 20
leafy
10 * 20

.
Unscharge

[Vs]
10
20
30
l0
20
30
10
20
30
10
20
30
10
20
30
10
20
30

H

MH

[cm1

l -1

7,5
1 1,3
16,0
7, 1
1 2,3
15,5
8,3
13,5
17,3
8,3
l3 ,5
17,3
7,2
1 1,4
15,7
8,2
13,4
17,3

0,77
0,83
0,87
0,76
0,84
0,87r
0,78
0,85
0,88
0,78
0, 85
0,88
0,76
0,83
0,82r
0,78
0,85
0,88

Re
main channel

Re
ﬂnudplain

184
305
523
l 72
365
491
204
388
560
188
3 90
581
180
334
513
212
407
585

52
86
163
43
97
139
39
94
137r
33
63
108
62
105
171
22
71
1 12

10“ [ - 1

10"i [ - 1

“"3

{“}mx

0,101
0,090
0,064
0,054
0,096
0,09?
0,056
0,084
0,119
0,105
0,072
0,092
0,127
0,116
0, 127
0,038
0,064
0,074

0,245
0,270
0,323lr
0,242
0,297
0,317
0,245
0,288
0,324
0,226
0,2 89
0,335
0,250
0,253
0,327F
0,258
0,304
0,338

[m/sl

[mISI

Tab.l Overview ofthe setups and typical charaeteristics
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projected area of 500m2. Aﬁerwards, the

third type of vegetation was developed based

on the idea to have a rigid stem strueture
together with a highly ﬂexible body of
foliage. Therefore, stripes of 12011111 thick
polypropylene foil of 0.50m width and
11.00111 lengths were glued horizontally 011
the rigid cylinders. The vertical distance

between eaeh stripe was ﬁxed at 0.50111.

Consequently, the frontal area seen from the
stream increased considerably for an
individual plant. This was eounterbalaneed
by a decrease of the plant density from 100

waving

e1112 for the rigid/ﬂexible eylinders (Sl, SZ)

to «40001112 for the leafy ones (SS),
respeetively from 5001112 to 200401112 (86) for
the setup with hjgher plant density. In auch
way, the bloekage ratio of the ﬂoodplain
vegetation deﬁned as frontal area divided by
plant density was kept constant in both cases
and allowed the eomparability of the results.
Two techniques were applied to eolleet data
of the ﬂoodplain vegetation: head-loss tests

to

determine

the

integral

compression

FigJS Waving, bending and compression of a
young willow for different mean ﬂow
veloeities modiﬁed aﬁer Oplatka (1998)

ﬂoodplain

resistance and measurements of parameters
to eharacterize the ﬂexibility of the plants.
The head—loss tests included non—uniform
ﬂow eonditions for various diseharges (2.5lSl/s with steps of 2.51/s) and water depths
(5-150111 with steps of 2.50111). For the tests,
the ﬂoodplain was separated by a skimming
wall from the main channel ﬂow. Head-

losses and ﬂow depths were measured by

l

_ __. rf'FHTL—hﬁ/y

an ECM (Electromagnetie Currency Meter)
installed at the inﬂow pipe of the ﬂume. The
analysis
of the
data
applied
the
momenmm/energy eqaations and the ﬁ'ontal

area of the plants to ealculate the drag forees.
The

ﬂexibility

of the

plants

was

eharaeterized by measuring the feedbaek
impacts eaused by the ﬂow. Basically, three

pointer gauges in the centre of the cross
sections and at thIee locations along the
ﬂume (F2, 4 and 6m) and averaged
afterwards. The discharge was measured by

different effeets oceurred similar to natural
vegetation:
bending,
waving
and
eompression (see Fig.15). Parameters that
were useful to describe these effects are

Type of vegetation

Setup

Bending 1‘ Parameter

Waving I Parameter

Compression 1' Parameter

Rigid
cylinders

(Sl) (83)

-

—

—

(82) (S4)

d}, [111111]
_
‚
_
111 ﬂow d1reet1o11

laterally to the

(stem)

ﬂÜW (stem)

i11 flow direetion
(foliage)

laterally
to the ﬂow

_
_
Flenble eylmders
Leafy
eylinders

(SS) (56)

horizontal
deﬂeetion

(foliage)

amplitude
A“, [111111]

and
ﬁ’equeney

-

eompressed
widﬂl

bw [111111]

fw m2]

width
eompression

(foliage)

Tab.2 Summary of the observed properties and parmeters for their deterxnination
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given in Tab.2. Hereby, the horizontal
deﬂectien dh [mm] charaeterized the bending

2.5

ef the stem (ﬂexible cylinders) respectively
the deﬂection of the foliage (leafy cylinders)

Flume Experiments 011
Riparian Morphology

Streng interaetions between ﬂow, Sediment

in ﬂow direetion. The value was measured

directly at the water surface level with a

and vegetation occur in this area and

[mm] represented one parameter fer the
oscillatery waving metion that eccurred for
ﬂexible and leafy cylinders. In the ﬁrst ease
the maximum amplitudes of the stem
laterally t0 the ﬂow were measured at the
water surface level, in the latter the
maximum amplitudes of the foil stripes. The
eompressed width bw [mm] deﬁned the
lateral distance between the tips of the
compressed and deﬂected foliage stripes of
an individual plant. The frequency ef waving

system. Thus, laboratery experiments were
earried out and existing data frem Specht
(2002) were summarized and prepared t0
determine the inﬂuenee ef emerged rigid

determine the funetion of the whele riparian

calliper gauge. The amplitude of waving AW

vegetatien ef the ﬂew and sedimentatien

precesses in compact and compound
channels.
Herein, the mteractive zene between the
vegetated banks and ﬂoed plains and the
main channel is ef great importance. It is

characterized by an intensive exchange of

momentum and mass. The vortiees (macro
turbulenee) eaused at this zene are as well in
a close interaction with the processes on the

fw [Hz] was determined by measuring the

length of time for a eertain amount of swings
(about 10-30) by the feil tips and ealeulating
the value of swings divided by the unit time.
Data of 10-20 plants located in the centre of
the ﬂume were taken and averaged
afterwards.

v

river bed.

The fellewing hydraulicisedimentelogical
preeesses are Observed (see Fig. 16):

zene IH
b "1

-

!

|.

lt” VT

‘I

Vluizi

Ing. dietfibutien

Villiz = bm) = Vw

(VIIINIIIJ-m z 1:11)
III"

I*

EERTRAMM: linear dietributien

eheer etreee
dietributien

PASCHE: parebelie dietributien

”i“
'

1: T

__

i

linear eheer streee
dietributten
______

Y

goodplain with rigid vegetatien : main ehannel

meere turbulent exehange ef

maee and mementum

gless

definitien eketeh

dune erest

‚
transportatien ef sediment

veleeitj
distributien

zene IV

C

'

glass

_‘dune gale

2 'ä:nönhianvirneﬁiä-n:1.-. . . .
H. ehange in bed fenne

Fig.16
Deﬁnition Sketch ef the inﬂuence of ﬂood plain vegetation on the hydraulic/sedimentologic
PIOCÜSSÜS
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high shear stresses at the interface
between the vegetated ﬂood plain and the
main channel
increased ﬂow velocities and turbulences
in zone II of the ﬂood plain
reduced ﬂow velocities in zone III as a
consequence of the macro turbulence
caused by the vegetation
increase in bed load transport due t0 the
increase in macro turbulence
change in bed resistance due t0 change in
bed forms
vegetation dependent sediment transport
an the ﬂood plain resulting in the
formation of “Rehnen” at the boundary t0
the main channel
The aim of the study consisted in the
following aspects:
t0 summarize the results of the
experimental work of Specht (2002)
concerning the inﬂuence of emerged rigid
vegetation on bed load transport and bed
forms in trapezoidal channels of different
width
t0 carry out laboratory experiments for the
investigation of flood plain vegetation on
the transportation/sedimentation processes
at the boundary t0 the main channel
(“Rehnen”-f0rmation).

2.6

Flume Experiments on
Floodplain Vegetation and
Sediment

Introduction: Resistance of Vegetation
In the last decades there has been increasing
use of live materials in rivers, such as living

bushes, in order t0 reduce the environmental

impact of banks stabilisation. One of the
problems due t0 plants presence is the high
resistance t0 ﬂow that they induce;
concerning this aspect, the way t0 face the
problem is quite different depending on the
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characteristics of the plants. Very short and
ﬂexible plants, having height markedly
lower than the ﬂow depth, like in grassed
channel, can be treated as a wall roughness
and
the
well-known
formulas
for
homogenous roughness, like GaucklerStrickler-Manning formula or Chezy-Tadini
formula, can be used. For forms of
vegetation represented by single, or groups
of single plants or bushes -b0th partially and
fully submerged- the plants height, kp, is of
the same order of magnitude of the ﬂow
depth, h, and, in this case, the combined
effect of the hydrodynamic drag of the single
plants has t0 be taken into account for the
schematisation and evaluation of the
equivalent resistance.
The last schematisation has been suggested
ﬁrstly by Petryk & Bosmajian (1975);
according t0 them, in case of rigid plants,
partially
submerged
and
uniformly
distributed along the bed channel, the
resistance produced by the single plant is
equivalent t0:
F; =

V2

(l)

c‘t/4195p?

where Fi z drag force absorbed by the i-th
plant; Cd = drag coefﬁcient; Ap; = area of the
i-th plant projected in streamwise direction;
p = mass density of water; V= mean channel
ﬂow velocity.
One of the problems of this approach is
represented by the deﬁnition of the drag
c0efﬁcient, Cd‚ and of the reference velocity,
V. Often, in order t0 overcome the problem,

the plants are simply regarded as a series of
cylinders invested by the ﬂow. However in
case of groups of plants the “cylinders”
cannot

be

treated

as

isolated,

and

the

reference velocity is not the undisturbed one.
It is therefore obvious t0 assume as reference
velocity the cross-averaged velocity that, in
this case, is in turn affected by plants
presence.

Simpliﬁed models have been introduced by

many researchers, accounting both for fully
and partially submerged plants
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(Tsujimoto et al.‚ 1992). Among others, is to

be mentioned the problem of spatial nonuniformity of the plants and the necessity to
properly introduce the dispersive stresses
due to the space averaging of the balance
equations. (Nikora et al.‚ 2001; Righetti &
Armanini, 2002).
Moreover most of the models are usually
calibrated on laboratory measurements and
their application to real cases is quite
difﬁcnlt.
Aetually the behavior of real
plants is far more complicated to be
schematized: the vegetative state of the plant,
and hence its height, its ﬂexibility and the
foliage
diffusion,
are
fundamental
parameters influencing the drag resistance
and, till now, have been investigate only
marginally.
In this study, to develop a rational method to
estimate a drag coefﬁcient in relation with
the shape, the dimension and the vegetative
state of the plants, a series of measurements
of the hydrodynamic strength acting on a
real willow,

ﬁxed at the bottom of a

laboratory channel have been performed.
The plants have been studied in submerged
and non-submerged conditions, isolated and
at different vegetation densities. For the
experiments on fully submerged isolated
willows, the tests have been repeated with
the same plants without leaves in order to
appreciate the influenoe of the foliage, and
therefore of the vegetative state, on the total
drag. The willows used in the experiments
were of the speeies Salix Alba, one of the
most used plants in restoration works along
rivers and also into the Wienﬂuss.
The measurements in real (or almost real)
scale give also useful information’s in order
for the choice of the most important
parameters to take into account for the

physical

laboratory

modelling
scale.

of

vegetation

Moreover

the

at

force

measurements allow to separate between the
ﬂow resistance due to the plants and the bed
shear.

Introduction: Vegetation and Sediment
Transport
The inﬂuence of vegetation presence on
sediment transport is an important aspect that
is still not completely debated. Relatively
recent studies (Ming Li & Shen, 1973;
Haber, 1982; Tsujirnoto, 1992; Okabe et al.‚
1995; Lopez & Garcia, 1998; Elliot, 2000)

pointed out the reduction in sediment
transport capacity for vegetated bed. In
general this reduotion can be ascribed to
various aspects, such as:
The reduction of the net surface where the
sediments exchange between the bed and the
ﬂow take place;
The plants drag partially counteracts the
streamwise momentum of the ﬂow, so the

net shear stress at the bed is reduced.
One possible rational approach on the
quantiﬁcation of the solid discharge in
vegetated bed is to modify the classical solid
discharge formulae (e.g. the Meyer-PeterMüller formula for the bed load) introducing
suitable coefﬁcients that can take into
account the plants presence. Following this
procedure, the M-P-M formula can be
considered:

(D = 8(9' — 96m?” (2)
q
.
.
CD : —S ; qs lS the solld
nAd
unit of width;

where:

‚f
per
U.
.
..
disc(ha)rge
3=_ : _* lS the moblllty parameter of

gMS

gAd;

the ﬂow, h is the ﬁow depth, if is the bed
slope; g is the gravity acceleration, d5 is the

grains diameter,
the gralns,
.

n

‚_9

r

u‘
A(is)2the

Z

gAd;

relative density of

is the net mobility

parameter, that refers only to the grain
resistance (see e. g. Yalin.‚ 1977), usually it is

experimentally

evaluated

and

can

be

expressed as a function of 3 (Engelnnd,

1966)
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and can be generalized as follows to the
vegetated beds:
(I)

Z

(3)
where:

8(1— C1) (5123

—

19”“)3’9

Cv is the ratio of bed surface oceupied

by the plants; 5 is a suitable correction factor
1|:

that has to be experimentally evaluated.

The dimensional analysis rule (see e.g.
Yalin, 1977; Lopez & Garcia, 1998) suggest
that, for vegetated bed, this factor could
depends to various dimensionless
parameters, among them the vegetation

density ‚1,756 : Api /aX ay (where aX ‚ aY are
the streamwise and transversal distances

between adjacent plants respectively), and/er

the density ofplants, Ä = dg/axay (that is

surface occupied by the single plant per unit
bed surfaee) play a crucial role. Nevertheless
also other dimensionless parameters have to
be taken into account (see e.g. Lopez &
Garcia, 1998), that can take into account also
other characteristics of the plants and of the
sediment. A series of experiments has been
performed in order to quantify the correction
factor and its dependence on the various
dimensionless parameters.

measured by means of an electromagnetie
ﬂow meter.
The forces acting on a single real willow
both totally and partially submerged were
measured. A force transducer that could
work completely submerged was therefore
designed, assembled and ealibrated. The
transducer could be ﬁxed at the bottom of
the laboratory ehannel, while the plant had to
be blocked on the cylinder placed on the
superior plate of the sensor. In this way, if
the plant was perfectly integral t0 the
cylinder, the strength that acted on the tree
was totally transferred to the superior plate
and then to the four aluminium foils, causing
their deformation and therefore, throughout a
Weatston bridge, to measure the force. The
force transducer was ﬁxed at the bottom of
the laboratory ohannel and it was carefully
surrounded with sand, gravel and concrete in
order to avoid any discontinuity in the bed
channel and consequently in the ﬂow ﬁeld.
The experiments were carried out using
willows of the species Salix Alba, since
these
are
widespread
along
plants
watercourses, both because of their natural

diffusion and of their increasing use in the
bioengineering management of the rivers.
Two
series
of measurements
were
performed, the ﬁrst series on isolated
willows, and the second series on willows

uniformly distributed along the bed, at two

Hydrodynamic Resistance of Isolated and
Group of Real Plants
Experiments were conducted at the
Experimental Centre for Hydraulic Models
of

“Consorzio

Venezia

Nuova”,

in

Voltabarozzo (Padova-Italy). The laboratory
ﬂume used in the tests is 150 m long, 2 m
wide, 2 m deep and the bed and the walls are

of concrete, except for a length of 12 m
where one of the two banks is made of glass.
The ﬁnal seetion of the ﬂume ends with a
rectangular adjustable weir. The water ﬂows
through a closed circuit by means of a group
of four eleetro-pumps, up to a maximurn
discharge of 1.5m3/s. The discharge is
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different vegetation densities: ÄVEG 5 0.0006,

and ‚1,456; 0.0014 respectively.
Concerning the force measurements on
isolated plants, they were perforrned on
several plants, which could be divided in two
groups according to their height, hp. The
plants of the ﬁrst group, later on ealled “tall
Salix”, were all slender willows high more

than 2.5 In. The average diameter of the
main trunk was between 15 and 20 mm. The
willows belonging to the second group were
obtained by cutting the top of other plants,
for an approximate length of 1 m, in order to
achieve smaller plants, with weaker, and

therefore more ﬂexible, branches and thicker
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foliage. The geometrieal eharacteristies of all

been a useﬁil and powerful opportunity to

the plants were carefully measured,
registering height and diameter of the main
trank and dimensions and position of the

have

deeper

insight

about

the

vegetated banks in torrents. The ﬁeld site
plan is reported in Fig.l7: the reach presents
a curve in the upstream part; the water ﬂows
from a reservoir; the discharge is regulated
by a control gate. Various types of banks
remediation works are presents along the

principal and of the 2Hd order branches,
related to the base‚

Effeet of Vegetation Presenee on Sediment
Transport
The experiments are performed in a elose
circuit, sediment feed ﬂume, 12m long, 0.31

stream; they are oharacterized by different

types of plants and different vegetation
densities, that also varies along the three
years of experimentation as the plants grows.
Attention is focused on the Simulation at a
laboratory scale of the geometrie and

III wide, the bushes are simulated by means

of spherical steel wools, having diameter of
4 cm. ThIee different vegetation densities are
simulated: Sparse (431530 cm, ay=10 cm);

hydraulic eonditions as measured at section

intemediate (ax=15 cm, ay=10 cm) and

dense (er—‚5:10 CHI, ay=10 cm) conﬁgurations;

14; a5 far as it coneerns vegetation densities
and ﬂexibility, the conditions measured on
July 2000 (ÄEOJZS; kp ranging between
1.5 and 2 m) has been taken as reference. So

two different elasses ef sand are used as
feeding granular material: one having mean

diameter ds=0.5 mm (ﬁne sand) and the other

the physieal model is a straight ﬂame, where

having (15:13 mm (coarse sand). More than
40 mns are performed, for each of them the

the geometry measured at Section l4 and the
relative eharaoteristics of the plants are
reproduced
at
geometrical
scale
l : rG =1: 12 ; the physical model is in Freude

eqnilibrium state is reached and so the

uniform ﬂow conditions, at different liquid
and solid discharges.

2.7

a

hydrodynamic behavior of real plants and

similitude.
The elastic plante are simulated with Teﬂon
oylinders, 18 cm long and 3 mm in diameter,
due to dimensional analysis considerations,
the ratio between the elasticity module of the

Physical Model of the Wien
River (FS3)

Flow Resistance of Vegetated Banks and
the Wienﬂuss Physieal Mode!
The ﬁeld site of Wienﬁuss (managed by the
group of BOKU University of Wien) has

real plants, as measured in the ﬁeld, and that

of the Teﬂon is equal to rG . Also ﬂow

measurements with rigid cyliaders has been
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perfonned in the model; beth the rigid and

resourees aetivities that aecount fer such

ﬂexible eylinders has been tested at various
discharges, for three densities of plants (Ä =

proaesses.

called in the following: sparsa, inremediate

cempound channels in order t0 predict the
ﬂow velocities at different discharges and

0.47*10"; 1,17*10"; 1.457’k10'1 respeetively,
and dense density of plants respectively);
5.4

5:4

42222224

5

5

6

Therefore,

the

aim

5

3

I

3

HD
W1:

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

of the

numerieal Simulation in this project is t0
analyse the ﬂow of partly vegetated

AL‘IEÜ

w wmw
Fig.18 Measurement points into the generic cross seetion and different cross sections

this allows t0 compare the hydrodynamic
behavior of ﬂexible and rigid plants at the

banks at different densities. The cinematic

characteristics (mean velocities and turbulent
shear stresses) of the ﬂow ﬁeld are measured
using a ultrasonic probe (2D-Sentek
MicroADV) at different locations in the

generic cross section; the double averaging
technique (temporal and spatial) among

homologous point at different cross seetions

(Fig.18) is applied (Righetti & Armanini,

2002),

in

dispersive
stresses.

2.8

order

t0

component

evaluate

ef the

also

the

turbulent

3D Numerical Modelling of

Riparian Flow Field

Many rivers are more or less vegetated and it
is essential for the practical engineer t0

determine velecity distributions and thus

fer
ﬂoodplain
discharge
capaeity
management, river training works er water

consequently the ﬂow depths in the main
ehannel and on the ﬂoodplains. The results
ef the three dimensienal numerical were then
tested against the laboratory experiment.

3D Numerical Made]
The numerical model solves the Reynolds—
averaged Navier—Stokes equations in three
dimensions t0 cempute the water ﬂow using

the ﬁnite volume approach as discretization

method. The k—a turbulence Closure scheme

(Rodi 1980) computed the stress term and
the SIMPLE method (Patankar 1980) the

pressure term. T0 model the additional ﬂow
resistance of vegetation the drag force of a
rigid ebstacle has been introduced as a sink
term into the Navier—Stokes equations. The

advantage with this methed compared with

using large roughness 011 the river bed, is
that eﬁects of the vegetation over the whole
water depth can be taken into account,
instead of only affeeting the velocity near the
bed. Concerning the modelling of the
ﬂexible vegetation the drag force was
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reduced by a value being a function of the
bended angle. This angle is resulting by

solving the equilibrium of the intemal forces
due t0 material characteristics, and the
extemal ones resulting of the water body
where the obstacle is exposed on.

2.9

1D Numerical Modelling of
Flood Wave Propagation

the ﬂood waves is one of the highlights in
the ﬁeld of hydraulic engineering. It is the
most ﬁmdamental research t0 evaluate the
riparian

forests

parameters

and

analyse

the

parameter

sensitivity with the previous ﬂood records.
1D unsteady-state ﬂow
C0nsequent1y,
Simulations were carﬁed out t0 investigate
the propagation of the ﬂood waves along the
river course of the upper reach of the Rhine

according t0 24 scenarios with 4 types of

vegetation for regulating the propagation of

of the

First, a 1D steady-state ﬂow Simulation was

carried out in order t0 identify the roughness

during the course of the ﬂood events

Flood prevention is of great importance in
densely inhabited countries, and the
utilisation of the riparian forests and

inﬂuence

Constance) and Hartheim (214.244 km).

and

different vegetation.

Description of the Data and the Study Site
The study site is the upper reach of the Rhine
between
the
two
gauging
stations
Rheinweiler (186.156 km from Lake
Constance) and Hartheim (214.244 km)

l

1mm

5mm am...
.

-

Q

am

Fig.l9 Study site Upper Rhine Hartheim / Rheinweiler
vegetation on the ﬂow resistance,

and

researchers previously reported numerous

results. In the Integrated Rhine Programme,
an imaginary enlargement of the ﬂoodplain
011 the German side is planned up t0 utmnst

90 In and natural succession of the potential

natural vegetation is expected 011 it in the

upper

reach

Rheinweiler

of

the

(186.156

Rhine

km

between

from

Lake

shown in Fig.19. The bed slope S and the

relations between water depth h, crosssectional area A, and hydraulic radius R were

computed from surveys of the cross-sections

almost every 100-200 m in the reach. The

characteristic dimensions of the riparian
forests and vegetation were obtained from
ﬁeld surveys (Hartmann et al.‚ 1998)
conducted at several typical sites along the
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river course. The dimensions are as follows:

I) diameter of the trunk of the riparian trees,
and 2) longitudinal and lateral spacing of the
trees. Several sets of ﬂood data were

1 V). —Vj
g
2a:
m-I

._..

n—I

+

2a 3+:

_

___

2g _
2a:

.|.

J

JH—

I-I

=S.—S.
J
f-J

accumulated in the 905.

Description of the Mode!

where Ax and Ar denote the spatial and
time increments, respectively, and the

state ﬂow in compound open channels are

time and spatial steps, respectively.

The governing equations of a 1D unsteady—
the equation of continuity and the SaintVenant equation as shown in Eqs. (1) and

(2):

%+—6(VA)=0
öt
6x

1D Flow Simulations
The steady—state ﬂow simulations were
carried out with the ﬁmdamental equations

(l)
2

iö—V+Ä V—Hz =S—Sf
g öt öx 2g

the unsteady terms of which are removed
prior t0 the unsteady-state simulations.

(2)

Three data sets of water tables and ﬂow

discharges along the river comse were

where A = cross-sectional area, V = depth-

averaged ﬂow velocity, g = the gravitational

constant, h = water depth, S = bed slope, Sf=
ﬁ-iction slope, and t and x = time and

longitudinal co-ordinates, respectively.
CEISE

ar

im}

H}.

Ü“!

dp

im}

superscript n and the subscript j denote the

applied

t0

the

model,

and

roughness

parameters, namely the Darcy-Weisbach
friction factorf; were identiﬁed for each sub-

cross-section. In order t0 set the initial water
tables along the river course, the ﬂow
Cümmanta

6W.”

Type-1

5.55

1034

130

12a

Typicalfüraata in tha bftaizla

Type-2

123

331

3.33

13c:

Typ'ralhtly danaa füraata in the rjghtaiia

Type-3

3.43

3.43

333

123

Typfcaldanaa füras-ta i3 die rightaiie

Type-ä

1mm

13333

1333

123

Hypatheatalfuture farasta in Ehe right sija {Bann an aﬁal

[Franch sﬂa‚Ecohq'ralqaalj
[Garm an a'ﬂa]

[Garn an S'Ijel

Tabß Details of vegetation parameters

The inﬂuence of bed roughness, riparian
fürests and the interaction between the main

channel

and

ﬂoodplains

on

the

ﬂow

resistance was evaluated based on the idea

proposed by Pasche and Rouve' (1985). The
governing equations are discretised by the
explicit ﬁnite difference method (the leap—
frog scheme) as shown in Eqs. (4) and (5).

The central difference schemes are employed
in t- and x — terms, respectively:
— A "“1
J.
2A!

n+l

A J.

(VA)?„—(VA3)-1 = 0
2A):

simulations were carried out for the ﬁxed

ﬂow discharge Q = 600 m3/s, aﬁerwards 24
scenarios of different hydIaulic conditions
were applied t0 the unsteady-state ﬂow
simulations as shown in Tables 3 and 4. The
details of the dimensions of the vegetation
parameters are illustrated in Fig.20.
x (arraamwica)

} (transverse)

(4)
Figll) Details of vegetation parameters
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Tab.4 Simulation cases

2.10 Riparian Succession at the
Upper Rhine (FSl)
In the southern section of the Upper Rhine
River situated between Basel and Breisach,

the former river bed is planned t0 be more
intensely used for ﬂood retention purposes.
In this Franco-German border section the

river bed is strongly incised as a result of bed

erosion and is merely provided with about
20—30 m3 water per second (residual ﬂow)

over more than four ﬁfth of the year. The
main water volume (up t0 1400 m3/s) is

discharged over the lateral canal of the Rhine
for energy generation purposes. The former

90 In, will naturally have a great inﬂuence

on ﬂood retention on the one hand and on
sedimentation 011 the other hand. In the

present study we tried t0 estimate the
development of vegetation.

For this purpose, comparative studies of the
vegetation existing in the former groyne
ﬁelds (Le. the areas situated between the
groynes) and its development were
conducted 011 both the German and the

French side. In doing so it had t0 be
consitlered that along the German river bank

interventions as für the ligneous plant stands
had taken place repeatedly, this was not the
case on the French side‚ T0 document the

existing vegetation, the plant communities

river bed is t0 be broadened for ﬂood

were described according t0 the Braun—-

above the mean water level. The succession
of vegetation occurring 011 this newly created
ﬂoodplain stretch with an average width of

systematic order. Plant lists were drawn and

retention purposes by means of diggings

Blanquet-Inethod

and

were

put

in

a

Iife-form as well as dispersal type of the
identiﬁed species were established.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Field Work at the Upper Rhine

(FSl)

Characterization of the Test Site

The investigated area is loeated inside a former groin ﬁeld at the Upper Rhine in the
south west of Germany close t0 the City of
Freiburg. Fig.21 Shows a detailed map of the
site locatien with the original eourse of the
river Rhine at the centre and the current
Situation of the Grand Canal d' Alsace on the
left hand side.
The Rhine signs the border between Germany and Franee. The westem part of the
test site is lined by the river Rhine at a normal discharge of 30m3/s. The eastern part is
marked by the bank so ealled “Lainpfad”.

The sediments in the main river are dominated by pebbles and stones. The sediments
at the ﬂoodplain are characterized by a variation between clay, silt and sand.
Originally the Rhine was a braided system.
The fonner river bed —before the regulation
and correction of the Rhine was approximately at an elevation of 205m a.s.l. As a
consequence of the human impact 011 the
river systern — reetiﬁcation, construetion of
groins, regulation, eanalisation- the Rhine
incised his river bed. Today the elevation of
the river bed is at about 193m a.s.l. The total

difference in height between the river bed

and the top of the embankment is about 12
meter. The total width of the river and ﬂoodplain is about 160m (Fig.23).

Fig.21 (left) Locatiün of the Test site FSl Hartheim / Upper Rhine
Fig.22 (right) The test site FSl Hartheim / Upper Rhine during a smaller ﬂood event (top)

(Q=900m3/s), at normal water level and as aerial photograph (bottom)
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Lengitudinal Profile
ef Sediment traps

205.00 Meter NN
203.80 Meter NN
202.60 Meter HN
20‘1 .40 Meter NN
200.20 Meter NN
190.00 Meter NN
10?.00 Meter NH
100 Meter

200 Meter

+

ADCP

120 Meter

B0 Meter

40 Meter

0 Meter

Geemerphelegy .
Rhlne
Test Site Hertherm Upper

. Südimeni "3135 8 Erosion eheine

— Walter level {201 Meter NN}
et peak ef diseharge {1 600m31'5)
11.06.2001

100.00 Meter NN
1 05.40 Meter NN

194 20 Meter MM
193.00 Meter NH

Fig.23 Geomorphology of the test site Hartheim / Upper Rhine; loeation of equipment

HHQ (May 1999) = 4550 m05
Rheinfelden
Approximated value for the fest site = 3150 mifs
I-INQ (Deeember 1962)= 315 nﬁs Rheinfelden

Approximated value for the test site <2”

HQ 10 = 3544 m05
Approximated valne for the test
HQ 50 = 4098 mils
Approximated value for the test
HQ 100 = 4308 m05
Approximated valne for the test
MQ (1935—2001)= 1042 1113/5
Approximated value for the test

30 1113/3

Rheinfelden
site = 2144 111313
Rheinfelden
site = 2698 1113/5
Rheinfelden
site = 2908 me‘s
Rheinfelden
site e: 30 m03

Tab.5 Hydrologieal date gauging Station
Rheinfelden

The test site has a length of lOOmeter and a

width of 80 meter, it does not inelude the

river itself. The morphology of the groin

ﬁeld is dominated by a ridge with a mean

height 2.00 meters above the normal water
level at Q=3 01113/11, the lower areas are be-

tween 50-1000111 above the water level. This
divides the test site into areas with different
inundation levels. The depth of the river is

between 150-200em (at Q=30m3/s). The
blue area Shows the water level at the normal
discharge of 301113/8 (Fig. 23).
The discharge is regulated by a weit at the
City of Maerkt almost 35km upstream the
test site. At Maerkt the Upper Rhine is divided into the Grand Canal d'Alsac
(1400m3/s) and the original course of the
river (301113/5) and regulates the capaeity of the

ehannel and the river (between Maerkt and

Breisach). If the discharge upstream the weir
rises above 140017113/5 the test site will be
ﬂooded and the discharge at the test site can increase from the normal of 30 to 1600 m3/s
within 3 days‚ which means an increase of
about 50 times in 72 hours.

The hydrologieal Situation of the gauging
station Rheinfelden upstream the segregation
into the original eourse of the river and the
Grand Canal d’Alsace can be deseribed by

the values in Tab.5. It has to remarked that
only ﬂood events of a diseharge bigger than

1000m3/s (at gauging station Rheinfelden
e2400m3/s) (water level >4000m) inundate

the upper parts of the ﬂoodplain.
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Based on this information
and due to the faet that dif-

_
_
_
Test Slte Hartholm -Upper Rhme- Vegetation-

ferent types of vegetation
occur at the test site was
subdivided into three areas
which are marked by the
longitudinal proﬁle 1, 2

and 3 (Fig.23). The red
dots mark the longitudinal

proﬁles 1 2 3, at eaoh proﬁle 10 sediment traps are
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Fig.24 Test site Hartheim / UpperRhine; types and
distribution of vegetation

Otanlc

survey

summer

(view from up-to downstream)

includes the sediment traps with the number 104, 204, 304, 384, 394, 405, 505, 604, 704, 805.
(view from up—to downstream)

Tab.6 Loeation and oonsecutive numbering of sediment traps

came

2000 t0

d

ex_

dlstrlbutlon and area) has
been designed (Fig.24).
The lowest part of the

includes the sediment traps with the number 103, 203, 303, 383, 393,403, 503, 603, 703, 803.

Proﬁle 3 (highesr pur: oftheﬂoodplain; covered by grass und herbs)

was

A_ vegetetion map (SPÜCieS‚

Proﬁle 1 (lowest pur! oftheﬂoodplain; eovered by willows)
includes the sediment traps with the number 102, 202, 302, 382, 392, 402, 502, 602, 702, 802
(View from up-to downstream)
Proﬁle 2 (Zowesr pur! oftheﬂoodplain; covered by grau)
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ﬂoodplain close to the river is dominated by
young ﬂexible willows (dark green eolour).
The ground cover is mainly a mixture of different types of grass and herbs. The lower
area between the willow belt and the dike is
mainly covered by grass (light green oolour),

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

was dominated by a big number of smaller
events without any extraordinary ﬂoods
compared with e.g. the situation in 1999
(Qmax =3500m3ls at Rheinweiler).

the upper area by herbs and grass (yellow

area). Single spots at the up- and downstream border of the test site are dominated
by timber trees and bushes. A special survey
examining the density, the height and distri—

bution of trees in the ﬂoodplain was oarried

Gauge Rheinweilsr: Diseharge in 2001
m3fs

1800

-

1sos
14ss g -

I

out by the eolleagues from Vienna.

Description of the Hydrological Situation bet-

ween 2000-2002

The hydrological Situation of the years 20002002 is dominated by a large number of
smaller ﬂood events (<HQ 10) (Fig.25). In
2000 the main ﬂood period was between
June and August. The ﬂoodplain was inundated in total for 43 days (> 140m3/s). Only

at two days the upper areas could be reached

by the water (Q 3> 980m3/s). In 2001 the
main ﬂood period was between March and
June. The maximum values were reached the
ﬁrst time in March with l400m3/s and in

June with 1600m3/s. Several smaller ﬂoods

occurred. The lower ﬂoodplain was inundated in total for 142 days (3> 140m3/s).
Compared with the year 2000 the upper areas oould be reached by the water in total for
18 days (Q I> 980m3/s). In 2002 the ﬂoodplain was inundated in total for 91 days (3*
140m3/s). Very similar to the last year situation the upper areas were inundated for 19
days. The ﬂood period started in May and
stopped at the end of the year. The maximum
values were reached in August (1600m3/s),
September (17001113/s) and in November
(1500m3/s). The longest inundation period

eould be observed in November. The main
aspect of these data is that no bigger ﬂood

event occurred during the investigation period 2000-2002. The Situation of the test site

01.12.01

Gangs Rhei nweiler: Disoharge in 2002
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Fig.25 Gauging station Rheinweiler between

2000-2002 / Periods of inundation at the test
site Hartheim
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Flow Field Mensurements

The investigation of the ﬂow ﬁeld inside a
riparian forest at the Upper Rhine and the
deseription and analysis of velocity data foeus on three main aspects:
— The inﬂuence of diﬁ‘erent types of vegeta-

tion (gTass, willows) on the ﬂow ﬁeld and

a comparison of data sets
The ehanges of the ﬂow ﬁeld pattern at
different stages / water levels of the ﬂood

-

events and differenees between the two
loeations

The seasonal effeet of vegetation on the
ﬂow ﬁeld

Fig.27 Situation before a ﬂood event in August 2002

Heavy rainfalls in August lead to the ﬁrst
bigger ﬂood event at the Upper Rhine. The
water level reached the upper areas of the
ﬂoodplain the first time that year. Fig.27
Shows the simation before the inundation in
August. The maximum water level was

about 2.70 Meters at the test site (ﬂoodplain
level) during the peak of discharge

(1600m3/s) (Fig.28). This oecurred again at

the end of September (l700m3/s) and in the
middle of November (15001113/8).

.

r um», _Wffi? i 1!

Fig.26 Bird-eye view of the test site Hartheim
IUpper Rhine; location of Aeoustic Doppler
Current Proﬁler inside a willow grove and a1:
a grass oovered
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The ﬁrst ﬂow ﬁeld measurements at the wil-

low grove and the grass area started in spring
2001 (Fig.26). Due to technical problems no
time parallel measurements for the two loea-

tions could be obtained. The comparison of
measurements from different points in time

but always at same water level showed ﬁrst

remarkable results which could be conf'nmed
in summer 2002. In 2002 the ﬁrst and
smaller ﬂood events oceurred during the late
Spring period between May and the end of

July. The ﬂoodplain was partly inundated.

52

Fig.28 Flood event in August 2002, maxi-

mum water level at the ﬂoodplain 2,75m, (Q=
16001113/5)

During these events several ﬂow ﬁeld meas-

urements were carried out with the ADCPs

inside the stand of willows and at the grass

RipFor —— Scientiﬁc Report

covered areas (Fig.26). Data were recorded
for the complete ﬂood periods.
The graphs of Figs.29 and 30 illustrate the
typical Situation of a ﬂood event at the Upper
Rhine (FSl) and the evolution of the vertical
velocity proﬁles at a grass and a willow covered area inside the ﬂoodplain before, during
and after the peak of discharge. The maximum discharge is about 1600m3/s; the
maximum water level at this location inside
the ﬂoodplain is 2.40m (grass), 2.75m (willow).
The x-axis presents the ﬂow velocity in
mm/s. The y-axis ShOWS the water depth and
the range of the measured velocity proﬁle.
The colours ShÜW the velocity at different
stages of the ﬂood. Blue ShOWS the velocities
with rising water level, yellow ShOWS the velocities with falling water level, e.g. the
graphs R616 (Fig.29) and W44 (Fig.30) sign

the initial stage of the ﬂood event at a water
level of about 806m, the graphs R681 and
W109 were recorded at the peak of disCharge.
Flow Field Measurements Grass Area

In Fig. 29 the ground velocities vary between
100 and 300mm/s. They increase with rising
water level. The highest velocities are always
Velocities - Ground

(at a height of 70cm)

Before ﬂood peak:

min 275mm/s max 925mm/s
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reached close t0 the water surface with a
maximum of 1150mm/s at the peak of discharge, the minimum is reached at the beginning and the end of the ﬂood event (100lSOmm/s). With rising and falling water
level both the ground and surface velocities
increase, respectively decrease.
The Span between ground and surface velocities is increasing with rising water level from
almost zero (R616), 350mm/s (R638),
700mm/s (R658), up till 900 mm/s (R674).
The comparison of situations at same water
level before and after the peak Shows that
both ground and surface velocities have increased after the peak.

Flow Field Measurements Willow Area

In Fig. 30 the comparison of situations at
same water level before and after the peak
ShOWS remarkable differences in the vertical
distribution of the ﬂow velocity. With rising
and falling water level both the ground and
surface velocities increase respectively decrease. The gradient between the ground velocities and velocities at a water depth between 90-12OCm is positive. From a certain
point on at the water column the

After
ﬂood peak:
Difference between min.
= 275mm/s
Velocities
Before ﬂood peak:

max 925mmfs min 550mm/s
before and min after the flood peak

Difference between min.
= lOOmm/s
Velocities - Surface
Before ﬂood peak:
After
ﬂood peak:
Difference between min.
: 0m1m’s

before and min after the ﬂood peak

After

ﬂood peak:

(at a height between 80-120cm)
min 600mm/s max 1000mm/s

max 1000mm/s min 700mm/s

(shifting height)
min 500mm/s max 650mm/s
max 650mm/s min 500mm/s
before and min aﬁer the ﬂood peak

Range between min. and max. velocities
650
375

400

300

300
300

Tab.7 Vertical distribution of velocities at different location and different stages of the flood event
at the willow area
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Flood event 11. - 13.08.2002
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Fig.29 Flow velocities during a ﬂood event at a grass covered ﬂoodplain area — test site
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gradient of the velocity graphs becomes
negative and after the peak of inundation it is
getting lower. The grüund velocities vary be-

velocities are always lower than the ground
velocities (Fig.30). The range between min.
and max. values is constant for most parts of

rising water level.
A detailed Observation of the data sets
(Tab.7) Shows that the highest velocities are
always reached at a height between 901200111 above the ground with a maximum of
IOOOmm/s at the peak of discharge. At this
height the minimum of 600mm/s is reached

dation, whereas close t0 the ground the range

tween 100 and 925mm/s. They increase with

the proﬁle before and after the peak of imm-

is decreasing (Tab.7). This is caused by an
increase Of the min. values before/after the
ﬂood peak from 275 up t0 SSOmm/s. For all
other parts the differences are almost constaut. The min. max... the range and the shift
of values can be described as following if
W44 and W169 are excluded.

at the end of the ﬂood event (with exception
1’elodﬁ-- 1HE! qs mm “i'll! {1ms

vebcitynmfs
|
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12m
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of W44 and W169; 150—-350mm/s).
The surface velocities are always lower
compared with the velocity at the lower third
of the proﬁle. They have a maximum of
650mm/s and with exception of W44 and
W169 (150-350mm/s) a minimum of
500mm/s.
At a water level above 2.00111 the vertical
distn'bution of velocities always Shows the
minimum close t0 the water surface, these

The range between ground and surface ve-

locities in Fig.30 is increasing up till a water
level cf 1.80111, the differences between
ground and surface shiﬁ ﬁom 50mm/s

(W44) up till 200mm/s (W66). AI: a water

level of 2.20111 the range is zeta again. With
ongoing rise of the water level the ground

velocities become higher compared with the

surface velocities and the range is increasing
up till 275mm/s (W96). From the peak of
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Fig.32 A comparison between two test sites at selected water levels before and aﬂer the peak of
ﬂood

discharge 011 and with falling water level the

range is decreasing (32511111113 at W102;
300mm/s at W116; 250mm/s at W123 3nd
lOOmm/s at W134). At the end Of the ﬂood
event both the ground and surface velocities
-at about 350mm/s- are higher compared

with the Situation at same water level before
the ﬁood event(100-150mm/s).

The Graphs are plotted in Fig.3l starting at

the water surface and ending 700m over the

ground. The impact of topography is not ex-
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cluded, which means that the ADCP at the
grass area is 40cm higher in elevation. During the ﬁrst stage of inundation the surface
and ground velocities at both locations are
quit similar but they Shift and spread with
rising water level. From a certain point in

time the graphs intersect due t0 increasing

velocities from the ground t0 the top at the
grass area and decreasing velocities at the
willow grove. It exits a wide difference close
t0 the ground with values at the grass area
from 100 up till 300mm/s compared with the
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willow grove 300 up till 900111111/5. The

maximum velocities are reached at the grass

Etandardized discharge -widma11mxwatar1awlxmaanwloc1w

area with values clese t0 1200111111/5 near the

|

water surface. Whereas at the willow grove
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___.

wh- Discharga Wim rrr’i's f
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the water body has the tendency t0 be decelerated. At the top a value of 900mm/s is
reached.
The diagrams of Fig. 32 provide information
about the interaction between different types

0:00

12:00

12:00

0:00

tima

by same water levels t0 exclude the effect of
topogTaphy. The x-axis presents the velocity
in nun/s, the ynaxis Shows the water depth
and the range of the measm'ed velocity profile. The ﬁgures (Fig.32) Show the velocity
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distribution at different stages of the ﬂood a1
rising and falling water level. Secondly a

comparison is made between the Situation

before and aﬁer the peak of discharge in 01'der t0 estimate changes in the vertical velocity distribution.
The intersection of the graphs as discussed

before ca.11 be proved again. This ca.11 be seen

at a water level of 1.90m. At 1.50 111 it is not
obvious before the maximum but surpris—
111e after the peak. At water level 1.90 me-
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ter both at the grass and the willow area the

velocities increase 110111 the ground up till a
level of 1.20111, they Show very similar pattern. Whereas at the maximum of 2.30111 and
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Approximated discharge for the test site
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pact on discharge 3nd the deceleration of wa-

ter ﬂow by vegetation.
The analysis of local impaet of t0pography
on diseharge was carried out by a eomparison of velocities values of both locations for

same weter level. Primarily the discharge

was ealculated for same points in time and
seeondly t0 exclude topographieal effects for

situations at same water level.
During a single ﬂood event and without con—
sideration of differences in topography the
discharge is always higher at the willow
eovered area (Fig.33). If the topography is
excluded the disoharge is lower at these ar—

eas. Up to a water level of 1.00111 the discharge values are quite similar for both loca—

tions (Fig.34). This implicates that an impact

of the riparian forest at the test site on discharge can be eonsidered only from e eertain

water level on.

Taking into account the whole area of the

test site whieh is either covered by willows
or by grass the total discharge is higher inside the willow grove. For the complete

ﬂoodplain the approximated diseharge is

about 80m3/s (at a total discharge of
16001113/5). That means less than 5% of the

total diseharge of the Upper Rhine ean be al-

located for the ﬂoodplain with 1.8% (grass
area) and 1,4% (willow area). These data
base on the assumption that the measured velocities are ahnost similar all over the test
site.

Seasonal Effects on the Flow Field

The mean ﬂow velocities at different ﬂood

events in 2002 vary between 840mm/s and

1080mm/s

respectively

(grass)

between

710mm/s
and
680mm/s
(willows)
(Fig.3 5/36). This means that the impact of
the trees due to their roughness deeelerate
the velocity of the water body between l9
and 54% (Figßö) whereby it has to take into
aceount that during the ﬂood event in November 2002 the mean veloeities at the grass
area were disproportional high eompared
with the Situation in August and September
2002 (Fig.35).
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Fig.35 The impact of the seasons on the vertical distribution of the ﬂow ﬁeld
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were analysed and discharge for the main
river was calculated as discharge of almost

In co-operation with the WSA Freiburg three

dimensional ﬂow ﬁeld measurements were
carried out in the main river by boat (March

1100m3/s at a maximum of velooity of 35m/s.

2001). The cross sections measured were lo-—

cated up- and downstream of the test site.

The ﬂoodplain was not included. The data

The seasonal effeot on the mean velocity and
discharge due to decomposing, ehanges in

the amount and density of leaves and
branches is between 9 and 4 % at the willow

Mean veloeitiee et water Ievel of 2,3 Meter

1 = August; 2 = September; 3 = November 02
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Sedimentation and Erosion: Main Aspects

The description and analysis of sediment
data has so far focused on four main aspects.

The investigation of sedimentation / erosion due t0 changes in topography (meso
soale roughness)
The inﬂuenoe of different types of vegeta(meso
tion on sedimentation
scale roughness)
The changes of the sedimentation pattorn

for different ﬂood periods

In late autumn 2001, in summer 2002 and in
Winter 2002 /2003 -— always aﬁer the bigger
ﬂood evonts- these surveys were carried out
again t0 examine ohanges in topography in

between the years 2000 and 2002. Data sets
were checked and analysed. Based on the

comparison of all data sots differences in

height before and after the ﬂood periods in
2001 / 2002 could be calculated.
These data and maps were merged to gener-

ate maps of erosion and sedimentation in

(meso

comparison with the Situation in 2001
(Fig.38). The data of the geodetic surveys
2000, 2001 and 2002 were used to detect
changes in volume and the total gain and loss
of material under inﬂuence of ﬂow ﬁeld and
vegetation and for the oaloulation of sedimentation rates for the last 2 years for the
complete test site (Fig.39). As a result areas
of sedimentation and erosion are character—
ized by different eolour scales. Green means
Erosion, respectively red sedimentation. The
yellow areas mark areas of almost no
change.
The upper levels of the test site are almost
not affected by sedimentation respectively

scale roughness)
The inﬂuence of different types of vegetation and ﬂood periods on grains size dis(micro
tribution
scale roughness)

-

Sedimentation and Erosion: Analysis on the
data base of the Geodetic Survey

As a ﬁrst step and before the ﬂood events in
2001 several geodetio surveys were cagrried
out between summer 2000 and spring 2001
to desoribe the actual Situation of topography
and morphology. A topographical map has
been designed based on these ﬁrst data.
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Fig.38 Digital elevation model -DEM- of the test site Hartheim / Upper Rhine in spring 2001
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eresion. These areas were only inundated at
a diseharge bigger than 10001113/8. This Situation eccurred at 18 days in 2001 and at 19
days in 2002. The lower levels of the ﬂoed-

plain Show distinct preofs of sedimentation

and eresion. These areas were inundated for
142 days in 2001 and 91 days in 2002. Erosion of material appeared at the upstream
parts of the lower ﬂoodplain mainly at the
willow eovered sites and elese t0 the border—
line t0 the open channel. Sedimentatien can
be ebserved from the upstream end ef the
test site geing _along a diagonal in direetion
North West. Both willow and grass covered
areas are affected. The high rates of sedi—

mentation which can be ebserved at the

North West area inside the willew grove are
due t0 the aceumulation of driftweod.
It can be stress out that almost n0 erosion

has taken place with regard t0 total

rates of sedimentation and erosion over a
langer period and up till a maximum of discharge of 1600m3/ and ﬂow velecities (700m
abeve the ground) whieh vary between 100
and 300mm/s (grass area) reSpective 100
and 950mm/s (willews).
The calculated mean rate ef sedimentation
per year is about Sem for the total area. The
total loss of velume is about 367m3 per year
at an area of 75001112. With regard t0 a pore

volume ef 40% of the accumulated material

the loss of retention volume acceunts 220m3,
T0 eonﬁrm these results these data were
compared with data sets of the sediment

traps. Based on these informatien beth the

miero-scale and mese-seale dynamie of erosion and sedimentation under the inﬂuenee
of topography and vegetatien eould be de—

scribed and analysed in a more detailed way.
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Sedimentation and Erosion: Analysis on the
Data Base of the Sediment Traps
The test site was investigated aﬁer the ﬂood
in summer 2001, 2002 and winter 2002
/2003. At all locations the height of sedimenu

between May and the end of July. The
ﬂoodplain was partly inundated thus no
sedimentation / erosion could occur at the
more elevated parts of the test site. Heavy
rainfalls in August lead t0 the ﬁrst bigger

analysed and compared with the results of
the geodetic surveys. In the lab wet and dIy

test site at the Upper Rhine. The water level

tion of samPles from 120 locations (sediment

the peak of discharge (1600m3/s). This level
oecurred again at the end of September

tation and erosion was measured, statistieally
weight respectively the grain size distribu-

ﬂood event and a eomplete inundation of the

was about 2.75 Meters at the test site during

Longitudinal proﬁle: grass eovared ridge

Longitudinai profile: grass covered channel
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Fig. 40 Sedirnentation rate along longitudinal proﬁles of different location within the test site Hartheim for the period 2001-2003

traps) of the ﬂoodplain were analysed.

The most important result of the ﬁrst ﬁeld
campaign is that almost no erosion occurred

during the ﬂood events in 2001. The lower

areas of the ﬂoodplain were affected mainly
by sedimentation with an average height of 3

t0 4 cm. In 2002 the ﬁrst and smaller ﬂood

events occurred during the late spring period
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(l700m3/s) and in the Iniddle of November
(1500m3/s).
The second ﬂood period between August,

September and November 2002 led to a sec-

ond ﬁeld campaign to get a eomplete data set
for the ﬂood events in 2002. Thjs work was
earried out in January 2003. The sediment
traps, scour ehains and iron pools were in-
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vestigated again and samples were taken into
the lab for future analysis. At all locations
the height of sedimentation and erosion was
statistical analysed and compared with the
results of the geodetic surveys. The data
matched well.
The mean rate of sedimentation for the complete test site is about 3cm/ per year
(5cm/year geodetic survey). The highest
rates could be observed at the willow covered areas (Fig.40). These areas also show
the highest max and min value, thus the
range of data is more wide compared with
the grass covered channel and ridge. The
mean rate of sedimentation for the grass covered channel is about 3cm / year, the rate of
the grass covered ridge accounts less than
1,5 cm. Erosion mainly occurred inside the
stand of willows at the upstream part of the
test site. The bigger ﬂood events in summer
and fall 2002 led to sedimentation rates with
bigger max. / min. values and a higher amplitude of sedimentation rates. The smaller
ﬂood events in spring time caused lower
sedimentation rates all over the area but also
the amplitude was lower. A comparison between the willow and grass area showed that
over the last 2 years the rate of sedimentation
was remarkably higher inside the stand of
willows.
The lower areas of the ﬂoodplain were affected mainly by yearly rates of sedimentation with an average height of 3 t0 5 cm.
This validates the results frorn 2001. The
calculation of net loss / gain of retention volume is about 225m3/year at an area of
7500m? With respect to a pore volume of
40% this means a net loss of retention volume 135m3 /year (0.018m3/year/m2) at the
test site.
Microscale Roughness — Grain Size Distribution with Regard of Temporal and Spatial
Changes and the Impact of Vegetation

At the beginning of the ﬁeld campaign samples were taken at the site and grain size distribution was examined with a View to estab-

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

lish the micro-level roughness of the sediments on the test ﬁeld FS 1 in summer 2000.
The lab analysis of samples between 2000
and 2002 are illustrated in Figs.41-43 as cumulative distribution of grain size for the
longitudinal proﬁles L2, L3 and L4. All proﬁles are orientated from up-to downstream,
parallel t0 the direction of the river and the
embankrnent (e.g. 103 upstream, 803 downstream; L2: grass covered ridge, L3: grass
covered channel of the lower ﬂoodplain level
between the willow belt and the ridge, L4:
willow belt along the borderline to the main
river of the lower ﬂoodplain level). The repeated analysis of fresh sediments samples
Shows that the grain size distribution covers
a range up t0 2mm and is mostly dominated
by ﬁne sand, silt and clay with a d50 values
of less than 2mm.
The initial Situation in 2000 can be character—
ized by a range of the d50 value between
100-1 100m for L2, with a d50 value between
10-110nm for L3 and a d50 value between
20-90um for L4. The upper ﬂoodplain level
is initially dominated by a sandy material,
whereas the lower areas show a wide range
between a very Clayey and sandy material.
The Situation in 2001 can be described by a
wide range of the d50 value between 2090nm for L2, with a d50 value between 3080pm for L3 and a d50 value between 30llOpm for L4. In 2001 a distinct differentiau
tion could be made between L3 and L4 due
to a rate of ﬁne sand between 60-80% at L4
and 30-60% at L3. L2 is quit similar to L3
with a range between 20-70%. The events in
2001 caused the accumulation of a more
sandy, less oohesive material at the willow
oovered areas, whereas the grass covered areas show both a wide range in grain size dis—
tribution and a domination of a more ﬁne
silty material (20—40% <63nm at L4, 40-60%
<63nm at L3). At all areas the amount of
clay is remarkable high with a range between
2 and 20%. The lowest values for clay content could be observed at the willow area, the
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L2—2000—2001 Grass cuvered ridge (Upper floodplain Ievel)
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level

highest one at the ridge. The Situation in

summer 2002 can be descﬁbed by a range of
the d50 value between 20-30pm for L3 and a
d50 value between 20-30pm for L4. For the
proﬁle L2 n0 data could be obtained due t0

the absence of inundation till summer 2002.

also be Observed by the data of the geodetic
survey and the sediment traps.
Spatio-temporal Changes of Flow Field under
Impact of Floodplain Vegetation

The existing results Show a distinct differ—

for L3 and L4 Show a shiﬁ from a sandier in
a more silty material. The analysis of ﬂow

ence at the two locations covered either with
willows 01* grass as well with regard t0 maximum and minimum of current velocity as
t0 its vertical distribution. The vertical
distribution of ﬂow velocities result in mean
velocities at the test site which range between 0.84 (August 2003) and 1.06m/s (November 2003) for the grass area and 0,6Sand
0,71m/s for at a discharge of 16001113/5 and a
water level of 2,3m (above ﬂoodplain level).
The mean velocities at the willow area are
between 15 and 35% lower compared with a

gard t0 Fig.44 Shows that only inside the willow grove velocities occurred (950mm/s)
which could possibly lead t0 a distinct erosion of consolidated material. This could

tained both during the ﬂoods in 2001 and in
2002. The velocity close t0 the bottom is remarkable higher inside the willow grove than
inside the grass covered area 3nd decreases

The smaller ﬂoods in spring 2002 led t0 the
sedimentation of a very ﬁne material at both
areas which is dominated by a very ﬁne silty
material, almost n0 sand occurred. Between

70-90 % of the grains are smaller than 63 um;
5-15% are smaller than 2um. N0 distinct differentiation could be made between the gTass
and willow covered areas in 2002.

The comparison of data from 2001 and 2002

velocities and grain size distribution with re-

grass covered area. These results were 0b-
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Fig.44

Hjulstroem diagram, modiﬁed
aﬁer Sundborg (1965)

um
CM}
“5c

with height. At a certain point in the lower
third of the water column the maximum is
reached. From that point the velocity decreases. On the grass covered area the minimum is located at the bettom and the maximum close t0 the water surface. A comparison of data sets from both locations at same
water levels Shows an intersection of the velocity curves.
Thus it has t0 be discussed what are the main
facters leading t0 the high veloeities at the
lower third of the proﬁles inside the willow
greve. The direet eomparison ef beth data
sets leads t0 the assumption that the 18 years
01d willows decelerate the water body at the
upper two third of the proﬁle 3nd aecelerate
it at the lower third. Since the high velocities
d0 not occur at the grass covered site it ean
be assumed that the resistance of' canopy

against the ﬂow ﬁeld is the mein factor für

acceleration of ground near velocities and an
almest linear deerease of velocity within the
upper parts of the proﬁles. Cepeland (Copeland, 2000) eould observe that the foliage

eanopy of woedy vegetation diverts ﬂow beneath the eanopy. Fischenieh has deseribed

ä

{M}
um

ﬁrst 011e is dominated by ground roughness
due t0 grass and herbs; the second one i5 under impact of the rigid part of the stem, the
third 011e is located at a transition zone between rigid paIT of the stem and the starting
of the canopy layer, the fourth 011e is dominated by ﬂexible tree canopy.
Since the decelerating impact of stem ﬁow
and the accelerating impact of canopy subﬂow counterbalance each 0ther, there is n0
net inerease of discharge at the willow area
compared with the grass area. This Situation
can change due t0 higher water levels and a
change of ﬂexible roughness of the tree canopy. Beneath a certain water level of about
lmeter above ﬂoodplain level the willows d0
not have any impact 011 deerease of disCharge.

Another observation was made due t0 sub-

merged vegetation especially grass. During
single subset ﬂood events the ground velocities inereased with ongoing time. At the end
of one event the ground velocities were
higher at the same water level eompared with

the same Situation before the ﬂood peak at

similar velocity plots for unsubmerged and
submerged vegetation (Fischenich 2000).
The eerreet estimation of roughness parame-

the beginning of the event. This could also
be estimated for all other sections in the vertieal proﬁle and for both locations. That
points t0 the change of roughness of the

partition ef roughness into four seetions. The

and/or the impact of driftweod and drift

ter for the willews at the test site demands a
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grass and willows due t0 a change in shape
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grass, whereas a distinct seasonal effect of
vegetation on the ﬂow ﬁeld and discharge
(density and amount of leaves, etc.) could
not be observed both by the local measurements and with respect to the Video monitoring images. An exception is the increase of
ground veloeities at both locations with regard of a comparison between September
and November 2002.
Spatio-temporal Changes of Sedimentation
and Erosion under Impact of Floodplain
Vegetation

While at the grass covered areas the ground
velocities are remarkable low, the high
ground veloeities at the willow covered area
could lead to erosion of material. This could
also be observed during the investigation period. Copeland describes that the foliage
canopy diverts the ﬂow beneath the canopy
and the bottom ﬂow with distinct high velocities. This could cause general scour and
increased sediment transport respectively the
bed velocities can be high enough to cause
erosion (Copeland 2000).
The investigated ﬂoodplain test site is all
over dominated by a ﬁne to very ﬁne mate—
rial with range between clay and sand. The
initial Situation in 2000 of the upper ﬂoodplain level can be described by a grain size
distribution which is dominated by a very
sandy material whereas the lower areas both
willow and grass sites are eovered with a
more silty material.
Since at both locations a high percentage of
very ﬁne material occurred the sedimentation
seems to increase at the end of the ﬂood
events due to low ﬂow velocities. Future investigations can give more detailed information about the eritical water level and disCharge.
The indication for instabilization of morphology due to high velocities at the ground
and over a longer period can be stressed out

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

by the results of the sediment traps Since at
the willow covered areas both the amplitude
was quite high and erosion occurred especially during the bigger ﬂood events. The
grass covered areas ShOW a distinct pattem of
sedimentation which lead to the assumption
that grass areas due to low ground velocities
enforce sedimentation of material. These areas also ShOW in general a lower D50 value.
Furthermore during smaller ﬂood events the
amplitude at all locations was low and only
sedimentation occurred. This indicates that
smaller ﬂood events enforce the siltation of
the ﬂoodplain. No erosion occurred up t0 a
water level of 2.7m and a discharge of
1600m3/s with its maximum velocities. The
system is stable under normal ﬂood condi—
tions. Whereas the willow areas showed a
slight tendency t0 erosion the grass cover
protect the ﬂoodplain bed against erosion.
Up to that point ﬂexible young trees have a
positive effeet on net sedimentation. Copeland could observe that due to high veloeities
at the bottom higher rates of transported
sediment occur but that also from a certain
point erosion can take place. It can be concluded for the test site that smaller ﬂood
events up to a diseharge of 1600m3/s lead to
sedimentation, whereby the willow areas are
always affected by higher rates of sedimentation compared with the grass area. At low
discharge ﬂoodings —which have a high re—
currence interval— the ﬂoodplain of the test
site Hartheim has a tendency t0 pronounced
sedimentation. Bigger ﬂood events lead to
higher amplitudes in rates of sedimentation,
whereby loeal erosion could be observed at
the willow sites. Therefore it can be assumed
that due to the higher ground near velocities
the ﬂoodplain inside the willow area becomes unstable. The critical water level for
instabilization of the system is > 2.3 m
(ﬂoodplain level) respectively >1600m3/s for
total discharge at the Upper Rhine.
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3.2

Field Werk at the Wien River

(FS3)

Four years of continuous observation have

now provided the data t0 Show the develop-

ment of the vegetation for the different soil

bioengineering structures and t0 present ﬁrst
results regarding the ﬂow ﬁeld distribution
inside and outside of the vegetated ﬂow area.
Bank Protection by Means of Vegetation

Figs.45-47 demonstrate the capability of wil-

lows t0 bend when ﬂown over by a body of
water, t0 cover the embankment and t0 protect it from erosion. Even plants with basal
diameters of more than 6 cm are highly de-

formed and completely submerged. Within
the vegetated part of the cross-section, ﬂow

velocity is reduced t0 less than 0.5 m/s at a

depth of 20 cm above ground.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Flow Velocity Distribution

The distribution of the ﬂow velocity (Fig.48)
in the downstream direction Shows that the
velocity in the vegetated part of the crosssection
(proﬁles
“adp2703tat”
and
“adp3205tat”) amounts t0 1.8 t0 2 m/s

whereas velocities up t0 4.2 m/s were observed in the open channel (proﬁles
“adp705tat” t0 “adp2205tat”).

Relationship between Discharge and Water
Level

Fig.49 Shows the relationship between observed water levels — exemplary for cross-

section 15 — and the discharge at the same

moment: Comparing two ﬂoodings in 1999
and 2001 respectively Shows that the same
discharge volume caused higher water levels
in 2001 than in 1999. In other words: the
growth of the bank vegetation has a damming-up effect and thus causes the obscrved
water levels t0 rise signiﬁcantly.

Fig.45 (top leﬁ):
Succession of willows aﬁer 3 years

in 2001

Fig.46 (top right):
Artiﬁcial ﬂooding July 2002: some
plants still resist the drag forces exerted by the ﬂow

Fig.47 (left):

Natural ﬂood event August 2002:

Situation of total submergence
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of the water’s drag force differs from the
anatonﬁc load direction, i.e. the direction of
natura] loads applied t0 the plant by gravity,
snow, Wind, etc. (Figs.50-52). Yet, damage

Damage t0 the Plants due t0 Floods

The plant species used (i.e. Salix alba, S.

caprea, S. purpurea... S. ﬁagﬂis, S. x rubens)
are highly ﬂexible and thus astonishingly resistant t0 bending stress. Nevertheless dam-

done t0 individual plants does not threaten

the entire population of willows.
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age does occur, especially when the direction
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aking of willow branches due t0 longitudinal (Fig.50, top) and
transversal (Figs.5 U52, belüw) stress exerted by the ﬂow
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3.3 Field Work at the Fersina

2220 of II level (13%), 940 of II-III level and

FFI (Fluvial Functiening Index) of the Fersina

The ﬁndings Show that there is a relevant
percentage of I level stretches located mainly
in the upper part of the Fersina river basin.
The results analysis was carried out associat-

580 of III—IV intermedjate level.

(FS4) and Enz River (F82)

The aim of the research is the assessment of
the whole ecological eonditions of the ﬂuvial

ﬁlnctioning of the Fersina. The Fluvial Func-

ing the questions in groups that represent a

tioning Index (FFI) method allows the collection of infonnation about the main eeo-

functional characteristie, the structure of the
FFI form allows t0 investigate different environmental sectors:

terrelations between eco-topes within en e00mesaie Thmugh the descriptien of morphologic, structural and biotie parameters ef the
ﬂuvial ecosystem, the watercourse ﬁmction-

-

pletely different information ﬁ'em other

-

indicators er indices (i.e. biotic indices,
chemical and microbiologieal analysis etc.).

Questions 1-4

For the Fersina, the results are Shown für
both banks in Figs.53-54. On the right river
bank there is 16540 In length of I ﬁmetionality level (33%), 650 m of I-II intermediate
level, 1410 m of II level, 2560 of II-III in-

river bank comparing with the left bank, in
the upper part of the river basin there is a
relevant variability of conditions for both
banks: the warst stretehes are these where
there is a notieeable presenee of weirs and

logieal characteristics ef the watercourse and
is able t0 ﬁnd eco-ﬁmetional aspeets 3nd in-

ality is evaluated. The methed gives com-

methodologies that are applied using other

35%

land 113e near the river course

questions 5-6: wet river channel width
and physical and morphological strueture
of the river bank
questions 7-11: river ehannel strueture

question512-14: biological charaeteristics

There is a general worsening of the right

Right hank

Left bank

4%
"

-

questions 1-4: vegetation condition and

;.‚

I
3%
“

n l-II

.iLm

am
_MEIIII-IV

l

'II
DI-II
an
III-III
EIIII

E: mulv-

Figs. 53-54 Fluvial funetioning indices of the right and left bank of the Fersina torrent

sible t0 observe a majority of the III level.

longitudinal infrastruettues (ﬂeed defenees,
stene and eencrete walls) and with a small
and discontinuous riparian strip. The per-

a5 follow: 900 m of I-II intermediate level,

aeeording t0 the land use and the artiﬁciality
of river bed with the formation of secondary
riparian vegetation.

tennediate level, 5890 of III level (35%) and
480 n1 of III-IV intermediate level. It is posOn the left bank there is a predeminance of
the I level (6120m, 37%), then III Level
(5780 In, 35%). The ether levels are divided

centage score deereases going downstream
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Cumulative number of leaves

Time (minutes)
1
2
3
4
7
10
15
20
40
60

July 2000
55
145
180
212
249
271
295
308
343
372

November 2000
0
10
393
602
668
696
719
732
758
773

February 2001
0
0
0
0
218
309
371
401
445
460

June 2001
0
0
15
349
459
514
57 1
589
623
666

Tab.8 Cumulative number of leaves at the Fersina torrent

Question 5—6
In the upper part of the river basin there is a
certain variability due to the presenee of
stretches with artiﬁcial inﬁ'astructure. The
analysis of this question gToup allows to

suppose that there is a variation of hydraulic

regime whioh ean eompromise the river bank

stability in few eritioal points.

Question 7-11

The seore for both banks is quite high for the
upper part of the Fersina catehment which
reﬂects a good depuration eapaeity. In lower
part of basin, the stream Fersina looks like a
typieal valley bottom river which inﬂuences
the funetionality also because of the canalisation and straightening of the river bed.
Question 12-14

The biological characteristics are fairly good

especially in the upper stretehes. In the lower

part the artiﬁeial infrastrueture do not guar—
antee the preseuce of a stable maerobenthonic community.

Short Term Rotention Measurement

Small headwater streams in forested areas
have been observed to be heavily dependent

on the input of organie material (CPOM,

leaves and stieks) coming from the surrounding terrestrial system that aets as an energy
source. Retention mechanisms, whjch retain
CPOM in the system, are very important, be-
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cause they allow it to be processed rather
than transported downstream in a eoarse partieulate form.
The knowledge and the measurement of
retention stream features eonstitute an
important step to understand the dynamies
that regulate the formation of speciﬁc
macroinvertebrate community; moreover
retention oan be related to the colonisation

dynamies of substrates and t0 organie matter

demolition. Four monitoring eampaigns were
earried out in July 2000, November 2000,
February 2001 and June 2001.
Mathematieal elaboration permitted to deﬁne
the equation of each curve based on the following relation:

f(x) —

ax
1+ bx

where: x = time (minutes), y = cumulative
number of leaves arrived
The results for Fersina site are:

2000, July y = 76,2x/ (I + 0,1915)
2000, November y z 283,71* / (1 + 0,35x)
2001, February y = 76,4x/(1 + 0,15x)
2001, June y = 128,4x/(1 + 0,17x)
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Short term retentien of erganic matter is

related t0 the hydrology and the substrate
typelogy.

The

stretch

shewed

different

retention capability in all perieds: in July it

60

Fig. 55
Cumulative number
of leaves eaptured in
the feur menitoring
campaigns

capability fer each period, eharacterised by
different hydmlogical regimes. The highest
asymptote is peculiar fer the low retention
because many leaves released were not trap-

were retained 62.8% ef the leaves released;
in November enly 22.7% ef the leaves were

ped under the stones er 0ther CPOM traps.
Thjs kind ef investigation seems t0 be a use»

leaves were retained; in June 33.4% of the
leaves were retained.
The graphs in Fig.55 represent the data of

peets of alpine streams and gives important

reüzined, while in February 54% ef the

leaves eaptures in the feur menitering Gam-

paigns. The lines named with the month and

a “-m” indicate the values observed en site

(real data) and the lines with the label “c” are

the caleulated data using the abeve formula.
Several

different

mathematieal

relatiens

were tested but the ferrnula ﬁts better the

real data path. The formula ceefﬁcients were

werked eut using the minimum squares
methed. From a statistieal peint of you, the

ful method fer evaluating the ecelogical as-

informatien fer river management.
Leaf-packs

In this analysis the CPOM demelition proe-

essing was investigated using a deﬁned

ameunt ef natura] autumnal leaves ealled
normally leaf packe. It is pessible t0 evaluate
the CPOM demolition eapability ef a river,

ebserving the weight lest frorn a leaf paek
during a ﬁxed time peried. The starting date
for leaf paek positioning was June 27, 2001

(about 25 packs). Three leaf—paeks were 001-

lected weekly (fer a peried of 5 weeks). In

eorrelation between real and calculated data
is quite high fer p<0‚005. Therefore the algerithm f(x) = ax/(1+bx) can be eonsidered
adequate t0 represent the retentien process ef
the erganie matter and the asymptote.

the laboratery leaves were washed te remeve
sediment and animals, and dn'ed at 50°C for
24 heurs. Animals were eellected, sorted,
elassiﬁed at Genre er Family level and pre-

leaves captured at different times, assuming

following graph (Fig.56) i5 shewn the pat-

The graph Show the eumulative number ef
an asymptetie eurve. The asymptote of each

eurve may indicate the maximum retention

served in non—denatured 70% ethanol. In the

tem ef leaf degradatien expressed as weight
loss against day-degmes, as the temperature
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days

ca.11 inﬂuence the bacterial process. The values of water temperature have been recorded
at the same time of the leaf collection and
transfonned in day—degrees multiplying the
temperature by days spent by the leaves in
the water. The log regression of leaf degradation is Shown in the Fig.57, where the time
is in abscissa and the In of remaining leaves
weight in ordinate.
The coefﬁcient k represents the slope of the

regression straight line. The linear correla-

tion between remaining weight of leaf paeks
has a very high signiﬁcance with a correla—

tion coefﬁeient of r= 0.98. The results Show

that the presence of macro invertebrates i5
related t0 their food preferences.

Fig. 57
Logarithmic regression of leaf

deeomposition

% after 9 days t0 87% after 30 days, while
ﬁlterers decrease from 30% at 91th day t0 1%
at 30”h day.

Benthas Quantitative Sampling

With this methodolegy abundance of maerobenthonic community can be correlated with
a ﬁxed area of the riverbed. Quantitative
sampling allows estimation of population

dynamics and productivity

Three monitoring sampling were made, in
July 2000, in February 2001 and in June
2001. In the following table are shown the
abundances of callected macroinvertebrates;

process is eharacterised by the dominance of

for each monitoring sampling three samples
were colleeted (C1, C2, C3).
In July eaeh sample had a mean of 1232 in-

and the predator group appears only after 23

Fersina river had in July a density of 12320

It is possible t0 note that the colonisatien
collectors group alxeady starting ﬁ'om 9th day

days. Aleng the quali-quantitive analysis of

benthonic organisms, it was measured the

dIy weight of the collected macrobenthonie

matter. Collector group biomass increases
progressively ﬁom 66 of total benthic weight

74

dividuals; so macrobenthes cemmunity in
organisms/m2 (Surber sampler is an alumin-

ium ﬁame that deﬁnes a ﬁxed area of 0.1 m2
of riverbed).
In Winter in eaeh sample a mean of 1413 i11—
dividuals were eounted and classiﬁed (14130
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organism/mZ). In June eaeh sample had a

mean of 3339 individuals (33390 organ-

isrn/m2 ).

In July the plecoptera are the dominant
group (42%), the diptera are also quite numerous (32%), ephemeroptera are less fre—
quent along with triehoptera, oligoeheta, coleoptera 3nd irudinea. In February 3nd Inne
(56% e 66%) the presence of macrobenthos
are quite similar: the diptera group is very
abundant.
The other taxa are present but not very numerous. Community in July showed a clearly
dominance of detﬁtivore organisms (91%),
in February and in June too (75% and 68%).

.

- n;

_

- ,

"

The legend and map

Show the ecologieal
functionality rating
from excellent (blaek
eolour) to bad (darkgrey eolour, e.g. at
the eonﬂuenee of
Enz and Nagold)

Collectors are dominant in the three sam-

plings, with 54%, 69% and 43% respec-

tively. In July the second abundance is represent by shredders, in Febmary by sorapers
and in June by ﬁlterers.

FFI (Fluvial Funetioning Index) of the Enz
River

In the same way as for the Fersina, the FFI
method was applied to the Enz river and its
tributaries (Fig.58). The results Show the
broad applieability of the FFI method to dif-

ferent types of streams and land-use fune-

tions (especially for urban surroundings as in
the case of the river E112 et the city of Pforzbeim).
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3.4 Flume Experiments on
Riparian Flow Field

shown in Figs.6a-c exemplarily for a com-

Momentum Exchange Prooesses

Tho results clarify the strong inﬂuenco of
turbulent secondary currents on the oxchango

of momentum in tho interaotion zono be-

plete spatial and temporal avoraged data set
of S4q20 (ﬂexible cylinders with a density of
5""10ctn2 per plant).
Fig.59a Shows horizontal proﬁles of the pri—
mary mean ﬂow velocity as a funotion of

twoon main channel and ﬂoodplain. The secondary curronts havo tho struoture of a sig-

water depth z [n1]. Tho cross section can bo

to the junction with a horizontal axis in ﬂow

(0.2{y/(B+b) €10.52)

the results of Nezu et al. (1999) and Tonnnaga ot al. (1989). The main ohannel vortex
caused an intrusion of faster velocities from

plain ﬂow and velocities are inﬂuenood by
tho momentum exchange with the main

niﬁoant main channol vortex generated close
direotion and clockwise rotation similar to

the main channol into tho ﬂoodplain in the

lower regions of the ﬂow. This effoct was

countorbalanoed by a disporsion of lowor
ﬂoodplain velocities into the main channel in
the npper regions closo to tho wator surfaoo.

The seoondary currents wero observed in all

runs and their inﬂuonce on the velocities is

—a-—z=D.U1n1
n 2=GB3m
'

1=Ü.[En1

+2=Ü.Ü?m
*

‘

z=D.D9m

..‘...Z=D_11m

(0<y/(B+b) <0.2)‚

interaction

and

zone

ﬂoodplain

(0.52<y/(B+b)<1). The so called “oooperating wid ” (Pascho, 1985) whoro tho ﬂood-

channel is not distinct.

The ﬂoodplain velocitios Show a stepped distribution starting right at tho ﬁrst row of cyl-

inders. Tho maximum and minimum of each
stop aro almost oonstant across the ﬂood—

plain. This is duo to the data location that

„_ 9,35
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I
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tion zone, an adaptation of undisturbed main

were
between
two
cylinders
(e.g.
y/(B+b) =0.605) or in the wake behjnd one
cylinder (e.g. y/(B+b)=0.63). The ﬂoodplain

channel velocities towards the vegetation—

dominated ﬂoodplain velocities occurs and
results in horizontal as well as vertioal deﬂections in the velooity proﬁles. As a consequence, the velocities close to the junction

is oharacterized by strong lateral mixing and

deceleration of the ﬂow whereas between
two cylinders the velocity increases.

The interaction zone demonstlates the inﬂu—

reaoh a maximum in the lower regions of the
ﬂow and not close to the surfaee as in usual
open ohannel ﬂows.

ence of momentum exchange that goes far
into the main channel (Fig.59b). Close to the
water surface (z=0.12m), the mean velocities
are inﬂuenced up to y/(B+b) =0.15 by the
momentum exchange and close to the bed
(z=0.01m) up to a value ofy/(B+b)=0.4. The
impacts of the seoondary currents can also be
seen in the deﬂections of the vertical mean
velooity proﬁles for different locations
across the channel in Fig.59 c. The proﬁles
in the main channel close to the wall are
Showing the characteristic logarithmic shape
(y=0.151n). Whereas the mean ﬂoodplain velooities are alrnost constant over the water
depth (u=0.06m/S at y=0.58). In the interao-

Depth-averaged and Lateral Velocity Proﬁles

In Figs.60-63, depth—averaging of the com-

plete data sets of the 18 runs was carried out
to differentiate the inﬂuenee of vegetation
properties, density and relative water depth
in the interaotion zone. Figs.60 and 62 are
horizontal proﬁles of the depth—averaged
mean velocities <1a3} [In/s] Inade nondimensional by the maximum depthaveraged velocity äu>mx [In/s] of each data
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set and classiﬂed into the different discharges. Herein, (a) refers to IOl/s, (b) to
201/s and (c) to 301/5. Fig.60 contains the low
ﬂoodplain density data (Sl, S2, SS), and
Fig.62 the denser installations (S3, S4, S6).
Furthermore, in Figs.61 and 62 vertical proﬁles of the appropriate lateral mean velocities v [m/s] are displayed as a function of the
dimensionless water depth y/H [-]. The vertical proﬁles refer to a single location
y/(B+b)=0.48 in the main channel close to
the junction. Positive values of v eharacterize
lateral ﬂow directed towards the ﬂoodplain
(v>0) and negative values towards the main
channel (v<0).
The inﬂuence of seeondary currents on the
depth-averaged proﬁles is small for a width
up to y/(B+b)=0.35 in the main channel and
the horizontal proﬁles for all runs are in
good agreement. Only the leafy cylinders
(S6) in Fig.62a show a stronger deceleration
in this region which is related to the higher
plant density and the resulting wake structure
behind the cylinders.
For a relative width y/(B+b)>0.35, the velocities are strongly affected by secondary
currents and show deﬂections of the horizontal velocity proﬁles. These deﬂections are
correlated with the lateral velocity distribution in Fig60 and 63. The steeper the gradient in the lateral velocity proﬁle, the stronger
is the deﬂection of the horizontal proﬁle.
Obviously, the gradient and the deﬂections
increase with increasing relative water depth
but also differ for the varying ﬂoodplain
vegetation. Taking the rigid cylinders (S1,
S3) as a reference, the ﬂexible cylinders (S2,
S4) cause an enforcement of the lateral gradients and deﬂections. Whereas the leafy
cylinders (SS, S6) show a damping effect
and have an almost linear distribution of lateral velocities over the water depth. Com—
parison between the two densities in Figs.60
and 62 indicate only small differences except

78
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for the leafy cylinders (S6). This setup appears to cause signiﬁcantly lower velocities
at the junetion which is related to the wake
structures as already mentioned above. The
higher plant density and foliage generated
larger wake structures behind the elements
where the mean velocities loeally reaehed a
minimum.
Floodplain Vegetation

The measurements of physical parameters of
the ﬂexible and leafy cylinders are presented
in Figs.64 and 65. Compressed width, waving frequency and amplitude of the leafy
cylinders are displayed as a function of the
stem

Reynolds-number

Res

[-]

(1(95s-

uveg/u where d5 [In]: stem diameter, V [Ing/s]:
kinematic viscosity of water, uveg [m/s]:
depth— and width-averaged mean velocity
above the ﬂoodplain). It Shows that the
ﬂexible properties of the foliage in this case
are mainly dependent of uveg and do not

change with the water depth.
In the case of ﬂexible cylinders only the
waving frequency is independent from the
water depth and a function of Reg-number,
Whereas the horizontal deﬂection (Fig.65a)
and the waving amplitude (Fig.65c) are dependent of the Reynolds-number Re [-]
(ReZh- uveg/u where h [m]: ﬂoodplain water
depth) involving both the water depth and
the average mean velocity. In all runs, the
increase of the plant density was found to
have no signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the properties of an individual plant. Only for low Resnumbers (Re3<1000) the compressed width is
smaller for the lower density (S5) (Fig.64a).
The waving amplitude for leafy cylinders
ShOWS larger scattering due to the small
elongations of the swings that were between
5 and 13mm. For these measurements, the
accuracy of the calliper gauge technique was
not high enough.
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Fig.643-e Properties of leafy cylinders as
funetion of Reg-number: (o) Sö and (o) SS

In Fig.66 the dIag forces Fmg [N] exerted on
individual plants per unit of water depth are

shown as a function of the depth- and widthaveraged mean velocity uveg [In/s] above the
ﬂoodplain. The drag forees were caleulated
from the momentum equation applied to the
entire head-loss of the ﬂoodplain. The data

Fig.6Sa-c Properties of ﬂexible cylinders as function of Re 311d Reg-number (A) S4 and (A) SZ

distribution between the plants. In case (SS)

the wakes behind the plants were isolated
from each other causing a winding ﬂow pat-

tem with higher loeal velocities in ﬁ'ont of
the eylinders.

of rigid and ﬂexible cylinders of both densi-

ties (Sl-S4) are in good agreement. Thus,
bending and waving effeets of the ﬂexible
cylinders had no inﬂuence on the exerted

dIag forces and integTal resistance. For the

leafy cylinders, two effects were determined.
Primary, the exerted drag forces were sig-

niﬁcantly higher due to the inereased frontal
area of the additional foliage. Secondary, the

higher density of (Sö) caused smaller drag

eompared to (SS). The spacing for (86) was

twice as high and the ﬂow structure on the
ﬂoodplain was more homogenous with
smaller gradients of the horizontal velocity
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Fig.66 Head—loss data: Drag forees per

plant as function of averaged mean velocity on the ﬂoodplain
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3.5 Flume Experiments on
Riparian Morphology
Inﬂuence of Emerged Rigid Vegetation en
Bed Load Transport in Trapezeidal Channels
of Variable Width

mF

Laboratory experiments were carried out by
SPECHT (2002) t0 investigate the inﬂuence of

pF Jp' g de;

=

emerged rigid vegetatien and channel width

die

new transport femula sheuld be develeped,
existing formulas had t0 be modiﬁed t0 de-

caused by vegetation. lt ean be computed
e.g. with the transpert fermula of MEYERPETER/MUELLER (1949)

transport

rate

which

neglects the inﬂuenced macro turbulenee

en bed lead transport in sandy rivers. A5 n0

scribe these processes. Dimensional analysis

relevant
fluicl preperties:

p

ﬂuid density

relevant
sediment preperties:
[15 grain density
den grain diameter

B

bT/hT (bT = width of the main ehannel with—

eut vegetatien, hT = water depth at the
beundary of the main Charme] and the vegetation zone, Fig.67)‚ the relative water depth
hT/h (h = water depth at the main channel)
and by a vegetation parameter B, which deseribes the arrangement of the plante, see
Fig.67:

with:

43"

=

‚_T’_T’B
dm ‚f (11T
h ]
1|:

b

=

h

1
()

=

=
a,E

=

az

=

dp

=

vegetation parameter,
according t0 BERTRAM (1985)

Ei _ 1
dp

transport rate (deﬁned

inﬂuenee of bank vegetation on the ﬂow

2

312
dp

distance between trunks in
ﬂow direction
distance between trunks
lateral t0 the ﬂow direction
diameter of the trunks

The inﬂuence of vegetation 011 bed lead
transport, expressed in Eq. (l) as a function
of bT/hT‚ h-r/h and B, were combined in the
vegetation coeﬂ'lcient 0'132

(1) = U B "1) ü

by EINSTEIN) which takes inte aecount the

80

symmetrical

width of the river bed)

channels is inﬂuenced by the relative width

III

a

rigid vegetatien (bso =

b So

shewed that bed lead transport in vegetated

4>

in

pert

trapezoidal channel with

'

alluuial river bed
{sand}

Fig. 67 Deﬁnition Sketch
of the parameters whieh
inﬂuence bed load trans-

(2)

The vegetation coefﬁcient GB was deter-

mined from the experimental results by the
relationship of bed load transport rates for
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load transport rates are underestimated 311d

the Gases without vegetation t0 the 011e with
vegetation:

have t0 be eerrected according t1) the distributions in Fig‚68.
The inﬂuenee of vegetated banks 011 bed load
transport in trapezoidal ehannels of different

*

_ 4311,03
GB — „1

(3)

111,111;

with:

41:1, „B =

calculated

width ca.11 be summarized as fellows:

transpert

-

rate in the experiments witheut vegetation by

In narrow ehannels (bwsp/h <3 3,5) with

the same vegetatien arrangements 011 both
banks (ax/dp = az/dp = 5; B = 80) the bed

using a 00111111011 transport formula e.g.
NIEYER—PETER/MUELLER (1949)
41:3, m3 =

caleulated

lead transport increases in some extend up

t1) 1111116 than 100% (wP = width ef the

transport

water surface).
In channels with vegetation 1:111 011e bank
0111y, the eumulative effect of the macre
turbulenees ef both interfaces disappears.

—

rate in the experiments with vegetation 011

the banks by using a 00111111011 transport formula as well.

For rivers with bwsp/h <3 6,5 the inﬂuence

en bed lead transport deereases up to 35%
(remember: Vegetation arrangements with

In Fig.68 the vegetation coefﬁeient O'B for a
symmetrieal vegetated channel is plotted as a

the same height hT at the interface were

compared, e.g. the bed load transport in a
channel with vegetatien 011 011e bank (totally vegetated) is 35% lower than in an
channel with vegetation 011 the upper half
of both banks only).
In the ease of a density of the vegetatien
of ax/dp = aZ/dp = 10 (B = 810) bed load
transport is 20% less than in the ease of
the standard vegetation with ax/dp z az/dp
= 5 (B = 80). The inﬂuenee of the vegeta—

funetion of the relative width bT/hT and water

depth hT/h.The diseharge q was varied as
well (see Fig.68) whilst the vegetation Parameter B was kept eenstant (B = 80). Bed
load transport was calculated with the

-

MEYER-PETER/NIUELLER formula. A 1:13 co-

efﬁcient of l means that the existing bed
load transport fonnula has I10t t0 be Gorreeted by the inﬂuenee of ehannel width 311d

vegetation whilst in the case of GB > l bed

bed Inad transport computed with MEYER-PETERIMÜLLER {1949}
1—.
E-

5*ÜIII.IIIII;‚;

E

' _
‘11“ 5 11

e

_

"E:

q : 11.11111 m311s-m1

1

q = 11.1511 „13115-1111

a

ä“

E

-

u q = 11.115 m3115-m1

313
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tion on bed load transport decreases with
inereasing distanees between the plants.

- Increasing bed lead transport rates causes

changes in the morphologieal system of
alluvial channels. Due t0 these changes
the bed will erede and the slop will increase, see MERTENS (1994). As a conse-

quence, the water level upstream the
vegetated zone will increase and result
sedimentation zones.

Inﬂuence of Emerged Rigid Vegetation on
Bed Forms in Trapezoidal Channels

The inﬂuenee of rigid vegetation 011 bed

forme is comparable t0 the inﬂuence on bed
load transport. In narrow channels this inﬂuence is much more proneuneed than in wide
rivers. In the laboratory experiments of
SPECHT (2002) the bed forms mainly con—
sisted ef dunes.
Due t0 the macro tmbulences caused by the
Vegetation the shear stresses 011 the alluvial

sand bed elose t0 the vegetation increased

and eaused a neu-uniform proﬁle in the
cross-sectien, see Fig.69. Espeeially the dune
vales elose t0 the vegetation zene depend

signiﬁcantly. As the dune crests are domi-

nated by the water level the inﬂuenee ef the
vegetation dominated macre turbulences was
net signiﬁeant.
In Figs.70 and 71 the two main parameters
of the dunes, vale and crest, are plotted as a

function ef the relative distanee z’fh ﬁ'om the

vegetation zone fer different conﬁgurations
of bank vegetation and channel width. In the

series without vegetatien the dune crests and

vales were horizontally distributed over the
width. Espeeially, the dune vales elose t0 the
vegetation zones are scoured in the series
with vegetation. The dune erests were tilted
in the cress-seetion of the ehannel in the series with vegetation on 011e bank enly.
As a result of the deeper dune vales the
steepness ef the dunes increased. The steepest dunes occurred not in the series with ﬁllly

vegetated banks but in the experiments with
a relative height ef hT/h ä 0,8.

Due t0 the deep dune vales close t0 the

banks, eaused by high shear stresses, bank

failure ean eeeur in this regien. As the
ehanges in dune crests 311d vales are not
quantiﬁed by SPECHT (2002) mere research
Should be carried out in this ﬁeld.

witheut vegetativen: ba: 2 M33 m

h“ = 1.1.4:: n1

\\:dune erest
wenige hed Ievel
dune uale

.3.“

vegetation an both banks: h5, a 0,93 m

HII
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Fig. 69 Deﬁnition Sketch ef the
dune fonnations depen—ding 011
the vegetatien zenes on the
banks
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eeriee witheut vegetatien: relative dune height
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vegetation and with vegetation on both

banks (the whole bank is vegetated)
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Fig. 71 Averaged dune heights separated in

dune crests and vales in the series with
vegetatien 011 one bank only (the whole

bank is vegetated) and with partly vegetated banks
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Transportation/Sedimentation Processes at
the Boundary of the Floodplain and the Main

0f the “Rehne” the main parameter t0 describe the process 0f “Rehnen”-f01'mati011.

“Rehnen”-f01mati011 is an important trans-

The experiments were carried out in a 30 m
1011g and 2,0 111 wide tilting ﬂume. The vege-

Chalmel (“Rehnen”-f0rmation)

port phenomenon 011 the ﬂ00d plain at the in-

teraction 20110 with the main channel 0f alluvial rivers. T0 simulate the complex
“Rehnen”-f01111ati011 and transportation prac—
0sses in the laboratory, a few assumptions
havc been made which are explained in detail in the report. One assumPtion is that

tati011 was made 0f rigid PVC-sticks 0f 10
111111 diameter (emerged) and arranged in a
pattern 0f ax = az = 10 cm (a1 311d aZ are the

distances in ﬂ0w 311d lateral t0 the ﬂ0w di—

rection, respectively). A typical 01'033 section
0f the investigated Situation is Shown in

Reference 11.1115 withüut

vegetation
I
Runs with rigid trees 011
the ﬂ00d plain

45

bHG:1‚ÜÜm

b“ = 0.955 m

/

agazgdp = (1101111010101 m

II<1
J1.-

buahes: b_=_[_l‚10 m

Runs

with

additiona

5215121295: .ÜJÜJTÜJÜI‘Q-Üi _"J

II I I I

bush vegetatiml

‚„

vegetation 011 the ﬂ00d plain was limited t0
trees, simulated by rigid sticks. T0 improve
0111 understanding 0f the inﬂuence 0f vegetation 011 the processes in general, a tun with—
011t vegetation was carried 011t as reference.
Two additional ums with bush-like vegeta—
tion 011 the boundary t0 the main channel
gave an indication 0f the importance 0f the
macro turbulence at this interactive 20110.
The sedimentation and transport processes
011 the ﬂ00d plain are strongly dependent 011
the macro turbulence at the transition 20110 0f
the main channel and the ﬂood plain. As this
vegetation induced turbulence dominates the
characteristic dimensions 0f 20110 II in
Fig.16, the width 0f this 20110 is supposed t0
be the important parameter 10 detemﬁna the
distance b3Üe (see Fig.74) 0f the “Rehne” t0
the boundary of the ﬂ00d plain. The distance
bßge is in addition t0 the width and the height

84

II

Fig. 72 Deﬁni-

ti0n Sketch ofthe
6X—

COIldllCted

am? .‚

periments

Fig.73. The “Rehne” was produced by a
sediment ﬁeld (dso : 0,28 mm) 0f 4 111m
thickness and 1,0 m length spread over the

whole width 0f the ﬂ00d plain that was

tran3p01ted by the ﬂ0w as bed load. The
ﬂow itself was steady and uniform.
1..

1

b=2‚Üﬂm

_4

arragdp. = Ü,1D3‘U_‚_‘I_Ü_:‘_Ü.Ü1 m
1

bHG=1‚ÜÜÜrn

'I an = 0.955 m

<3
aedimentlayer
onaﬁxedh-Ed

Fig. 73 C1053 section 0f the tilting ﬂume
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The transport processes of the “Rehnen”-

formation are illustrated in Fig.74. At the

beginning

ef

each

run

the

“Rehnen”-

mein ehannel flew

sionless by the water depth t as well. AC-

eerding t0 Fig.75‚ a streng cerrelatien exists

between bgm and b1“, H. The grain diameter of

the sediment and the density and the arrangement of the trees were not variied.
However, the density and the arrangement of
the trees are ineluded in the parameter bm‚ n,

—II-r

and it follows from theoretieal considera—

tiens that ae inereases with deereasing di-

\ sedimentﬁeld at the

\ {t = t0}

beginning nf the run

'31

sedimentﬂeld

'. althatin'nsttn-1,J

Fig. 74 Deﬁnition Sketch ef the transpert
processes with rigid stieks on the ﬂoed plain

ameter of the sediment.
An eften in the nature eecurring bush-like
Situation was investigated by twe runs in the
experiments as well. Very densely packed
sticks were located on the ﬂoodplain close t0
the beundary t0 the main channel t0 damp

the macre turbulent inﬂuenee (see Fig.72).

fennation develeped very quiekly and after a

The sediment settled down at these loeations
due t0 lew velocities and damped turbulence.
A distinet “Rehne” can ferrn between the
densely packed sticks.

The longitudinal extension of the sediment
ﬁeld increased during the 11.111 as a result ef
the transportation preeesses en the ﬂeed
plain. Due t0 seeondary currents clese t0 the

3.6 Flume Experiments on Floodplain Vegetation and Sediment

few heurs the transportation proeess as well
as the shape ef the “Rehne” became steady.

bed of the ﬂoed plain the “Rehne” was

formed in the distanee m from the bound-

ary of the main channel (see Fig.74). After a
few hours this formation came t0 an end-

Hydrodynamic Resistanee of Isolated and
Greup of Real Plants

The last schematisatien has been suggested
ﬁrstly by Petryk 8c Bosmajian (1975); ac-

stage with bang = constant, where bBÜe was

eording t0 them, in case of rigid plants, partially submerged and unifennly distributed

Typical transport velecities of thjs frent are

duced by the single plant is equivalent t0:

slightly larger at the front of the “Reime”
than in the region of the Sediment ﬁeld.

along the bed ehannel, the resistance pro-

given in the report. As mentiened before, the
interactive width of zone II on the ﬂood
plain, bm, n, is suppesed t0 be the main parameter that determines the distance b3“.

Aecerding t0 PASCHE (1984), the width bm‚ n
is mainly inﬂuenced by the water length hT
at the beundary between the vegetatien en
the ﬂoed plain and the main ehannel and
thus strongly dependent on the water depth
t on the ﬂood plain. As a censequenee the
depth t was the main parameter that was
varied in these experiments.

Distanee baü depending an the width of znne II hm‘ ‚l

[11
|3“!t

"Rahm"
the
ol‘

distanca

EH)

sionless by the water depth h“, is plotted as

1.0

2.Ü

3|]

40

EÜ

EG

H}

HD

BEI

reiatwe wid'th o! 20m! l: hm, ‚g'hn [1]

In Fig.75 the distance bgüe, made dimen-

a funetion of the width bm 11, made dimen-

1.

relatlva

Fig.75 Distanee bBoe plotted as function of
bin, II
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V2

(l)

CdApip?

ing to partially submerged tests with the increase of Reynolds number, is justiﬁed observing that, in the evaluation of Ca: through

the drag equation (1), the resistant area has

where F,- = drag force absorbed by the i-th
plant; Cd = drag coefﬁcient; Ap; = area of the
i—Ih plant projeeted in streamwise direction;
p = mass density of water; V = mean channel
ﬂow veloeity. In Fig.76 the measured values
of the parameter CdAp‚ evaluated from eq.(1)‚
onee the force F is measured, is reported as a

been considered constant and equal to the

for plants both partially and ﬁilly submerged

group “tall Salix”. These values are anyway

value assurned in the undisturbed conditions.
In this way the effect of the elastieity of the

function of the square of the ﬂow veloeity,

plant is shifted oornpletely on the drag eoefﬁeient. On the contrary, in case of partially
submerged conditions, the drag eoefﬁcient
results ahnost eonstant, as already veriﬁed in
all the experiments run on the willows of the

conditions; other than partially submerged

signiﬁeantly higher than one, the expeeted

conditions, all ourves decrease rapidly and

value that a rigid, smooth, indeﬁnite cylinder

CdAp ‚ with the increase of velocity, a5 al-

probably due to the inﬂuence of leaves on
flow resistance. In order to verify this assumption, the experiments in partially submerged conditions (h/hp = 0.79) were repeated after the removal of the leaves. A redlic—
tion of the strength up to 40% and consequently a reduction of drag coefﬁcient up to

illustrate a large decrease of the parameter
ready shown by Fathi-Moghadam 8L Kou-

wen (1997), this reduetion with veloeity is

due to plants bending under the action of the

ﬂow. Analogous oonsiderations can be developed for the drag coefﬁoient Cd, (Fig.77)

considering as plant cross seetional-area for

each test the portion of the trunk and of the

principal and 211d order branches that was
submerged, exeepting the foliage area.
0.12-

hlhp= {1?9 {no leaues)

I

o
“2’”
im lmü— a

- .- hmp=o.?a
-—n hr'hp:1.02
*-

onau

_.

_ ---

------"'—'"'=-.„

I

oh

I

o',2

0:3

o}:

. ._ __ _ _ __._ —

a5

0:?
an
Ewig!)

Fig. 76 Variation of the parameter CMp with

square of veloeity and ﬂow depth

From Fig.77, considering the experiments

run on the plant with leaves, the drag eoefﬁ-

cient assumes values between 3 and 1.5, the

higher values for the lower Rep. The consid—
erable decrease of the drag eoefﬁeient relat-

86

served. It is then elear the great contribution
given by the foliage shear stress to the total
hydrodynamie drag resistance of the plant
and henee the importanee that the vegetative

state assurnes in the ﬂow resistance predic-

The ratio between the plants shear stress”
(i.e. the plants’ drag divided the bed surfaee)
and the overall bed shear stress evaluated by
II“

ÜBEH

an

values eloser to one (Fig.77b) has been ob-

tions.

. - hmp=135
— - - hmpz‘lßü

UDSÜ’Ü4_

more or less assumes for Re > 103. This is

momentum equation is reported in Fig.78 as
a ﬁmction of relative submergence; it can be
noted that this ratio increases with plants
densities and ﬂow depth, the rate of inerea—
sing is higher for higher vegetation densities,

this could be probably due to the faet that,

onee ﬁxed the relative submergence, for hig-

her densities the single plant is affected by a
lower velocity, so the bending is less mark-

ed. In Fig.79 the values of Kg“, evaluated by

means of eq‚(5), are reported as a funetion

of the relative submergence h/ hp (where hp

is the not deformed vegetation height) for
both the vegetation densities: for the sparse
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Fig. 77 Variation of the drag coefﬁeient Cd with plant Reynolds number and ﬂow depth

a) (left) partially submerged eonditions; b) (right) fully submerged eonditions.

conﬁguration the minimum value of K5“,

that is aehieved when the ﬂow depth is equal
to the (bended) vegetation height, is reached
for lower values of h/ hp.
Effeet of Vegetation on Sediment Transport

011e possible rational approaeh on the quantiﬁcation of the solid discharge in vegetated
bed is to modify the classical solid discharge
formulae (e.g. the Meyer—Peter-Müller formula for the bed load) introdueing suitable
coefﬁeients that can take into account the
plante presence. Following this proeedure,

the M-P—M formula ean be eonsidered:

<1) = 8(9' — 9..., f”

(2)

wheres=L —’ ‘95 is the solid disnAd
Chargezper onit of width;
=

-——
I).-

gﬁds

n

.

.

.

ls the mobIh ty

p a-

rameter of the ﬂow, h is the ﬂow

depth, ff is the bed slope; g i5 the

gravity aeceleration, d3 is the grains
diameter, o is
relative density of
(161er*
the grains; 5":
is the net
n
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Fig.78
Ratio between the plants’ drag per unit bed

surfaee and the overall bed shear stress evalu-

ated by momentum equation (g/Rhie).

Ümnw mnﬁ-u

:
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Fig.79
Estimated Kggq as a funetion of relative
submergenee, for the dense and sparse
salix eonﬁgurations.
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mobility parameter, that refers only
to the grain resistance (see eng. Ya-

lin., 1977), usually it i5 experimen-

tally evaluated and oan bo oxpressed
as a function of .9 (Engelund, 1966).

The M-P-M formula can be generalized as
follows to the Situation of vegetated beds:

<1) = 8(1— 6.,.) (5,9 — 9..., f”

(3)

Where: C, is the ratio of bed surfaoe oocupied
by tho plants; 5„ is a suitable corroction factor that has to be experimentally evaluatod.

The dimensional analysis rule (see e.g. Ya-

lin, 1977; Lopez 8L Garcia, 1998) suggest

that, for vegetated bed, this factor could depends to various dimensionless parameters,

among them the vegetation density
1755 =A„,/a„‚ a, (where a, ‚ a1, are the

streamwise and transversal distances be-

tween adjacent plants respectivelYL and/or
the density of plants, ‚1 : dﬁ/axay (that is
surface occupied by tho single plant per unit

bed surfaco) play a cruoial role. Nevertheless

also othor dimensionless paramoters have to
be taken into account (see e.g. Lopez & Garcia, 1998), that can take into aooount also
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Fig. 80 Dimensionless solid discharge for the

various experiments with vogetated bed.

analysis Shows that the most affecting pa-

rameter is the density ofplants, ‚1 = dä/axay ,
(Fig.81) as previously deﬁned, an exponential law is proposod, as follows:

5=a€ßä
The estimated values for the parameters aro:
ß=4,8 3nd almost indepondent on density of
vegetation, a: 0,38 for ﬁne sediment and
0,34 for coarse sediment; those valuos of a

aro very olose to the expocted values that allows to evaluate the net mobility parameter
{9' as a fraction of .9 (soo eq.(2)) for Channels without vegetation (Engelund, 1966).

other charaoteristics of the plants 311d of the
sedimont. A series of experiments has boen

perfonned in order to quantify the correction

factor and its dependonce on the various dimensionless parameters.
The main results of the oxperimonts on
sediment transport are reported in Fig.80: the
measured dimensionless solid discharges d5
(as deﬁned in eq. (2)) are reported a5 a function of the mobility parameter 6’, together
with the classical M.P.M. formula (eq.(2))
for non vogetated bod. The measuremonts
clearly Show a signiﬁcant decrease of bed
load in vegetated bed, following equation (3)
the correction facto: 5;» is evaluated by best
ﬁtting the experimental data; the sensitivity
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3.7 Physical Mode] of the Wien
River (F83)

plants bending signiﬁcantly affects the ve-

Flow Resistance of Vegetated Banks and
the Wienﬂuss Physieal Mode!

(Fig.83a).

locity distribution in the cross section, eaus-

ing a faster upper layer in the bank that is not
so pronounced in the rigid eonﬁguration
Figs‚84a and 84b refers to the transversal
double averaged turbulent dimensionless
shear stress distribution in the eross seetion,
for the same plants eonﬁgurations as in
Figs.83a and 83b respectively. The rigid

The discharge eurves estimated for different

runs in the ﬁeld site are reported in Fig.82
and compared with the discharge curves

measured in the model (related into proto-

type scale, at Freude similitude) for the dif-

plants are eharaeterized by a higher drag

ferent densities of ﬂexible and rigid “plants”.

with respeot to the ﬂexible one and they
eause higher values of the shear stress close
to the interface between vegetated and non-

The comparison between prototype and
model data allows to assuncle that the intermediate eonﬁguration (density of plants

vegetated region. Moreover, for ﬂexible con-

2=d2,/a,a,=1.17*10'1) of ﬂexible “plants” can

ﬁguration, the shear distribution is aﬁ'ected
by the bending and ﬂuetuating of the plante,

be a fairly good approximation of the Wien-

so its distribution is less uniform along the

ﬂuss hydraulic oonditions.
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Fig.82 Discharge curves for various simulated ﬂood in the Wienﬂuss (dots, es evaluated by
BOKU) 3nd for the laboratory Simulation for rigid 3nd ﬂexible simulated plants (lines), at different densities of Dlants.

In Fig.83a the dimensionless stream wise ve—

vertieal and —with respeet to the rigid con-

discharge Q=31 m33"l (prototype seale) and

bank is affected by relatively higher trans-

reported, the same in Fig.83b but for elastic

ﬁnned for all the analysed vegetation densi-

locity distribution in the eross section for

rigid intermediate density conﬁguration is

plants. A5 can be observed (Fig.83b) the

ﬁguration- a larger region of the vegetated

versal shear stresses; this behaviour is con-

ties. The stresses has been averaged along
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„am =Q/A) for intermediate density 11=(‚ä/4:":„ft'1y=l.17*10‘1 , at discharge Q=3l 11139."1 (prototype
seale). Measured with microADV. a) (left) rigid plants; b) (right) ﬂexible plants.
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Fig.84 Dimensionless transversal double averaged turbulent süess, Tür-1;} zu]; > ‚im; distribution
f,

in the cross section for intermediate density ‚1,:dzp/axay=l.l7*10'l ‚ at discharge Q=31 11135"1 (prototype scale). Measured with microADV. a) (left) rigid plants; b) (right) ﬂexible plants

vertical lines, an example of the transversal
distribution of such averaged shear stresses
is reported in Fig.85 for rigid, dense conﬁguration; the maximum values is loeate close t0
the separation line between vegetated—non
vegetated region (dashed line in Fig.85).
Fig.86 reports the maximum values of the
dimensionless transversal turbulent stresses,

averaged along the vertieal, measured in the
different conﬁgurations analysed (rigid,
ﬂexible; sparse, interm., dense), as a ﬁmction

uf vegetation of plants, Ä. The maximum

shear decreases as the vegetation density and
-at the same density- the ﬂexible plants are

characterised by lower values of this shear,

with respect t0 the rigid.

Fig.85 Dimensionless transversal turbulent
stress, averaged along the vertical distribution

für rigid (131153 COﬂﬁg-

The method propesed by Trento-Uni'IN

ﬂHWH1’393‘152: Ä = dﬁ/axay=l.67*10" ‚

has been applied t0 various conﬁguration of

at diseharge Q=3l n‘rls'l (prototype seale)

group (as reperted in the paragraph abeve)
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the vegetated bank for the Wienﬂuss model
and also for other trapezoidal eross sections(in this last case not only the discharge
was varied, but also the slope of the ﬂume).
The best ﬁtting approach to the stage-

diseharge measurements allows to evaluate

the optimal values of n coefﬁcient (as re-

ported in Eq.(6)): it’s values ranges between
0.2 and 0,4, as a function of h/hp. Fig.87 re-

ports, just as an examples, the comparison
between the evaluated data of K364 by direct
measurements and the evaluated data ob-

tained applying Trento-UniTN method (for
EÜ
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vegetated banks, ealeulation by Pasche and
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interm. density at discharge Q=31 11135-1
(prototype scale) and the eorresponding direet measurements; also the direet measurements in Wienﬂuss using ADV (ﬁlled symbols), for a diseharge QZZS m3s- l ‚ are re-

n=0.2 and 0.4) and the classical EH method.
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ported for comparison.

i K5 eq masurcd
- - ' K5 eq evalmted with Eimtein—Honon

o K5 gq evalmlud wir}: UniTN n=o.4

-

1 _
ÜH d

Finally, Fig.88 refers to the estimation of the
shear at the interface for ﬂexible plants, intermediate density, Q:3l 1113551 (prototype

scale), as results applying Pasohe (1984) and

the method proposed by Trento-UniTN
group for discharge prediction in streams
with vegetated banks (in the Trento-UniTN
method a constant value of n=0.4 leaded was
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used in order t0 obtain the best ﬁt of the ﬂow

level measured data). The theoretical predic-

tions are compared with the corresponding
turbulent shear stress measurements in the

model, and with the turbulence measure—

'_,

-—- *_,'

_|
_._I

=|

<1

" '——'—|

ments made in one of the ﬁeld exPeriments
(Mertens approach i3 not reported because it
does not lead t0 con'ect predictions). It can

be argued that the proposed method (as well

as Pasche method) gives a fairly good estimation of also the shear at the interface.

3.8 3D Numerical Modelling of
Riparian Flow Field

01'033 section of the laboratory ﬂume i3 illus-

The results of the numerical Simulation were

tested against data of a physical müde] study

carried out in the scope of the current project. The ﬂume consists of a half of a symDischarges [I75]
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Fig.89 Cross section of laboratory ﬂunle
at different discharges and vegetation densities
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Tab. 9 The simulated combinations of discharges and vegetation densities. Number in
bold are simulated

metrical compound channel with vegetated
ﬂoodplain. The vegetation density and the
kjnd of vegetation were varied as well 33 the
discharges. In Fig.89 the plan view of the

trated. The investigations were focused 011

the case with the rigid density. In Fig.90 the
measured and the Simulated velocities are
Shown. In the case of 10 1/3, 20 1/3 and 30 1/3,
were measured data have been available, the
numerical Simulation showed good agTeement. The mean velocities in the main Chan-

nel and on the ﬂoodplain could be repro-

duced. Based an validation and 011 a generated rating curve of the physical model study
(Fig.9l), it was now possible t0 simulate
various ﬂow scenarios. During the project
the ﬂow of four different discharges in combination with two additional vegetation den3ities are investigated. In Fig.92 it can be
seen that the results in case of the increased
vegetation density i3 illustrated für three dif-
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sible to describe the bending numerically by

universal and consistent physical laws and

*SI

therefore the model for the ﬂexible vegetation eould not be fully developed and im—
plemented in the code.

3.9 1D Numerical Modelling of
Flood Wave Propagation
Q [1’51

Validity of the Flow Simulation Programme

Fig.9l Rating eurve of the physieal model Sl
10x10 cm, S3 10x5 cm, SS 5x5 cm

ferent diseharges. Using this procedure, any

other variation can be modelled.
In addition to the rigid vegetation the inves—

tigation were also focused on the modelling

of ﬂexible ones. In this eontext the numerieal

model was tested against data ﬁom an ex-

perimental setup where the ﬂoodplain vegetation consisted of ﬂexible eylinders. There-

fore the code was enlarged with a new routine which takes into account the dIag resis-

tanee of bent vegetation under a eertain, hydrodynamieally eorrelated angle. The results

were not matching to the observations due t0
the faet that the modelled material had

physical properties which were not transferable to the numerical model. Different approaehes were tested against the bending be—
haviour of the material whieh was used in
the physieal medel, and showed no agree—
ment with the measurements. It was not posnjtm
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and Hartheim as well as one simulated at
Hartheim for the actual ﬂood event in May
1999 are plotted in Fig.93. The aforemen—
tioned ﬁgure Shows that both measured and
simulated hydrographs at Hartheim have the
peak discharge at the same time. A time lag
of the peak discharge is approximately 3
hours between the hydregraphs measured at
Rheinweiler and simulated at Hartheim. The

temporal course of the simulated hydIographs is almost similar to those measured.

However, there are some discrepaneies of the
diseharge between the measured and simulated hydrographs when the discharges are

over 2500 1113/3. An error index is deﬁned by
Eq. (6):

REP

_
_ I Qmes‚p
I

—

Qsim,p I

Qmes‚p

(6)

where REp = relative error of peak discharge,

QMM = measured peak djseharge, and Qﬂmlp
= simulated peak diseharge.

The relative error of the peak discharge REP

_nm;

" - 0.3500

x3

The hydrographs measured at Rheinweiler
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Fig.92 Horizontal veloeities in a cross
section at different discharges; vegetation
density 5 cm x 5 cm (86)

is approximately 3 %. The error of meas-

urement could be at least 10%, thus, a good
agreement between the Ineasurement and
Simulation was reaehed from an engineering
point of view. However, there is some
uncertainty of the inﬂuence of the
submerged canopies on the ﬂow resistance in
the model. When the ﬂow discharge is over
2500 1113/3, the discrepaneies between the
measured and simulated diseharges grow
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Fig. 93 Comparison of hydxographs betwoon measurement and Simulation a1 Hartheim
during the course of the ﬂood event in May 1999

larger. This fact suggests that the submerged
canopies seem to have a great effeot 011 the

water table, especially 011 the ﬂoodplains 311d

promoto more energy dissipation whioh
results in the moasured discharge smaller

than the simulated one.

Retardation of Flood Waves

The inﬂuonce of the riparian forests on the

retardation of propagation of the ﬂood waves
was investigated through the simulations.
The results of some simulations, which Show

111016 retardation effects than the other cases,

river course. The increments of the retention

volumes in comparison with the present

condition are also shown in Fig.97. The
riparian forests can, at most, lead to the
additional retention volumes of 30 million
m3 between Rheinweiler and Hartheim.

3.10 Riparian Succession at the
Upper Rhine (FSl)
It could bo shown that the decisive factor for

the present vegetation development is not the

ﬂood duration bat primarily the ﬂowr velocity, the depth of inundation also plays an im-

are shown in Figs.94 and 95. The biggest
time lag of the propagation of the ﬂood

portant part to some extend. Moreover, the

forests developed 011 the specially-enlarged

of the sites, the ﬂood duration would allow

wavos is l to 1.5 hours, and the riparian

ﬂoodplain actually has no signiﬁcant eﬁeots
on the retardation.
Rotention Volumes in the River Course

sites are also changed by acoretion. For most

the devolopment of hardwood ﬂoodplain
forests.
Howover, the enormous ﬂow velocity of ex-

treme ﬂood events causes the breaking up of

The temporal oourses of the retention
volumes in the river course are shown in
Fig.96. The riparian forests developed on the

the vegetation cover and new sedimentation

inﬂuence on the retention volumes in the

of older white willows. Sucoession does thus

enlarged ﬂoodplains Show a signiﬁcant
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areas arise that are exompt of vegetation. The
extraordinary ﬂood of May

1999 even

knocked down a very considerable number
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t0 a limited extend attention has also been
drawn t0 the future development ef vegeta-

hardly get beyend the stage of softwood
ﬂoedplain forests. Small—scale hardwood
ﬂoodplain forests may merely be determined

tion.
The broadening of the river bed will cause a
reduetion ef the ﬂow velocity depending 011
the extension of the new ﬂood prone area. Its
importance as main regulative factor will
thus be considerably reduced. In the beginning the ﬂoodplain area will be situated
some decimetres above the long—term
greundwater level, later, as a result ef accre—
tion, it will 011 a large seale be situated more
than half a meter hjgher. Moreover, an ap-

along the border of the fermer river bed of
the tne. Even the large-seale regeneration
of soﬁwood ﬂaodplain stands appears difﬁcult given that herbaceeus plants may arise
almost everywhere. These plants d0 not al-

low the regeneration of white willows (Salix
alba), black poplars (Populus nigra) etc.‚ as

these tree species require virgin soils and full

light for their germination. The present vege-

tation is thus dominated by stages that are
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Fig. 94 Simulated hydro-graphs during the eourse of the designed ﬂood at Hartheim in Cases

0,1, 2,118,128 and ISS (Tab.l)

determined above all by ﬂow veloeity, ger-

mination conditions, settlement effect and

sedimentation, rather than by ﬂood duration
and cempetition.

Altogether the eonditions of the present sites
in the fonner river bed of the Rhine are abso-

lutely unnatural and are not known t0 exist in
this ferm in any other place. A broadening of
the river bed will bring about more near—

natural ecological conditions. This is why
general knowledge on the regeneration in

river ﬂoodplains and the behavieur of a
number of key species have been eonsidered,

propriate seed potential is available in the
surroundings and the ﬂood duration will al-

low the existence of hardwood ﬂoedplain
forests 011 almost the total surface of the area.
These are the reasens why, in the long tenn,

vegetation will develep towards hardwood
ﬂoodplain forests 011 a [arge scale. This

precess is obstrueted by a ﬂow velocity that
is still high, by sediment input an the digging
area, a lacking soil maturity as well as an
unnatural depth of inundation at high dis-

eharge rates. Mereover, the development of
vegetation ef course takes time.
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It is thus t0 be expected that, in a ﬁrst step,

extraordinary ﬂend events. This is why the

be predominant, will develop en the newly
created inundation areas.

develepment ef a nitmphile herb layer (tall
herbaceous vegetatien) is t0 be expected in
the willew forests. Fer the ash (Franinus excelsier) as well, it will not be easy t0 become

white willow stands as can be observed in
some plaees along the French river bank and
this will becetne true espeeially if the uncevering ef the new surface eccurs during the
spreading ef the willnw seeds (late May/
early June). If thjs is not the ease, river reeds

In the medium term, however, on the higher
situated and relatively stable sites as well as
frem the edges ef the digging area, the English oak (Quereus robur), the elm (Ulmns
spec.) and further Species nf the hardwond

cnmmunities ef softwood ﬂeedplain forests
in which the white willow (Salix alba) will

They will fnrm tall and relatively compact

ﬁrmly established on snch sites.
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e.g. of Phalaris amndinaeea may establish

themselves and ferm permanent eommunities that persist in the leng term and that will

enly be replaeed very slowly by ligneous

plants.

It is not snpposed that gravely (and sandy)

pioneer sites will remain exempt of vegeta-

tion (wer a langer period and that they cover
larger areas. In the willow forests the devel—
epment ef a shrub layer emerging frem elements of the hardwood ﬂoodplain is ob-

structed by too high depths of inundatien at
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ﬂoedplain will force their way into the area.

Altogether, the vegetation conditions en the

broader digging areas will become more

near—natural as is the ease at the present tiIne.

However, these cenditions will not be char-

acteristic of the ﬂondplain which is why ﬁnally n0 succession medel allows making

true predietiens on the future develepment.

The mest reliable knowledge has thus t0 be
drawn from the present condition ef the river
bed ef the Rhine.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
4.1

Individual Workpackages

Field Work at the Upper Rhine (FSl)
The installation of new ﬂoodplain areas at
the Upper Rhine will initially be dominated
by sedimentation and distribution of ﬁne
silty material unless no bigger ﬂood events
respectively higher veloeities occur. Willows
lead to higher rates of sedimentation
compared with grass areas at the Upper
Rhine. Whereby at willow areas there is a
tendeney for erosion of bed material with
rising water level. Grass seems to protect the
bed also at rising water level. The critioal
point of system instabilization could not be
observed but it needs ground near velocities
higher than 950mm/s. Up to a water level of
2.3m these velocities only occurred during
the peak of discharge and only inside the
willow grove. Future investigations at the
test site will give more information about the
boundary conditions for erosion processes
(e.g. type and habitus of vegetation) and
about velocity and discharge values which
could lead to destabilization of morphology
and erosion. Furthermore it has to be
discussed which inﬂuence the initial
Situation of topography and grain size
distribution have on the suceession of
vegetation and the shift of roughness.
Young ﬂexible willows decelerate the mean
ﬂow velocity in order to their roughness
eompared with the grass area and therefore
the discharge at the wooden areas is lower
compared with the grass covered. Since the
distinct differentiation of vertical distribution
of ﬂow velocities leads to a proposal of a
partition of four zones of roughness value for
ﬂexible tree this should be investigated for a
longer time. In order to check these
phenomena more measurements have to be
carried out at different stages of water level
and at different stages of vegetation period.
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Due to these results it also has to be
investigated if the local ﬂow ﬁeld
measurements can be transferred on larger
areas with similar boundary conditions and if
these data can be used to calibrate and
improve numerical models. Therefore new
ﬁeld campaigns are necessary to investigate
the overall ﬂow ﬁeld inside different
ﬂoodplains and different rivers. The future
investigations will give more detailed
information on the interaction of vegetation,
ﬂow ﬁeld and sedimentation and will take
into account the application and veriﬁcation
of formulas for discharge, sediment transport
and shear stress on vegetated ﬂoodplains.
Field Work at the Wien River (F53)
The experiments in the natural-scale testﬂume at the river Wien showed the strong
inﬂuence of vegetation growth and
succession on the hydraulic roughness, ﬂow
velocities and shear forces. For the
experiments, natural willows were planted in
the ﬂume and stressed periodically by
artiﬁcial ﬂoodings. Willow succession and
growth were monitored over a four year
period. In this period, the willows had
become taller, more shrubbier and although
less numerous and had grown to maximum
basal diameters of about 5 cm. At this stage,
ﬂexible plant properties still dominated and
lead to bending of the willows and thus fully
submerged conditions during the ﬂood
peaks.
The analysis of the measured ﬂow velocities
showed that there are signiﬁcant differences
between the vertical velocity proﬁles in the
un-vegetated main channel and those above
the vegetated banks with submerged
willows. First, the maximum velocities at
peak discharge conditions were decreased by
the willows of about 35-45% close to the
water surface.
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This decrease was generated by the increased
roughness of the plants and inﬂuenced also
the veloeities and eonsequently shear forces
close t0 the bed. Hereby, the velocities were
decreased of up to 50%. As a result, the
willows had stabilising effects on the bed
and banks and protected it from erosion
The additional vegetative roughness and the
decrease of ﬂow velooities was associated
with an increase of the water level in the test
ﬂume. At peak times, the differenee between
two stages of succession (1999 compared t0
2001) was quantiﬁed at a maximum
difference in water levels of 200m (an
increase of 10%).
Furthermore,

the

basic

mechanisms

of

willow damage were observed. It could be
shown, that breaking occurs primary when
the direction of ﬂow attack differs from the
anatomic load direction (for undisturbed
growth this means mainly the self-weight of
the plant and thus vertically downwards).
This effect plays an important role for
submerged willows, where the ﬂow attack
causes load that is directed opponent to the
anatomic load (for bending in ﬂow
direction). On the other hand, the breaking of
willow branches did not cause the damage of
the entire plant, because the sites of fraeture
were able to re-ligniﬁcate. In such way, the
plants were able to “learn” from the fractures
and to adapt to the hydrodynamic stresses.
Field Work at the Fersina (FS4) and the
Enz River (FSZ)
Ecologioal studies are very important to
evaluate environmental quality and integrity,
in addition to plane the management of
riparian and periﬂuvial areas. In this project,
four methodologies were applied to study the
ecologieal and biologieal Situation on project
site on the Fersina and one (FFI) on the Enz.
All the four methodologies permitted to
evaluate the biologieal aspects in different
ways and showed the ecological importance

of riparian areas t0 increase the river quality
and functionality.
The FFI (Fluvial Functioning Index)
pennitted to evaluate the general functioning
of riverbed, of riparian areas and of riparian
tenitory adjacent to the ﬂoodplains. The
Index was applied to the rivers Fersina and
Enz. Different land-use, hydrology and
geology at the two test sites proved the good
applicability of the method covering a wide
range of seenarios.
Organic matter retention analysis permitted
t0 study the riverbed morphology with
regard
organic
to
matter
retention,
demolition
and
depuration
oapacity.
Information of demolition and depuration
was complemented by leaf—pack analysis.
The linked information of both methods gave
an exaet description and quantiﬁcation of the
self puriﬁcation capacity of the river system.
Additional benthos quantitative sampling
consented to analyse the macrobenthonic
community as direct indicators of the water
quality and river funotionality.

In such way, parameters for the ecological

functionality of different stream types as
well as practicable methods for their
evaluation and monitoring were presented.
These parameters are easy t0 determine and
of high practical relevance and integrate
essential ecological information for end—user
(such as public or private river managers,
landscape planners, agencies for ﬂood
protection) about the management of the
riparian
vegetation
respecting
the
requirement of river biota.
The urban and landscape planning should
consider the riparian forest ecosystem with
management strategies developed as an
integral part of the community plan. In order
to create some effective buffers strips in
developing urban areas, land-users and
planners must understand the importance of
the real functions of riparian eeosystem
within their watersheds. This objective needs
to know the nutrient control and sediment
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t0

the

Flume Experiments on Riparian Flow
Field
The aim of the laboratory study was to
characterize the ﬂow ﬁeld and momentum
exchange processes in a compound open
channel with vegetated riparian ﬂoodplains
making use of a LASER Doppler
Velocirneter (LDV) and head-loss tests. It
was found that secondary currents are the
momentum
for
primary
mechanism
exchange between the main channel and the
ﬂoodplain. The magnitude of the secondary
currents increases with increasing water
depths and causes signiﬁcant deflections of
the horizontal and vertical veloeity proﬁles.
Near the junction between main ehannel and
ﬂoodplain, a strong intrusion of main
channel velocities into the ﬂoodplain was
found at lower regions of the ﬂow, whereas
slower velocities were dispersed from the
ﬂoodplain far into the main ehannel at the
upper regions of the ﬂow close to the water
surface.
By varying the ﬂoodplain vegetation it was
found that the ﬂexibility has a primary
inﬂuence on the secondary currents.
physical
parameters
were
Therefore,
introduced to characterize the ﬂexibility in
terrns of bending, waving and compression.
The results Show that waving and bending of
ﬂexible sterns without leaves have no impact
on the integral ﬁoodplain resistance but
enforce the generation of secondary currents.
Strong waving motions as they occurred for
the tested ﬂexible cylinders enforced the
generation of secondary currents. In contrast,
leafy cylinders with compressible foliage
had a damping effect on the exchange
processes. The same effect was observed and
measured for a higher plant density. Thus,
the plant density is only of secondary
importance for the momentum exchange
process.
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Finally, the magnitude of the secondary
currents has only minor inﬂuenee on the
diseharge capacity of the entire ehannel
system, but has to be considered with regard
to morphological aspects ineluding bed—load
transport, sedimentation or aggregation
processes that form natural rivers.
Experiments
Flume
on
Riparian
Morphology
Experiments
in
a
physical
model
investigated the
interactions
between
sediment transport and morphology and the
ﬂoodplain vegetation. It could be shown that
the macro-turbulent vortices and secondary
currents that were generated at the junction
between main channel and ﬂoodplain
inﬂuence
the
sediment
transport
signiﬁcantly. In general, these exehange
processes caused higher shear stresses at the
near bed region and consequently the
mobilisation of sediment and an increase of
transport rates. For compact cross sections

with vegetated banks, the width to depth
ratio was found as primary parameter to
characterize the strength of these macroturbulent exchange processes. Thus, narrow
channels with smaller width to depth ratio
and vegetation on both banks are inﬂuenced
stronger by the macro-turbulent exchange
and have higher sediment transport rates
compared with wider or only partially
vegetated channels.
Additionally to the sediment transport rates,
the morphological phenomen of sand-ridge
formation (so called “Rehne”) has been
investigated in the physioal model. Rehnen
are longitudinal aggretions (in ﬂow
direction) of ﬁne sediments at the edge of the
ﬂoodplain towards the main channel. It
could be shown, that the magnitude of
macro-turbulence and consequently the
distance of the Rehne from the edge are
strongly correlated with the width of the
turbulent mixing zone inside the ﬂoodplain.
With increased macro-turbulence, the zone
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of lateral exchange as well as the Rehne was
shifted away from the main channel.
Afterwards, additional experiments with
bush—like vegetation strips at the edge of the
ﬂoodplain towards the main channel were
carried out. The very dense vegetation
decreased the ﬂow velocities and the macroturbulent exehange at the edge of the
ﬂoodplain signiﬁcantly and caused the
deposition of sand only within the strip.
Flume
on
Floodplain
Experiments
Vegetation and Sediment and
Physical Model of the Wien River (FS3)
Two problems have been faced: the ﬁrst was
the problem of hydrodynamic behaviour of
ﬂexible bushes as usually employed in
remediation work with bio engineering
techniques; in order to have a deeper insight
on this ﬁeld, a series of laboratory
experiments with real plants has been
performed and a new method for hydraulic
resistance of vegetated banks has been
proposed. The knowledge on the behaviour
of ﬂexible plants has been useful for
physical model construction of the River
Wien ﬁeld site. The method has been
suceessfully tested on the ﬁeld and
laboratory data concerning River Wien: this
method is easy to apply, and gives t0 an
almost correct estimation of the stagedischarge relation and of the momentum
exchange that take place at the interface
between central bed and vegetated banks.
Moreover the problem of sediment transport
in vegetated bed has been faced and a
modiﬁcation of the classical formula of
Meyer-Peter-Mueller for bed load prediction
has been proposed and tested on the data
from a laboratory open channel simulations.
3D Numerical Modelling of Riparian Flow
Field

A three dimensional numerical model, where

the turbulence structures are ealeulated with
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the k-

a Closure

scheme, was used t0

determine the ﬂow pattern in open channel
ﬂows. To simulate the additional ﬂow
resistance of non-submerged rigid vegetation
the drag force on a rigid cylinder is
implemented
into
the
Navier-Stokes
equations. Preliminary results have shown
that the numerical model using the kg scheme is not able to reproduce the
turbulence structures in detail. However it
provides good estimation about mean
velocity distributions in all parts of the
channel. The results showed good agreernent
to the measurement and enabled the
researcher t0 predict the waterlevels and the
ﬂow ﬁeld at different diseharge/ vegetation
conﬁgurations. In contrast to this, it was not
possible to simulate the distinctive secondary
currents occuring in the interation zone. But
the measurement of the physical model
showed that these currents do not have a
large inﬂuence on the total ﬂow capacity.
Summing up, it turned out that the used
model is a useful tool to describe the ﬂow in
open channel ﬂow with vegetated ﬂoodplain.

1D Numerical Modelling of Flood Wave
Propagation
The 1D unsteady-state ﬂow simulations
investigated the large scale impact of
riparian forests on the ﬂood retention
exemplarily for the Upper Rhine near
Breisach. For the simulated scenarios, it

could be shown that the inﬂuence of
different stages of riparian forest succession
on the retardation of the propagation of the
ﬂood waves is limited. In the study site (ca.
28 km), the retardation of the propagation is
at most 1.5 hours in comparison with
unvegetated ﬂoodplains. On the other hand,
the succession of riparian forests resulted in
an additional maximum retention volume in

the river course of 30 million m3 (densest
vegetation) in comparison with the present
condition (narrow ﬂoodplain with only
sparse vegetation). Hereby, about 12 million
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m3 were gained by enlargegement of the
ﬂoodplains and between 11-18 million m3 by
riparian forest at different stages of
succession.
The above-mentioned faets mean that one
cannot expeet the riparian forests to play a
role of decelerating the propagation of the
ﬂood waves but the retention volumes in the
river eourse. The resulting increments of the
retention volumes may eause higher
higher
watertables
and
consequently
hydrostatic pressure on the banks and also
the rise of groundwater tables.
Riparian Succession at the Upper Rhine
(FSl)
Based on comparative botanical studies, the
riparian forest succession at the Upper Rhine
has been investigated. It could be shown that

4. CONCLUSIONS

ﬂow veloeities respectively shear forces and
short-term erosion and sedimentation are the
determining factors for the succession at the
investigated river reaeh.
Compared to other riparian forest systems,
ﬂood duration and competition of the
vegetation were found to be only of minor
importance. The stronger hydrodynamie
forces indueed by the ﬁow suppress the
succession of hardwood ﬂoodplain forest
and allow only the development of softwood
communities in which white willows will be
predominant.
This fact implies the importance of direct
vegetation-ﬂow-interactions especially when
resctrictive boundary eonditions such as
width limitation (e.g.by levees as in the case
at the Upper Rhine) and consequently higher
hydrodynamic forces have to be considered.

4.2 Synthesis of Individual
Workpackages
Floodplain Stability
The results from ﬁeld and laboratory
measurements prove the importance of
vegetation properties for the bank and
ﬂoodplain stability. In this case, stability
means a balance between sedimentation and
erosion of sediments where the initial eross
seetional proﬁles are maintained. First it
could be shown, that a static equilibrium
with no sedimentation or erosion does
largely not occur at natural or restored rivers
and riparian systems. Instead, continuous
morphological changes take place that
depend mainly on the properties of the ﬂow
interacting with the properties of the
vegetation. Hereby, the most important

b) Non-submerged (or emerged) conditions, in
which the plants are taller than the water depth
and/or rigid enough to withstand the ﬂow. In this
case the ﬂow is almost constant over the water
depth and can be characterized by elassical
friction laws (Darcy-Weisbach or GaucklerManning-Strickler formula) (Fig.98 b).

condition arising from the vegetation height,
ﬂexibility and the present hydraulie
conditions such as water depth and velocity.
The results of the experiments showed that
the ﬂow conditions can be classiﬁed in four
categories (see also Figs.98a—d):

c) Emerged conditions with canopy and bottom
ﬂow. In this case the plants are too rigid to bend
completely so that their eanopies still protrude
the water surface. The ﬂow can be separated into
decelerated canopy flow through the foliage and
accelerated bottom ﬂow underneath the canopies
(Fig.98 c).

elassiﬁcation was found to be the ﬂow
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a) Submerged c0nditi0ns, in which the plants are
tall compared with the water depth and/or have
ﬂexible properties that allow biological drag
reduction by bending in ﬂow direction. The
resulting ﬂow ﬁeld can be separated into the
ﬂow inside the vegetation close to the bed and
the ﬂow above the vegetation that ShOWS the
classieal logarithmic mean velocity distribution
(Fig.98 a).
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d) Suämerged candiäens wir}: canepy am!

betten ﬂowe Centrary t0 the emerged ease, the
water depth is higher than the bent plant heighL

The vertieal velecity proﬁle resembies eondition
e) up t0 the eanepy ﬂew but has an additional

Iogarithmic distribution above the eanepy layer

(Fig.98 d).

These eategories are elesely related t0 the
sedimentatien/erosion effects within ﬂoed-

plains and river banks. Hereby, local effeets
have t0 be differentiated frem large-area
processes. Fully submerged condz‘tions lead
t0 a deerease in velecities near the bettem
and within the vegetation (see Fig. 98 a). In
such way, they preteet and stabilize the

ﬂoodplain bed es observed for the fully

submerged 3nd bend willows at the river
Wien and gtasses at the Upper Rhine. If the
vegetatien grows hemogenously in density

and height, [arge areas ean be affeeted by
sedimentatien. Emergedﬂow condirions 0e-

cur with older vegetatien such as trees that

have highly rigid plant preperties (e.g.
weody stems, see Fig. 98 b) and lew vegetation densities due t0 the shading effeets ef

their canopies. These rigid structures gener-

ate wake ﬂews and tend towards loeal
seeuring areund the plants. When bortom
ﬂow oeeurs, the ﬂew is eontraeted underneath the vegetation eanepy and eauses in-

ereased veleeities elose t0 the bed and

eonsequently inereased local erosien around
the plants. This effeet was observed fer
young willew trees at the Upper Rhine
(emerged conditions with eanepy ﬂow es

Shown in Fig.98 c) and for spherieal bushes
in

the

ﬂume

experiments

at

Trento

(submerged condia‘ions with canopy ﬂew a3

shewn in Fig. 98 d). The eanopy in beth
cases was eempact and dense with a rigid
stem-structure at the bettem that antieipated
a full bending of the plants. Considering in
general the large-area effeets 011 the

ﬂeedplain stability, the vegetatien inereases

the hydraulic roughness signiﬁeantly and

reduees the ﬂew and the veleeities. Con-

sequently, less sediment can be transported

Figs. 983-(1 Flow eenditiens fer
vegetation

by the ﬂew and sedimentatien predominates
Experiments at Trento
011 the ﬂoedplains.
showed that the total shear forees have t0 be
inereased up t0 200 percent in presenee of
dense vegetation t0 get equal transport rates
as für non-vegetated ﬂoodplains. This
mechanism is important für long—term ﬂoodplain elevatien and transitien between soft-

weed riparian forest that grows on the lower
levels ef the ﬂeedplain with higher and
langer periods of inundation and hardwood

riparian ferest. Besides the vegetation-inn

duced ﬂow eonditions, the strength of the

ﬂood waves eharaeterized by their peak dis-

eharge has an inﬂuence on sedimenta—

tien/erosion. The rates ef sedimentation

within the submerged grasses at the Upper
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Rhine increased with higher-discharge ﬂood
events and with declining water depths and
ﬂow velocities in the run-off phase of the
ﬂood wave. Simultaneously, the local erosion within the WlllOWS with bottom ﬂow
increased
discharges.
with
higher
Furthermore the accumulation of woody and
floating debris inﬁuenced the sedimentation/erosion strongly. The trapping of ﬂoat—
ing debris by the vegetation Close to the
water surface enforced the occurrence of
bottom ﬂow conditions and consequently
local scouring, whereas the accumulation of
woody debris on the ﬂoodplain caused local
protection of the bed and sedimentation to a
large extent.
River Bed and Bank Stability
In general, the bed stability of rivers can be
characterized by the grain size distribution
and the effective hydraulic stresses acting on
the river bed sediments. In the case of rivers
with riparian ﬂoodplains, the hydraulic
stresses are a result of interactions between
the ﬂow and the vegetation. Therefore,
laboratory studies investigated the inﬂuence
of ﬂoodplain vegetation on the ﬂow ﬁeld,
and
transport
sediment
sedimentationferosion processes. The results of the
physical models show, that strong interactions between the ﬂoodplain ﬂow and the
ﬂow in the un-vegetated river channel (or
main channel) occur. The interactions are
characterized by a strong turbulent exchange
and secondary currents. These effects are
generated at the edge or banks of the ﬂoodplain and expand far into the open main
channel. As a result, the turbulent shear

stresses and erosive forces acting on the river
bed are increased. In the experiments on
riparian morphology, the sediment transport
rates in the main channel were increased up
t0 more than 100 percent in the case of a
narrow main channel with dense vegetation
on both banks compared t0 a scenario without vegetation. The strength of the exchange
processes i5 related to the plant properties as
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shown by the experiments at Karlsruhe.
Waving motions of emerged ﬂexible vegetation eaused an increase of the strength of
secondary eurrents, whereas the compression
and waving of foliage had a damping effect.
Besides, local morphological changes such
as sand ridge (“Rehne”) formation on the
banks are generated by the ﬂow interacting
with the vegetation. In nature, sand ridge
formation has been observed as an important
initial state of riparian succession. Willows
ﬁnd excellent growth conditions on the
ridges and stabilize the sediments by their
roots. Therefore, additional experiments investigated the inﬂuence of dense vegetation
strips on the banks. It was found that signiﬁcant damping of momentum exchange and
sediment transfer between main channel and
ﬂoodplain occurred. In such way, the sand
ridge formation is a self—stabilizing reaction
of the bed and ﬂoodplain morphology towards an equilibrium stage.
Roughness and Flood Protection
According t0 the classiﬁcation in Figs.98 ad, the roughness of single plants is dependent
of the plant properties interacting with the
ﬂow. Hereby, the ﬂexibility of stem,
branches and foliage plays a determining
role because it enables the plants t0 strearnline and reduce their frontal area and consequently the exerted hydraulic forces biologically. This phenomenon was investigated at
large-scale ﬂume experiments with natura]
Willows at Trento, at the River Wien and at

the ﬁeld measurements at the upper Rhine.
The willow is a typical and frequent representative of softwood riparian forest and
highly adapted to the ﬂow and sediment dynamics of its habitat and was therefore
chosen as the ideal test plant. In general, all
measurements could prove that vegetation
causes an increase of roughness and
consequently decreased mean velocities and
the discharge capacities. The maximurn
reduction of ﬂow velocities at the river Wien
(submerged conditions) and at the Upper
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Rhine (emerged conditions with bottomﬂow)
was found t0 be 30-45 percent compared to
un-vegetated conditions. Even if the ﬂow
conditions were different, the ﬂow was

decelerated signiﬁcantly for both cases and
in the same order magnitude.
This deceleration can also be expressed as a
Strickler resistance coefﬁcient that covered a
range between l9 and 32m1/3/s in the Trento
ﬂume experiments. The spread of the values
proves that the resistance is not constant but
a function of the relative submergence and
plant density. Higher values of relative submergence and lower plant densities caused
lower hydraulic resistance. In the experiments, bending started at ﬂow velocities of
about 0.15 m/s until the plants reached their
maximum submerged compression at about
0.6 m/s. This streamlining effect lead to a
reduction in total drag forces of about 80
percent for a single plant. Furthermore, it
could be shown that a removal of leaves reduced the drag forces up to 25 percent for
maximum compression and 75 percent for
low velocities before bending occurs. This
implies the signiﬁcant contribution of foliage
to the overall plant resistance and its seasonal dependency. Besides, the vegetation
Vitality and properties were observed t0
change in short-term during ﬂood events.
Submerged grasses at the Upper Rhine decreased their ﬂexibility and roughness due t0
longer inundation and showed stronger
bending at the run—off phase of the ﬂood
wave. Furthermore, the trapping of driftwood and ﬂoating woody debris by the
vegetation were found to influence the
streamlining. The accumulation of ﬂoating
debris increased the frontal area and the drag
of willows and caused bending at earlier
stages of the ﬂood. In the case of rigid
emerged plants where no bending occurred,
the accumulation lead t0 a signiﬁcant in-

crease of roughness and induced in some
cases bottom ﬂow eonditions below the
debris that was deposited in the height of the
water level. Models t0 predict the
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streamlining effects of various types of
vegetation and the reduction of frontal area
and drag forces have not been established
yet. Hereby, the biggest difﬁculty is a
physically-based
description
and
quantiﬁcation of the complex vegetation
properties and structures. Therefore, ﬂood
prediction foeused on large-seale models and
roughness estimations that integrated the
above mentioned local effects. For this pur—
pose, a 1D unsteady numerical model was
developed and tested at a 28 km long reaoh
of the Upper Rhine. In the model, the calculated from vegetation density and stem
diameters as well as the width of the vege—
tated ﬂoodplain were varied. The results
could show that denser ﬂoodplain vegetation
has no signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the ﬂood
hydrograph and peak discharges and causes
only a small retardation of the ﬂood wave.
The reason for this is that ﬂoodplains with
riparian forests that are adjaeent and directly
connected to the river are already inundated
when the ﬂood peak arrives and thus d0 not
contribute as storage reservoirs. Consequently, the value of riparian forests as ﬂood
protection measures is strongly dependant of
their lateral and longitudinal extensions and
the resulting inundation dynamics.
Floodplain
Ecology
and
Riparian
Succession
The ecological importance of riparian forests
and ﬂoodplains as buffer strips for wildlife
habitats,
groundwater
protection
and
prevention of pollution is well known from
literature. Therefore, one part of the
ecological work within the project was
directed towards the determination of the
ecological functionality as a key aspect of
riparian forest. The analysis of leaf-pack
processing, short-term retention of organic
matter and benthos sampling introduced

quantitative and practicable methods to

fulﬁll these objectives. Additionally, the

ﬂuvial

functioniong

index

(FFI)

was

introduced to include descriptive qualitative
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analysis of larger river systems. These
methods provide a broad insight in riparian
ecology, its aetual state and deﬁcits and were
applied succesfully for the rivers Fersina and
Enz. The second ecological workpackage
was the characterisation of stages of
succession of riparian forests and its
prediciton exemplarily at the Upper Rhine.
hydraulic
and
In
such
way,
the
morphological ﬁeld investigations were
complemented with botanical studies of the
vegetation. These studies showed that the
succession of riparian ﬂoodplains with
limited lateral extensions (below 150 m) is
strongly inﬂuenced by the ﬂow and sediment
dynamics in exchange with the river.
Hereby, different factors were identiﬁed:
primary the ﬂow velocity and water depth,
secondary the formation of Virgin soils by
sedimentation, settlement and germination
conditions. Only ﬂow-adapted speeies were
able t0 withstand the direct hydraulic stresses
and drag forces. The most frequent one was
the white willow. These species is able t0
streamline and to decrease the exerted
stresses biologically. Nevertheless, damages
and fractures occurred after exceeding critical stresses but due t0 the secondary mechanism of re-ligniﬁcation the willow mortality
was low. But it ShOWS that the succession at
the Upper Rhine gets hardly beyond the
stage of softwood riparian forest even if the
ﬂood duration would allow formation of
hardwood forest. Additionally‚ the formation
of dense reed layers on the Virgin soils where
erosion/sedimentation occurred was found t0
prevent the succession of trees. Reeds establish at many sites and were even able t0 form
permanent communities supported by the
sedimentation and deerease of bed shear as
already mentioned above for submerged
ﬂow conditions.

Closing Words
It is easy t0 imagine, that the work of ﬁve
partners within a project period of three
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years is limited considering the spatial and
temporal extensions of natural riparian forest
and the eomplexity of the involved physical
and ecological processes.
In that light it was necessary t0 put the focus
on some of the most relevant processes,
knowing that it was impossible t0 cover all.
This meant for example, that the areas under
investigation were narrowed down t0 the
ﬂoodplains directly adjacent t0 the river
channel where the determining interactions
between ﬂow, sediment and vegetation oecur
and ground water is only of minor
importance.
On the other hand, this methodology made
possible t0 carry out investigations in much
more detail and on a scientiﬁc level
involving basic research and essential steps
forward t0 solve problems that had not been
faced before. In the RipFor-Workpaekages,
the primary objective was the identiﬁcation
and quantiﬁcation of relevant parameters t0
deseribe the mechanisms behind riparian
forests. Moreover, the gained knowledge and
experiences were put in the development and
realisation of measurement techniques,
calculation
methods
and
numerical
prediction models.
Beyond the research, the basis for a sustainable riparian forest management was
provided by development of the RipForguidelines. The guidelines contain praetical
aspects and recommendations for mainte—
nance and restoration of riparian forests
derived from the undertaken research work.
Hereby, the practical applicability was kept
in mind and supported by the introduction of
case studies of different ﬁeld sites.
Thus, RipFor as a pioneer project on the
ﬁeld of riparian forest research contributed
t0 the scientiﬁc progress as well as further
developments of management practices even
if many open questions remain.
Some of these questions will be answered by
ongoing research activities of the partners,
based upon the experiences and knowledge
gained within RipFor.
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5. EXPLOITATION AND DISSEMINATION 0F RESULTS
First of all, RipFor is a scientiﬁc research
programme working on a ﬁeld where physical basics are known only fragmentary up t0
now: the complex interacting processes
between sediment, vegetation and ﬂow in
riparian forests.
Publications, Conferences and Workshops
RipFor contributed t0 the scientiﬁc progress
and ﬁlled important gaps with new material,
methods and results as introduced in the preVious Chapters 3-5 of this report. Presentations of the current state of the research were
given at different international conferences.
In partieular three general assemblies of the
European Geographical Society (EGS) at
Nice between 2001 and 2003 (see Chapter 8)
and one workshop “Arbeitskreis Hydrologie”
at Berlin, March 2002. Herein, partners of
each group contributed t0 introduce the
entire RipFor project and discuss it with experts from the scientiﬁc eommunity.
On the other hand, RipFor always incorporated the practical applicability of the research and decision support for potential
end—users working in administration (e.g.
forestry and ﬂood control) and professionals
(e.g. landscape planning and engineering).
At the ﬁnal RipFor meeting at Trento, 2003,

end—users were invited t0 a workshop with
presentation and discussion of the RipFor
Guidelines t0 make the practical aspects of
the research work available for the comrnunity.
Publications in scientiﬁe research joumals
were done er are in preparation (see Chapter
8, “PUBLICATIONS AND ABSTRACTS”).
Furthermore, work on PhD theses based

upon project-related topics is carried out by
the partners of UNIKARL and BOKU. This
Shows the up-to-date relevance and importance of the RipFor topics and is conﬁrrned
by the fact that all partners worked on pro-

posals for future research, particularly in the

6‘h frame programme of the European Com-

mission. In such way, the experiences gained
within the project will be directly incorporated in ongoing research and found a basis
for further steps and insights in riparian
forest management.
Teaching and Lectures
The research was incorporated in teaching
activities at the different universities, such as
guided tours at the laboratory facilities and
ﬁeld excursions t0 the RipFor test sites.
Hereby, it was important t0 include the
students in the project work and t0 teach
awareness of the necessity of riparian forest
systems.

In April, July and August 2002 ﬁeld and lab
leetures were given about "Ecomorphology
of rivers and ﬁoodplains" at the Upper Rhine
test site and at the experimental ﬂume of the
Federal Environmental Agency in Berlin.
Together with 12 undergraduate students
experiments were carried about the
interaction
between
vegetation,
ﬂow
velocity, discharge, sediment transport and
geernorphology. The results of the lab
experiments will be published at the annual
report 2002 of the Federal Environmental
Agency.
Public Presentations and Exhibitions
Public Presentation was given at the
ﬂoodings of the Wien River, the ﬁrst one in
October 2001. In March and September 2002
the RipFor-Project presented problems
related t0 ﬁood retention and river
restoration t0 general public at the Scienee
Fair Exhibition of the Freie Universitaet
Berlin and at the Exhibition "Planet Water;

Year of Geosciences in Germany".
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Guidelines
The chapter on ﬂow ﬁeld measurements was
prepared as a part of the guidelines with
respect t0 methodological aspects and ease
studies

2002 the remote control via PC and ISDN
telephone network was started successfully.
This installation enables t0 control, check
and adjust the Video eamera and the ADCPs
and t0 transfer data Via ISDN. In addition the
online Operation of the ADCP makes it now
possible t0 record thIee dimensional ﬂow
ﬁelds of entire ﬂood events for several
hours, days and weeks for all stages of water
level and discharge. The data which can be
obtained by these measurements will lead t0
an improved knowledge about non stationary
ﬂow conditions inside vegetated ﬂoodplains.
In combination with the geodetic survey and
the installed sediment traps the design of
experiment gives the Opportunity for a comparative long term monitoring of ﬂow ﬁelds,
sedimentation and erosion under the
inﬂuence of different types of riparian vegetation and with respects of natural boundary
conditions and different stages of succession.

Technical improvements
T0 investigate the interaetion between ﬂoodplain vegetation, ﬂow ﬁeld and sediment
transport under naturally boundary conditions two Acoustie Doppler Current Proﬁlers
(ADCP) were mounted inside a willow grove
respectively at a grass covered location on a

ﬂoodplain at the Upper Rhine. In addition t0
that the monitoring of vegetation and ﬂow
ﬁeld was realized by a digital Video camera
mounted on the embankment. In January
2002 an ISDN based remote control between
a computer in Berlin and at the test site
"Upper Rhine" was installed. In February
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6. POLICY RELATED BENEFITS
Initial Intentions and Objectives
Looking back at the initial proposal, seven
goals were deﬁned:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

creation and utilisation of river
ﬂoodplain vegetation for sustainable
retention purposes,

resistance and transportation of ﬁne
sediments,
descriptfon of the plant succession t0
make prognosis ofthe retention effects,
protection ofriver banks,
improvement ofwater quality,
formation of habitats for plants and
animals,
Use as recreational areas for local
population.

k) riparian forest management concerning
interactions
between
rivers
and
ﬂoodplains (1-7),
l) Guidelänes for optimisation of riparian
forest management (1- 7).
The work carried out by the partners covered
all of the above. The initial intentions and
objectives were fully met by the following
results (see Chapter 3, “RESULTS”):
a)

description of the ﬂow ﬁeld inside
riparian forests:

FUB:

The objectives and achievements deduced of
the goals were (with link t0 the goals):
a) descrzption of the ﬂow ﬁeld inside
riparianforests (1, 2, 3, 4),
b) descrtption of roughness of riparian
forests (1, 2, 3, 4),

c) description

of

sedimentation

Spatio-temporal changes of
ﬂow ﬁeld under impact of
ﬂoodplains vegetation
BOKU:

riparianforests (1, 2, 3, 4),

3),

UNIKARL:

e) eﬂective resistance of individual plants
ﬂ

(1, 3),

interactions

between

vegetation

and

UNIKARL:

sediment transport (1, 2, 3),

g) resistance ofﬂow through riparian forest
(1, 2, 3, 4),
h) ecological studies of organic matter
retention andprocessing (1, 5, 6),
z)

macroinvertebrate habitat studies (1, 5,

J)

mapping of the ecological functionality
ofstreams (1, 5, 6, 7),

6),

ﬁeld work at the Wien River
(F S3)

Flow velocity distribution

inside

d) reduction
of ﬂow
velocities
in
2,
with
plant
parameters
(1,
combination

ﬁeld work at the Upper Rhine
(F Sl)
Flow ﬁeld measurements

b)

ﬂume experiments on riparian
ﬂow ﬁeld
Depth-averaged and lateral
velocity proﬁles
3D numerical modelling of
riparian ﬂow ﬁeld

description of roughness of riparian
forests:

BOKU:

ﬁeld work at the Wien River

Relationship

between

discharge and water level
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UNIKARL:

UNITN:

UNITN:
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ﬂume experiments on riparian
ﬁeld
ﬂoodplain
ﬂow
vegetation
on
experiments
ﬂume
ﬂoodplain vegetation and
sediment
Hydrodynamie resistance of
isolated and group of real
plants
physieal model of the Wien
River (FS3)
Flow resistance of vegetated
banks and the Wienﬂuss
physieal model

UNIKARL:

3D numerical modelling of
riparian ﬂow ﬁeld

UNIKARL:

1D numerieal modelling of
flood wave propagation

c)

description of sedimentation inside
riparian forests:

FUB:

FUB:

ﬁeld work at the Upper Rhine
(FSl)
Spatio-temporal ehanges of
ﬂow ﬁeld under impaet of
ﬂoodplains vegetation

BOKU:

ﬁeld work at the Wien River
(FS3)
Flow veloeity distribution

UNIKARL:

ﬂume experiments on riparian
ﬂow ﬁeld
Floodplain vegetation
ﬂume experiments on
ﬂoodplain vegetation and
sediment
Hydrodynamic resistance of
isolated and group of real
plants

UNITN:

physical model of the Wien
River (FS3)
Flow resistance of vegetated
banks and the Wienﬂuss
physieal model

UNIKARL:

3D numerieal modelling of
riparian ﬂow ﬁeld

UNIKARL:

1D numerical modelling of
ﬂood wave propagation

ﬁeld work at the Upper Rhine
(FSl)
Sedimentation and erosion

Spatio-temporal ehanges of
sedimentation and erosion
under impact of ﬂoodplain
vegetation
UNIKARL:

ﬂume experiments on riparian
morphology

e) effective
plants:

UNITN:

ﬂume experiments on
ﬂoodplain vegetation and
sediment
Effeet of vegetation presenee
on sediment transport

UNIKARL:

d)
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reduction

of

ﬂow

velocities

eombination with plant parameters:

in

UNITN:

resistance

of

individual

ﬂume experiments on riparian
ﬁow ﬁeld
Floodplain vegetation
ﬂurne experiments on
ﬂoodplain vegetation and

sediment

Hydrodynamic resistance of
isolated and group of real
plants
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f) interactions between vegetation and
sediment transport:
UNIKARL:

ﬂume experiments on riparian
morphology

UNITN:

ﬂume experiments on
ﬂoodplain vegetation and
sediment
Effect of vegetation presence
on sediment transport

UNIKARL:

riparian succession
Upper Rhine (F81)

at

the

g) resistance of flow through riparian
forest:
BOKU:

ﬁeld work at the Wien River
(F83)
Relationship between
discharge and water level

UNIKARL:

ﬂume experiments on riparian
ﬂow ﬁeld
Floodplain vegetation

UNITN:

ﬂume experiments on
ﬂoodplain vegetation and
sediment
Hydrodynamic resistance of
isolated and group of real
plants

UNITN:

UNIKARL:

physieal model of the Wien
River (F83)
Flow resistance of vegetated
banks and the Wienﬂuss
physical model
1D numerical modelling of
ﬂood wave propagation

h) ecological studies of organic matter
retention and processing:
APPA:

ﬁeld work at the Fersina
(F84) and Enz River (F82)
Short-term retention
measurements

Leaf—packs

i)

macroinvertebrate habitat studies:

APPA:

ﬁeld work at the Fersina
(F84) and Enz River (F82)
Benthos quantitative sampling

j) mapping of the ecological functionality

of streams:

APPA:

ﬁeld work at the Fersina
(FS4) and Enz River (F82)
(Fluvial
FFI
Functioning
Index) of the Fersina
FFI
Functioning
(Fluvial
Index) of the Enz River

k) riparian
forest
management
conceming interactions between rivers
and ﬂoodplains:
APPA/ BOKU/ FUB/ UNIKARL/ UNITN/
BMLF:

l)

See stand-alone document

<< Riparian Forest
Management Guidelines»

guidelines for optimisation of riparian
forest management:

APPA/ BOKU/ FUB/ UNIKARL/ UNITN/
BMLF:
See stand-alone document

”Riparian Forest Management

Guidelines”
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European Geophysical Society, General Assembly 2001, Nice
(France)

INVESTIGATION 0N THE INTERACTION BETWEEN FLOOD EVENTS, VEGETATION AND SEDIMENT
DISTRIBUTION AT FLOODPLAINS 0F THE UPPER RHINE
J. Boelscher (l), P. Obenauf (l)
(l) Institut for Geographie Sciences; Freie Universitaet Berlin,
The investigation is embedded in the framework of the EU-Research Projeet Riparian Forest Management taking into
eonsideration the hydraulic, sedimentological and ecological problems of a multifunctional riparian forest management at

different scales. The aim of the project is the restoration of riparian forests and the activation of retention areas. The tasks of

this survey focus on the impact of morphology and vegetation on the ﬂow field and the processes of sedimentation and
erosion during ﬂood events in a ﬂoodplain at the upper Rhine, south of Breisach. The test site is located near the community
of Hartheim, at river kilometre 210 in a silted groin ﬁeld. The area is covered with different kinds of trees, bushes, stbs,
perennial plants and grass. Flow velocity, topography, morphology and vegetation are investigated. Furthennore the transport
of suspended— and bed load, sedimentation and erosion are surveyed Grain size analysis and its distribution over the
ﬂoodplain are also taken into account. The morphology is characterised by a distinct separation into an upper and lower
ﬂoodplain level. The varying types of vegetation show differences in height, morphology and succession. Their
dissemination is closely related to the topography. Texture and organic content of sediments show remarkable differences in
their horizontal and vertical distribution. Both multiple changes of texture classes and organic content in soil horizons and the
thickness of the horizons indicate a great variety in ﬂow and sedimentation conditions during former ﬂood events. Additional
results of a ﬁeld-campaign after a single ﬂood event in summer 2000 show that no erosion has taken place in the ﬂoodplain,
however sedimentation of 3cm on the lower ﬂoodplain level could be observed. The fresh sediment is dominated by silt, clay

and organic material. The present results demonstrate the need of a better understanding of interactions in ﬂoodplains
between morphology, vegetation, ﬂow conditions and sedimentation. The investigation must also include the inﬂuence of
morphology and succession of vegetation on changes in the hydraulic conditions and thereby on sedimentation and site
properties. Guidelines for sustainable riparian forest management with consideration of ﬂood retention and river restoration
will be worked out.

SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 0N THE EFFECT 0F VEGETATED BED 0N SEDIMENT TRANSPORT
Aronne Armanini(l), Maurizio Righetti(2)
(l) Department of Civil and Enviromental Engineering, University of Trento; Mesiano (TN), Italy
(2) Department of Civil and Enviromental Engineering, University of Trento; Mesiano (TN), Italy

The main results of an experimental investigation on the role of vegetation (bushes)on sediment transport phenomena are

reported. The investigation was made in an open channel ﬂow, where the presence of bushes on the bed was reprodueed.
Different grain sand size and different density of vegetation were considered. For each grain size and vegetation density
values, various runs were performed, for different vegetation submergence, Froude and Reynolds number values. The aim of
the experiments is to have a better insight on the mechanics of sediment transport in vegetated bed. A modification derived
from the original relationship by Meyer-Peter-Muller is proposed and calibrated on the measured data. The proposed formula

treats the vegetation as a reduction of the available bed surface for sediment exchange. This parameter in the fonnula acts a
speeial hiding factor.

FLEXIBILITY 0F RIPARIAN WOOD
S. Vollsinger

Department of Soil Bioengineering and Landscape Construction, University of Agricultural Sciences, Vienna
Covering the soil by plants bent down to the ground when ﬂooded is one of the most efﬁcient ways to protect riverbanks by

riparian vegetation. Material properties of typical riperian timber describe their suitability for this mechanism. By means of
bending tests mechanical properties were established for various species‘. Their dependence on the tree’s diameter and the
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species delivers clues t0 suitable species‘, types of bioengeneering construction and their maintenance. The ﬂexibility of
plants, i.e. their ability to bend down when overﬂown, to cover the embankment and protect it from erosion, is described on
the basis of empirically established material properties. Five tree species were examined, i.e. Acer pseudoplatanus, Alnus
glutinosa, Fraxinus exeelsior, Salix alba and Salix caprea. It is shown:
I The deformation of all examined materials is not elastic. Their deformation behavior is rather elasto-plastie with a very
long transient section.
I The plastic deformation section is predominating the elastic part with all tree species'.
I The commonly applied resistance to deﬂection (E. I) appears to be in-sufﬁcient, in order to describe the deformation
behavior of young woody stems.
I The tree species’ Acer pseudoplatanus and Fraxinus excelsior ShOW higher ultimate stresses, and also higher moduli of
elasticity than Alnus glutinosa, Salix caprea and Salix alba.
I Concerning riverbank protection that means that ductile tree species such as Alnus and Salix are more easily bent to the
ground by the streaming water in order to cover the soil and the riverbank whereas higher loads are needed t0 bend
Fraxinus and Acer.

PHYSICAL MODELING 0F RIPARIAN FOREST VEGETATION
I. Schnauder (1), T. Stoesser (l), A. Dittrich (1)
(1) Institute of Water Resources Management, Hydraulic and Rural Engineering, University of Karlsruhe, Germany

Riparian forest vegetation has a main effect on the decrease of ﬂow veloeities on floodplains, the resistance of the interfaee
plane interacting with the main channel and therefore the retention capability of river systems during ﬂood events. Due to the

high complexibility of vegetation structures a parameterization from an hydraulic point of view has not yet been developed
succesfully. Different species of trees and bushes occur simultaneously and in different stages of forest succession. The

behaviour of these plants under flow conditions can range from completely rigid (like 01d trees with ﬁxed stem diameters) t0

highly ﬂexible with compressible stem, branch and leaf structures and the ability to get streamlined (such as young willows).
Laboratory experiments will be canied out at the University of Karlsruhe to determine the flow and interaction resistance,
turbulence structures and the deposition of suspended sediment in different stages of riparian forest succession. With this aim
three types of artiﬁcial vegetation will be used: (a) rigid cylinders, (b) bendable/‘non-compressible PVC-twigs and (c)
ﬂexible/compressible PVC-twigs. At the EGS -conference ﬁrst results are presented which later on will be included in the
"RipFor"-project guidelines about the management of multifunctional riparian forest. This project is directed to a better
understanding of the linked processes between morphology, hydraulic and vegetation in riparian forests.

l-D NUMERICAL SIMULATION 0F THE WATER LEVEL 0F A RIVER SECTION WITH RIPARIAN FOREST
AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 0F ROUGHNESS PARAMETERS
H.Yoshida (l), A. Dittrich (2)
Department of Civil Engineering, The University of Tokushima, (2) Institute of Water Resources Management, Hydraulic
and Rural Engineering, University of Karlsruhe
In the frame of the Integrated Rhine Programme retention basins of different types and size are planned. The aim of the
measure south of Breisach consists in the creation of a retention volume of 25 Mio m3. It is realised by increasing the width
of the River Rhine by about 90 m and by dredged ﬂoodplain up to 6 m. In the process of natura! succession the dredged
ﬂoodplain will be covered by a riparian forest. A modiﬁed l-D steady—state numerical model was applied to the reach
between Basel and Breisach in the River Rhine and the roughness parameters were identiﬁed by different discharges. A
sensitivity analysis was carried out in many combinations of the roughness parameters due to the ﬂoodplain surfaee and the
density of the vegetation on it. The roughness parameter due to the ﬂoodplain surface varied in the range of i 20 %. The ﬁve
kinds of density of the vegetation were chosen from several sites in the present River Rhine. In the sensitivity analysis the
inﬂuence of the enlargement of the ﬂoodplains were also considered. The results showed that if the surface roughness is
larger and the vegetation of the ﬁoodplains is denser, then the higher water level is obtained. Certain eombinations of the
parameters can realise the expected or even more retention volume of 25 Mio m3.
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European Geophysical Society, General Assembly 2002, Nice
(France)

FLOOD EVENTS, DISCHARGE AND SEDIMENTATION 0N FLOODPLAINS

J. Boelscher (l), P. Ergenzinger (l)
(l) Institut for Geographie Sciences; Freie Universitaet Berlin,

The activation of retention areas and the restoration of ﬂoodplains have great importance for ﬂood protection and the
ecological function of river landscapes. Complex interactions take place between ﬂow velocity, sediment transport,

morphology and vegetation within ﬂoodplains. This investigation, which is embedded in the framework of the EU Research
Project Riparian Forest Management, focuses on these interactions and will give more detailed information about the impact
of vegetation on ﬂow ﬁeld, discharge and sediment transport. Under the aspects of ﬂood retention and river restoration the
improved knowledge of these parameters is expected t0 assist in generating measures for the optimisation of riparian forest
management. Hence the objective of this investigation is the description and analysis of:
a.) duration and level of inundation

b.) spatio-temporal variation of ﬂow velocity and its intensity within the ﬂoodplain

c.) roughness in the form of substrate, vegetation, morphology and its spatiotemporal variation
d.) impact of morphology and vegetation on ﬂow velocity and discharge within the floodplain
d.) morphology, vegetation, substrate, sedimentation and erosion before and after subset ﬂood events.
The selected area of investigation is located at the upper Rhine, near Freiburg. The test sites within the investigated
ﬂoodplain differ in the type of vegetation, morphology, substrate, aspect and height. These parameters were investigated
before and after a longer period of ﬂoods. The spatio-temporal variations of ﬂow velocity in the stream and on the ﬂoodplain
were recorded using Acoustic Doppler Current Proﬁlers. Simultaneously data were collected about the suspended load above
the ground and below the water surface. Using a digital Video camera, a first attempt was made to monitor the deformation of
trees during a single ﬂood event.
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT 0N THE VEGETATED BANK OF THE SOIL BIOENGINEERING TEST FLUME AT
THE WIEN RIVER
H. Meixner (l), H.P. Rauch (1), J. Schreiber (l), St. Vollsinger (l),
(l) Department of Soil Bioengineering and Landscape Construction, University of Agricultural Sciences Vienna
Soil bioengineering structures are frequently used t0 protect river banks. Studies by WEITZER / DOPPLER / FLORINETH
(1998) on measuring the pull-out resistance and by OPLATKA (1998) on the efTective flow acting on willows show that a

high hydraulic load by itself does not lead to failure or dislodging of the plants but that the slope’s instability is caused by the

erosion of bed material. The onset of erosion is indicated by a critical shear stress, determined by the combination of a
number of factors such as ﬂow velocity, lift force, turbulence, grain size, grain shape, stratiﬁcation of the river bed mateIial
and the type and density of the vegetation. Investigations into the stability of a variety of soil bioengineering structures (brush
mattress with willows, branch layers, fascine layers) are carried out at the soil bioengineering test ﬂume along the Wien
River, where artiﬁcial ﬂooding runs expose the plant/soil complex to extreme hydraulic loads. Marked, surveyed and
weighed gravel material of different grain diameters (10, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 mm) and variable layer arrangements is put
into the bed or bank of the test ﬁume t0 determine the critical shear stress. The exact grain position is identiﬁed before and
aﬁer each artiﬁcial ﬂooding, so that the mean sediment transport path can be determined for each grain diameter. By
comparing sediment transport paths for different grain sizes, a critical grain diameter can be deﬁned for each soil
bioengineering structure. The critical grain diameter thus obtained is used as an input parameter in calculating the eritical
shear stress from bed load transport equations. Based on the data thus collected and their analysis it is possible to present and

interpret initial ﬁndings.

DEVELOPMENT AND HYDRAULIC ACTION 0F VEGETATION GROWING FROM SOIL BIOENGINEERING
STRUCTURES
S. Vollsinger (1), H.-P. Rauch (1), H. Meixner (1)
(l) Department of Soil Bioengineering and Landscape Construction, University of Agricultural Sciences Vienna
In 1997 and 1998 a test ﬂume was laid out at the Wien river near Vienna, to investigate soil bioengineering methods and their
hydraulic effects. Four different soil bioengineering methods were used for bank protection, i.e. brush mattresses with
willows, fascine layers, branch layers and willow cuttings. Four and ﬁve years after construction, important differences
between methods are now becoming visible in terms of growth, functionality and damage. The development of individual
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plants and the entire population is described by: the number of shoots per plant and per m2 (i.e. density), their basal diameter
and the diameter at a height of one metre, their length, the shape of their crown.
Differenees between the soil bioengineering methods are mainljpr related to the plant’s water supply, which leads to a
variation in the density of the populations. Typical deﬁciencies and losses are described phenologically and explained by the
drag force of the water acting along different axes of the plant. Growing plants serve as a roughness element in the crosssection, by becoming taller, more rigid and shrubbier although less numerous. This hydraulic influence is described by the
eomparison of water levels, which were measured over a period of four year's at the same proﬁle and discharge volume. It is
shown that the growth of the bank vegetation has a damming-up effect and thus causes the observed water levels to rise
signiﬁcantly.

HYDRODYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF FULLY AND PARTIALLY SUBMERGED PLANTS IN OPEN CHANNEL
FLOW: A PROTOTYPE SCALE EXPERIMENT.
Armanini A.(l); Bortoluzzi D.(1); Grisenti P.(l); Righetti M.(l)
( l) Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
The hydrodynamic behaviour of partially and fully submerged tall vegetation is of great interest in the river management.
Only recently some researchers (Kouwen, 1999, Oplatka, 1998) analyzed the hydrodynamic resistance of bushes, taking into
account also the plants elasticity in the classical Petryk & Bosmajian approach. In the present work, an experimental
investigation is performed, where the hydrodynamic resistance of isolated and grouped salix alba bushes is measured, in a
laboratory channel at prototype scale. This kind of plants has particular interest beoause they are often used in bank

stabilization and remediation works for mountain streams. The tests are performed using young plants, ranging from 1 m up

t0 2 m high, in a 100 m long, 2 m deep and 2 m large open channel ﬂow, the discharge ranges up t0 1,3 m3/sec. A suitable
strain gauges system has been realized in order t0 directly measure the force exerted on the plant by the ﬂow. The results are
compared with analogous measurements of Oplatka and Kouwen, conﬁrming the inﬂuenee of elasticity and leaves on
hydrodynamic resistance; in particular the effect of smaller branches bending and the inﬂuence of foliage on drag has been
analyzed, comparing the drag of the same bush with and without leaves. Moreover an approach for drag evaluation,
alternative to that of Oplatka and Kouwen is proposed.

PHYSICAL MODELLING OF COMPOUND CHANNEL FLOW WITH RIGID AND FLEXIBLE CYLINDRICAL
FLOODPLAIN VEGETATION
I. Schnauder (l) , A. Dittrich (l)
(1) Institute of Water Resources Management, Hydraulic and Rural Engineering, University of Karlsruhe, Germany
In recent years, nature rehabilitation of river ﬂoodplains and riparian areas has become an important task for river and
environmental management. As a consequence, the strong effects of natural vegetation on the hydraulic roughness and the
shear layer between the main channel and the ﬂoodplains had to be taken into account. Across this shear layer, vortices with
vertical axes develop that are considered as the driving foree of momentum transfer. Due to this turbulent interaction process,

the velocities are d ecelerated in the main channel and accelerated on the ﬂoodplains and lead t0 a change of the channel

discharge capacity. In the present study, ﬂexible cylinders were used as physical model of nonsubmerged ﬂoodplain
vegetation in a half-trapezoidal compound channel constructed at the Theodor Rehbock hydraulic laboratory. Additionally,
comparative experiments were perforrned with rigid cylinders of identical diameter. For both setups, experiments for uniform
ﬂow conditions and three discharges (respectively three depth ratios) were carried out. Flow velocities were measured by a
laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV) within multiple cross sections. The resulting horizontal velocity proﬁles were analysed and
compared to theoretical boundary-layer approaches. The main objective of this study is to get a better idea of the inﬂuence of
natura] vegetation on compound channel processes.

THREE DIMENSIONAL MODELING OF THE FLOW IN A COMPOUND, VEGETATED CHANNEL

N. Rüther (1), A. Dittrich (1)

(l) Institute for Water Resources Management, Hydraulic and Rural Engineering, University of Karlsruhe, Germany.
There is an increasing interest and research concerning floodplain management of river and natural waterways. The fact that
the vegetated ﬂoodplains in terms of riparian forests can be used as ﬂood retention space, it becomes of major interest to
understand the hydraulic effects of non-submerged vegetation in these areas. The aim of the present work is to introduce a
three dimensional numerical model which is able to predict the hydrodynamic behaviour of the ﬂow in a compound open
channel with vegetated ﬂoodplains. A three dimensional numerical model, where the turbulence structures are calculated
with the k—e Closure scheme, was used to determine the ﬂow pattem in open channel ﬂows. To simulate the additional flow

resistance of non-submerged rigid vegetation the drag force on a rigid cylinder is implemented into the Navier -Stokes
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equations. Preliminary results have shown that the numerieal model using the k—e scheme is not able to reproduce ﬂow as
well as turbulence structures in detail. However it provides good estimation about mean velocity distributions in all parts of
the channel. The model was validated with the experimental data of the physical model situated at the Theodor Rehbock
Laboratory, University of Karlsruhe. The ﬂume, designed as half trapezoidal compound channel where the ﬂoodplain taking
the half width of the ﬂume, is covered with vegetation simulated by rigid cylinders with a constant diameter and a speciﬁc
spatial density. Based on already existing data, one signiﬁcant mean velocity of the flow on the ﬂoodplain as well as in the
main channel is obtained, to enhance the validation of the numerical model.

“New Trends in Water and Environmental Engineering for Safety
and Life: Eco-compatible Solutions for Aquatic Environments",
2002, Capri (Italy); International Congress “Interprävent” 2002
in the Paciﬁc Rim, Japan
THE SOIL BIOENGINEERING TEST FLUME VIENNA: METHODS AND RESULTS
by Harald MEIXNER, Hans Peter RAUCH, Stephan VOLLSTNGER
Department of Soil Bioengineering and Landscape Construction, University of Agricultural Sciences‚ Vienna
In the last decades the demand for ecological studies of ﬂowing waters grew signiﬁcantly. The aim and the purpose of such
studies is on the one hand t0 assess the human impact on ﬂowing water ecosystems and on the other hand to make an attempt

for fully understanding the complex natura] river structures. This knowledge is very important and can be very useﬁll for

river restoration and for the application of soil bioengineering methods.
Soil bioengineering is an appropriate soft engineering method for bank protection using native materials such as living plants
or plants in combination with auxiliary materials. However, the stress on, and the resistance of soil bioengineering
constructions depends on various factors which are subj ect to dynamie ehange.
In general, soil bioengineering methods are not pulled out of the bank by the water, rather they are eroded. The stability of
soil bioengineering methods depends mainly on the interaction between the factors water — plant — soil.
In a hydraulie laboratory it is not possible to simulate these complex structures and to get the important and necessary data.
Therefore the Department of Soil Bioengineen'ng and Landscape Construction (University of Agricultural Sciences, Vienna)
have constructed a soil bioengineering test ﬂume in cooperation with the local authorities of Vienna in 1996. The resistance
of different soil bioengineering methods has been tested by artiﬁcially generated ﬂoods and during natural ﬂoods. The length
of the test ﬂume is 170 meters with 3 different soil bioengineering methods (brush mattress, branchlayer, fascine layer) for
the bank protection. The main focus of the investigations of the soil bioengineering test ﬂume can be described by the
following:
-

measuring the ﬂow velocities of different parts of the cross sections (different methods of ﬂow measurements)
succession of bank vegetation
the hydraulic impaet of the vegetation in different stages of succession (ﬂow capacity, sedimentation, erosion, ﬂow
distribution in the vegetation).

After four years of observation it is possible to Show the developing of the vegetation of the different soil bioengineering
methods and present ﬁrst results regarding the flow ﬁeld distribution inside and outside of the covered ﬂow area.

European Geophysical Society, General Assembly 2003, Nice
(France)

A SIMPLE METHOD T0 ASSESS THE SHEAR FORCE AND FLOW VELOCITY ACTING 0N THE BED
SURFACE AND VEGETATED BANK
S. Vollsinger (l), H.P. Rauch (l), F. Zott (2)

(1) Department of Soil Bioengineering and Landscape Construction, University of Natural Resources and Applied Life

Sciences, Vienna, (2) Institute of Forest and Mountain Risk Engineering, University of Natura] Resources and Applied Life
Sciences, Vienna
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Properly used, riparian vegetation can reduce the ﬂow velocity, mainly near ground level, and thus provide protection from
erosion. Acoustic velocimeters are unsuitable t0 measure near-ground velocity because of their signal reﬂeetion. A simple
device measuring the shear foree F : ’L' - A aeting on a known sectional area A allows t0 ealculate the bed shear stress 1: 5 p -

g - rhy - I resp. 1: E p - g ' h - I and thus the ﬂow velocity by empirie ealibration. A water—ﬁlled ﬂoating body (p 5 lg / cm3)
serves as a surface for the shear force t0 act on in the main ﬂow direction. Attached t0 an anchor, by a rope, the body ﬂoats

just above the bed surface or bank slope. A dynamometer integrated into the rope measures the shear force acting an the body
and transfers the data, collected with variable frequency, by cable t0 a Signal ampliﬁer and a data logger. The entire

measuring unit was calibrated in a hydrometric vane calibration channel by measuring the shear force at exactly known ﬂow

velocities, i.e. the speed of the cart across the channel. The measured shear forces were related t0 the deﬁned veloeity for
generating a ealibration curve. In this manner, it is pessible t0 deduce the flow veloeity from measuring the shear foree.
Bodies of different cross-sections are used in order t0 adapt the measuring range t0 the velocity expected. When applied t0 a
stream in Vienna rehabilitated by soil bioengineering methods, the measuring device found that the shear force is close t0
zero within the dense bank vegetation just above the river bed. In the transition area between the vegetated bank and the open
channel, shear forces were Observed that corresponded t0 ﬂow velocities of approx. 1.4 m/s. Upon ﬂooding of a paved river
path, shear forces were Observed which were equivalent t0 ﬁow velocities of 2.5 nﬂs.

NUMERICAL MODELLING 0F VEGETATION FLOW INTERACTION: THE WIENFLUSS TEST CASE
C. A. M. E. Wilsonl*, O. Yagcil, H. P. Rauch2 and T. Stoesser3
lCardiff University, School of Engineering, Environmental Water Management Research Centre, Cardiff, Wales,

2Department of Seil Bioengineering and Landscape eonstruction, University of Natural Resources and Applied Life
Sciences, Vienna, 3Institut für Hydromechanik, Universitaet Karlsruhe, Germany

We apply a three—dimensional computational ﬂuid dynamics code based on a ﬁnite volume discretisation t0 a 170m test reaeh
of the a river in Vienna. One of the primary aims of this paper is t0 test various methods for representing the ﬂow resistance

of natura] vegetation. The two approaches considered vary in complexity and could be practically implemented and applied

within 2D and 3D flood modelling tools. The first approaeh uses empirical relationships derived from the laboratory data and

modiﬁes the existing fn'ction tenn in the momentum equations. While the second approach introduees a drag related sink
term in addition to the bed friction term. The roughness Closure models considered d0 not modify the turbulence model (in

this case the k-e model) and hence d0 not require re-calibration for each application.
The test reach is straight and comprises an asymmetrical compound channel that is vegetated on the ﬂoodplain by willows
and unvegetated within the main channel. The development of the willows has been monitored over a four year period and

plant parameters which characterise the dimensions of individual trees and their distribution have been quantiﬁed. Further,
streamwise velocity data of high-spatial resolution has been colleeted at one eross-section for a series of ﬂood events. The
performance of each approach is quantiﬁed in terms of its ability t0 reproduce the streamwise velocity distribution in a

partially vegetated channel. Different parameter tests are conducted t0 allow the sensitivity of the computed velocities against

mesh resolution, and other important plant properties t0 be examined. For both ﬂow resistance approaches, reasonable
agreement is found between the measured and computed ﬂoodplain velocities.

HYDRAULIC BEHAVIOUR 0F VEGETATED BANKS 0F RIVERS: A FIELD AND LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION
A. Armanini(l), H.P. Raueh(2), M. Righetti(l), S. Vollsinger(2)
(1) Enviromn. Department, University of Trento-Italy, (2) Department of Soil Bioengineering and Landscape Construction,
University of Natura] Resources and Applied Life Sciences, Vienna

The hydraulic behaviour of a river bank vegetated with ﬂexible plants is substantially different from a bank with plants

serving as rigid elements. At the soil bioengineering test ﬂume in Vienna it is feasible t0 conduct ﬁeld measurements t0

investigate the hydraulic behaviour of ﬂexible plants under deﬁned ﬂood eonditions. The length of the test ﬂume is 170 m
and the width of the whole cross seetion is 7 m, whereas the width of the vegetated zone is 4,5 m. This vegetated bank is

constructed using different soil bioengineering methods. Doppler ultrasonic velocimeters are monitoring the ﬂow ﬁeld within
the momentum exchange area during artiﬁcial ﬂoods with a maximum discharge of 33 m3fs. In order t0 provide a deeper
insight into the hydrodynamie behaviour of the vegetation and the interaction between the banks and the non-vegetated main

ehannel a laboratory model of the ﬁeld test ﬂume with a scale of 1/12 was realized. The ﬁeld and the laboratory

measurements ShOW similar results in terms of mean velocity proﬁles and in terms of turbulence structures, Showing a streng
dynamic interaction between the vegetated and the non-vegetated zones. Further measurements in laboratory seale allow t0
distinguish between rigicl and flexible plants in regard t0 their hydraulic action and t0 investigate the inﬂuence of different
densities of plants on the ﬂow resistance and the dynamic interaction, both in terms of turbulent and dispersive shear stress.
The experimental results are eompared with different analytical models commonly used for ﬂew resistanee estimation.
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THE CASE 0F THE UPPER RHINE: UNRAVELLING THE PAST AND WRAPPING UP THE FUTURE
P. Ergenzinger (1), J. Bölscher (1) and C. de Jong (2)
(1) Geographisches Institut, FU Berlin (2) Geographisches Institut, Universität Bonn
The southem Upper Rhine was once the most prominent braided river system in Germany. However it lost its character
during the last 200 years and is now a trained river used for electricity and carrying ships to Basel(CH). The river sector
between Basel and Strasburg(F) was always different to the Hochrhein (Lake Constance Ü Basel) and to the lower Upper
Rhine (Strasburg Ü Bingen(D)). This ancient braided river system changed downstream according to the transition of grain
sizes from cobbles to gravel and sand. Between Strasburg and Lauterburg(F) the braids were replaced by meanders and this
geomorphological change induced many other changes. At thesed times the ecology, including the use of water and land,
riparian forests, the development of ﬂood defence and navigation were different. In addition there was a further problem for
people living in the time of enlightment: how should the boundary of a state be deﬁned within a braided river? In the German
language braided rivers were and are still called “verwildert” and this means the river is going wild. As such, somebody who
was able to improvc this Situation would gain merits. This happened to Johann Gottfried Tulla. He became the responsible
engineer for river construction in the Great Duchy Baden. In 1812 he created a memorandum with recommodations for the

future development of the river Rhine. Only 5 years later he succeeded with the ﬁrst cutoff of a meander next to Karlsruhe.

After his death a treaty between France and Baden regulated the elimination of the braided system between Basel and
Lauterburg. The construction took place between 1840 and 1875. This development was opposed locally and by the Prussian
and Dutch authorities who claimed - aﬂer the huge ﬂood of 1824 - that the abnormal ﬂood peak was a result of the meander
cutoffs created in Baden. Nevertheless the results of training the braided system were technically convincing: a deeper river
channel, less ﬁoods, a well deﬁned border and ﬁnally the ﬁrst bigger steamboats entering the new harbor of Basel. The new
Situation was settled by the peace treaty of Versailles with its entrustment of the Rhine to France. This resulted in the
construction of the Canal d’Alsace between the wars and aﬁer the last WorldWar. Wrapping up the future of the Upper Rhine
cannot be a tum back t0 the past, but should be an attempt to reduce the deﬁcits and to amplify the ecological beneﬁts. As
already stated in 1824 the new river system causes more peaky ﬂoods and induces a deﬁcit of bedload. The last problem was
overcome by a bedload management scheme proposed by Felkel in 1970. For ﬂood protection a German-French agreement
deﬁned the “integrated Rhine programm” in 1982 to create more ﬂood storage capacity using the following approaches: Special Operation of the power scheme, - construction of more weirs and more flood polders. The 1argest retention measure so
far is planned along the Restrhein between the weir at the entrance of the Canal d’Alsace and Breisach(D). A strip of approx.
95 m width the ancient ﬂoodplain on the German side will be excavated down to the groundwater level in order to develop a

new artiﬁcial ﬂoodplain capable of storing approx. 25 million m3 of ﬂoodwater. This project will not only create a new river
but will be encountered by 50 million m3 of sediments which have to be removed and sold. The development of the Upper
Rhine is an extreme example for river genesis during the last 200 years. There is no way back to the future but only the

possibility to create an improved and more sustainable river system for the next century.

SPATIAL AN D TEMPORAL CHANGES IN FLOW FIELD SEDIMENTATION AND EROSION DURING FLOOD
EVENTS AT THE UPPER RHINE

J. Boelscher (1), P. Obenauf (l), P. Ergenzinger (1)
(1)

Institut for Geographie Sciences ; Freie Universitaet Berlin

In order to counterbalance the effects of river control by regulation and straightening different types of measures are planned
or under construction leading to a restoration of ﬂoodplains and to the installation of new ﬂood retention areas. These
measures need a better understanding of the interactive proccsses between the flow ﬁeld, morphology, vegetation and
sedimentation. The basic scope of this research is the resistance of vegetation to ﬂow ﬁeld and the impact of different types

of vegetation on flow ﬁeld, sedimentation and erosion. This knowledge is needed for the optimisation of riparian forest

management to include ﬂood and erosion/sedimentation mitigation. Both ﬂow ﬁelds in riparian forests and its boundary
conditions as set by vegetation and geomorphology will be studied during and after high ﬁoods. The investigation focus on
the description and analysis of spatio-temporal variation of ﬁow velocity and its intensity at different water levels during the
entire periods of ﬂood events. Special attention will be given to the ﬂow ﬁeld at the fringe of the forest against open areas
and to typical ﬂow ﬁeld in riparian forests. Furthermore both the impact of morphology and vegetation on ﬂow velocity and
discharge within the ﬁoodplain and the processes between vegetation and sedimentation are analysed.
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APPENDIX: NAS
“The management of riparian forests in a macrolandscape context”

Iordaehe, V.‚ F. B0descu, A. Neagoe

University of Bucharest, Spl. Independentei 91-95, 76201 Bucharest, Romania:
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INTRODUCTION

By macrolandscapes we mean very large
ecologica] systems, like river basins and
ecoregions. Our goa] has been to assess the
role of the riparian forests in the production
of natura] services by such macrolandscapes‚
and t0 identify management principles for
preserving or recovering this role.
The assumptions underlying our approach
are related to the systems ecology knowledge
base, namely that 1) socio-economic systems
and the natura] capita] have a nested
hierarchica] structure (Allen and Star 1982,

maximisation with success is not possible
a
socio-economic
having
without
will look at
we
perspective. Consequently
how the management objectives related to
the natura] capita] ﬁts in the problematie of
macroregiona] public institutions, and at the
principles for managing macrolandseape
arising from here (“Discussion” chapter).

A2.

METHODS

2002a), 2) the production of resources and
services is the result of the structure and
functioning of the natura] capita] (i.e. the
natura] capita] is not the natura] resources
and services), and 3) organizations manage
the natura] capita] in order to maximize the
overall production of resources and services
(i.e. the natura] capita] is simply one kind of
capita], without any assumption about its
intrinsic value).
Natura] services depend on the functioning
of the ecologica] systems, and the
functioning is depending on their structure
and on the connecting ﬂuxes between the
structura] elements. Consequently we will
look at the position of riparian forests in the
structure of macrolandscapes, at the abiotic
and biotic ﬂuxes connecting them with the
other types of ecological systems, and at the
management principles arising from this
A case
knowledge (“‘Results” chapter).

The role of the riparian forests has been
assessed based on three elements: extensive
literature reviews performed within a critica]
thinking paradigm, processing of own
unpublished data, and development of new
theoretical elements (in order to surpass the
limitations of the existing ones). The
literature reviews and data processing
involved a larger number of scientists than
the authors of this paper; the results of these
activities will be included in an editor book
devoted to riparian forests, in preparation.
The case study was located in the lower
Danube ﬂoodplain (macrolandscape). It had
in order to
been established that,
input into
nutrients
signiﬁcantly decrease the
as constrained by
the Black Sea,
at least 120000 ha
agreements,
intemationa]
Should be restored in this macrolandscape
(Vadineanu et a]. 2002). In order to see how
this surface Should be structured (which
diked microlandscapes to restore, number,
surfaces and location) we assessed the
resources and services in current ﬂoodplain
microlandscape of different comp]exities‚

implementation of the prineiples that we

reference one (Iordache et a] 2002b). An

Odurn

1993,

Vadineanu

1998,

Iordache

study will also be provided, illustrating the

identiﬁed.

On the other hand, the maximization of

natura] resources and services production is
not an objective per se, but in view of a
heterogeneous set of human goals (economic
ones beside others). Promoting this
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and compared the current structure with the

analyses of the socioeconomic constraints
towards restoration was performed (Iordache
et a]. 20020, Bodescu et a]. 2002), as wel] as
an assessment of the eventua] undesirable
effect of the restoration due land pollution
(Iordache et a1. 2002d).
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These steps allowed the exact delineation of
the appropriate microlandscapes te be re—
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ﬁeld investigations.

The current economie efﬁeiency in the diked

stored. Then restoration scenarios were de-

area was analyzed by crops produetion

Big Island of Braila (Braila is a City near the

distributien

Current land use was characterized in detail
by remote sensing images, pedological, pedochemieal and agrieultural maps, and ﬁeld
investigations. The dike—Danube part of the
island was analyzed by forestry maps and

A3.

RESULTS

A3.1

The Place of Riparian

veloped fer one of them, the nerthern part of
Danube river, Fig.l). A detailed DTM based
on 1:5000 maps and GPS ﬁeld investigation
was developed. Reference state was characterized based 011 historical maps analyses.

distribution

maps

maps,

and

eoupled

investments

with

loeal

interviews. The scenarios were deveIOped in
cooperation
with
the
main
current
stakeholders, farmers and foresters, and the
lecal public was informed about.

Forests in the

Macrolandscape
The riparian ferest is a type of riparian

system, which is a type of wetland systems.

TabJ sumarizes the types of riparian ferest
from the point of view of the hierarchical
level, as well as the systems integrating
riparian forests. We could identify the
fellowing situations:
l. The riparian forest is an ecotone between
an aquatic eeosystem (lake or river), and
a terrestﬁal ene. Thus, it belongs t0 a terrestﬁal-aquatie microlandscape (integrating system 1), whieh in turn belong
t0 a small order basin (integrating system
2).
2. The riparian forest is an ecosystem in its
own,

Fig.l Current state of the Danube ﬂeodpla'm in

the Big Island of Braila (BIB) Sector. Grey

areas are diked, deep gray areas are not diked.
Thin lines within the BIB indieates fanns
limits.

with biocenoses

different from

those of the adjaeent ecosystems. Sueh
riparian forest can be found either in the
ﬂoodplain of medium rivers, or in the
ﬂoodplain of large and very large rivers.
In the ﬁrst ease (2a) the riparian forest
will belong t0 a terrestrial-wetlandaquatic microlandscape, ineluded in the
medium order river basin, as well as in a
low order ecoregion. In the second case
(2b) the riparian forest will belong t0 a
wetlands mierelandscape (such as an
alluvial island with lakes, marshes and
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Integrating system 1 and 2

Type of riparian forest
from hierarchieal point
of VICW
1 Ecotone

TA microlandscape / small order basins

2 Ecosystem

2a TWA microlandscape / medium order basins, low order
ecoregions
2b W microlandscape / ﬂuvial macrolandscape, low order
ecoregions, medium order basins

3 Mierolandscape

3a ﬂuvial macrolandscape / high order river basins, high order
ecoregions
3b medium order basins / high order river basins
3c low order ecoregions / high order ecoregions

Tab.1 The natural capital directly and indirectly relevant for the management of the riparian
forests. Explanation in text. Legend: TA microlandscape - microlandscape composed of terrestrial
and aquatic systems, TWA microlandscape = microlandscape composed of terrestrial, wetland and
aquatic systems.

forests), which may be part of larger
ﬂuvial macrolandseape (ﬂoodplain), part
of a medium order river basin, as well as
of a low order ecoregion.
3. The riparian forest is a microlandscape,
such as an alluvial island covered by
different forests (e.g poplar forest on
levees, willow forest in depressions).
These microlandscapes can be found in
the ﬂoodplain of medium order (3b) and
high order (3a) rivers. In the ease 3a, the
ﬂuvial macrolandscape, which include
the forested riparian microlandscape, is
the lower sector of the large order river
The
forested
riparian
system.
directly
are
also
microlandscapes
included in low order ecoregions (3c). In
the case of very large rivers the ﬂuvial
macrolandscape can be assimilated to a
low order ecoregion, or even a high order
one, depending on the speciﬁc Situation.
Fig.2 presents the inclusion relationships

discussed above. The ineluded systems are

structural elements of those in which they are
included. It results form its inspection that at
low order ecoregion or medium order river
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basin level all types of riparian forest should
be taken into consideration for the design of
the management. At even higher level
practically the full river corn'dor should be
considered (a river corridor consists in the
TA microlandscapes, the TWA microlandscapes, and the ﬂuvial macrolandscapes of a
river basin (notations as in Fig.2).
Not represented, in Fig.2‚ but relevant, is the
inclusion
in
with
the
eoosphere,
consequences on the services related to the
functioning of the elimate system. Also not
shown is the inclusion in the socio-economic
systems. Loeal SESs usually include by their
organisations (in ownership terms) all types
of riparian forests, the microlandscapes
including riparian forests, and in some oases
small order river basins. Institutions at
regional
(county)
and
macroregional
(country) SESs level are responsible for the
management
of the
macrolandscapes
(medium, and high order river basins, as well
as low and high order ecoregions) Decision
concerning the natural capital at continental
and global level are taken usually by
international institutions.
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landscape level. And Tab.4 resumes the

The Role of Riparian

deterioration

Forests in the

Macrolandscape
Tab.2 presents the services performed by

macrolandscapes and the complementarity

between

riparian

ferests

pathways

affecting

the

production of serviees by macrolandseapes.
Synergism
between
the
different
deterioratien pathways may occur, er

and

ether

macrolandscape
components
in
the
produetien of the services. Tab.3 ShOWS the
compatibility matrix behveen the preduction
of the services at riparian ferest and macro-

between chronic and acute stress, which is an

important reason for adopting an adaptive

management, and the apprepriate managerial
institutions (see “Discussion” ehapter).
Elements of the extensive analyses
underpinning the information ﬁom these
tables are net included here due te the
limited space.

Eceregiens

‚i;

LOE
a

River
basins

SOB

:

a

er

HOE
1“

a

MOB
n 1L
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HOB
1L
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#

TWA m1
W m1

Ecotene
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Eeesystem
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I
mlcro

lanisgape

e
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M aero 1 an d scapes

Types
Of riparian

ferests (RF)

Fig.2 Inclusien relationships (black arrews) between riparian ferests and their integrating systems.
Legend: ml = mierelandscape, ML = macrelandscape, TA = terrestrial aquatic, TWA = terrestrialwetland—aquatic, W = wetland, SOB = small order river basin, MOB = medium order river basin,

HOB = high erde: river basie, LOE = low order eceregien, HOE = high erder eeeregien.
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Complementarity ofrﬁaarianforests (ecotones, ecosystems, or
microlandscapes) with:

Services

upland forests, espeoially those nanntal (in river basins)

Flood protection

all other ecological subsystems (in ﬂuvial macrolandscapes; a ﬁJll

example is provided in Chapter A6)

non-riparian wetlands and upland forests (in river basins)

Groundwater

reeharge
Regional

climate

improvement
P,
toxio
N,

substances

retention
C sequestration

woodproducﬁon

l

Diversity of

ecological systems

(l)

Diversity of species

(l)
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all other subsystems (in ﬂuvial macrolandscapes)
upland forests (in river basins)

all other ecological subsystems in ﬂuvial macrolandscapes
non-riparian wetlands and hedgerows (in small and medium order river

basins in plain areas)

all other subsystenls in ﬂuvial macrolandscapes
uplandforests and non riparian reed marshes (in river basins)

reed marshes (in ﬂuvial macrolandseapes)

bogs, fens (in higher latitude maerolandscapes)

other types of microlandscapes, reﬂeeting in their structure succession

processes, and subjeet to large scale/long term dynamic under natural
driving forces (in low order ecoregions and fluvial macrolandseapes river corridors)
all other ecological subsystems (in ﬂuvial maerolandscapes — river
corridors)
other upland ecosystems and mierolandseapes (in low order ecoregions)

applieable only to riparian foreats at mierolandaeape level

Tab.2 The eomplementarity between riparian forests and other types of ecological sytems in the
macrolandscapes production of the natural servioes.

l Hydrologieal services

4
C (2)

5
NR

6
C

2 Regional climate improvement

C (2)

NR

C (2)

N (4)
N

N (4)
N

3 N, P, toxic substances retention
4 C sequestration / biomass produotion

5 Eoologioal systems diversity maintenanee
6 Speeies diversity maintenanoe

(l)

(2)
(3)

(4)

i

C (4)
33-; Ei};
C
C

(3)

(2)
'

'

C

C

at loeal level only mieroelimate improvement takes plaee

foreata with high floedwater retention eapaeity (forested

depreaaiona) haue however lower produetivity than sites on

levees.

relevant to aeme exteat only for riparian foreata at
mierolandseape level

eompatible only within the aupport eapaeity of the riparian
systema

Tab.3 Compatibility matrix bemeen the maximizations of the production of different natural
services at riparian forest level (above the diagonal) and macrolandsoape level (below the

diagonal). C= compatible, N = not compatible, NR = not relevant
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Level
Macroland
scape

I
I
I
I
I

Microlands
cape

I
I

I
I
I
I

Ecosystems I
I
I
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Deterioration by:
change (+, -) in the abundance of upland / riparian microlandscape types
full removal of upland /riparian microlandscape types
introduction of new upland /riparian microlandscape types
quantitative / qualitative change in the ﬂuxes (abiotic, biotic) connecting
the microlandscapes
modiﬁeation of the natural driving forces eontrolling the mierolandscapes
dynamic
change (+‚ -) in the abundance of eeosystems types
conversion of ecosystems from natural to human controlled
full removal of ecosystem types
introduction of new ecosystem types
quantitative / qualitative change in the ﬂuxes (abiotic, biotic) connecting
the ecosystems
modiﬁcation of the natura] driving forces controlling the ecosystems
dynamic
change of the hydrogeomorphic unit by abiotic resources exploitation or
pollution
change of the biocenoses structure by overexploitation, speeies
elimination or species introduction
change of the populations structural parameters (genetie diversity
included)

Tab.4 Deterioration pathways affecting the production of services by macrolandscapesm which
should be assessed in view of macrolandscape management.
another, and it is essential t0 be realistic,

A3.3

Principles for
Managing the Forests
in a Landscape Context

The maintenance (at publicly desired levels)
of the production of the natura] resources
and services described above will be tactical
management
for
the
objective
organizations/institutions involved in the
macrolandscape.
management
of the
Operational objectives will be the restoration
of ﬂoodplain, of the main channel, or
management and maintenance of existing
riparian forests, but coupled with other ones

in the upland. The portfolio of managerial
objective will differ from one Situation t0

adapted
to
existing
socio-economic
conditions (Ehrenfeld 2000). Not reaching
over ambitious objective undermines the
eredibility of the whole approach at public
(non—expert)
level.
International
organizations (e.g. FAO 1990), ad0pt the
same point of view, but sometimes scientists
confusing ecology (science) with green
activism (ideology), miss the point.
When there are incompatibilities in the
maximization of different resources/services
production by a riparian f0rest, they should
be overpassed by action on the river basin
structure
(for
objectives
related
to
biogeochemical
and
regional
elimate
serviees), on the eeoregion structure (for
services related to diversity services), or on
both (for C sequestration and timber
production).No single riparian systems will
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provide all services and resources. But an
adequate plarming of the landscape structure
and attention to maintaining its natural
dynamic as much as possible will maximize
the production of natural resources and
services. Such an approach is in tune also
with the climate change problems, for the
following reasons: it will inorease the
retention time of water in the river basins, it

will improve the regional and micro-climate,
and it will facilitate the species dispersion
from regions becoming more arid to regions
where they ﬁnd optimal conditions.
As an example, measures for mitigation river
basins eutrophication should include: actions
at agricultural ﬁeld level (minimizing the
output of nutrients to groundwater and by
runoff), actions for minimizing runoff inputs
to riparian areas (by maintaining a network
of hedgerows), actions by minimizing the
secondary input to groundwater (by
maintaining non-riparian wetlands), actions
at the level of the small streams riparian
areas (for transversal buffering), and actions
at the level of lower ﬂoodplains (for
longitudinal buffering). P export may be
most efﬁeiently managed by foeusing
primarily on control of the soil P levels in
hydrological active zones most likely to
produce surface runoff (Gburek and Sharpley
1998), especially in the area close to the
stream channel, < 150m (Tufford et al.
1998).
The speciﬁc width of the river corridor
depends also on the density of the rivers in
the managed macrolandscape: areas with low
streams density should have wider river
corridor microlandscpes, while in high
stream density areas the width should be
smaller, but complemented with more
extended measures in the upland. When the
focus is on species diversity maintenanee
services, the population ecology of the
species intended to be protected should be
into
taken
consideration.
thoroughly
However, rather than maximizing certain
species abundance is better managing to
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extinction
avoid
of populations
by
identifying
thresholds
of
aceeptable
ﬂuctuations for a wide array of wildlife
(Smyth et al. 2002).
Macrolandscapes restoration by acting at
forests level is a long term process, thus
requiring a stable political and societal will
behind him, which can be achieved only by
an effective eo-management (see next
chapter). Hupp (1992) estimates at 65 years
the reeovery duration of the riparian forest,
which is however shorter than the period
needed for restructuring upland forests (up to
200 year, in difﬁcult conditions, according to

Mayer 1977 apud. Vlad et a1. 1997). The
feed-back loop practically does not close in
the same human population generation.
Consequently, for ethic reasons, these plans
should reduce the inherent associated risks
by using the best available scientiﬁc
knowledge and adopting the precautionary
prinoiple (see “Discussion”).
The techniques of restoration to a particular
forested condition, and the further forest

treatment,
use
silvicultural
practices
common in other types of forests (Vlad et al.
1997), and should coupled with the
restoration of the hydrogeomorphic unit,
where needed. The cutting pattems and
treatments
maintaining
the
highest
production of natural services, while
maintaining also the timber production, are
the most expensive ones. At forest
ecosystem level, Giurgiu (1988, 1997) puts
an accent on silvicultural measures directed
toward maintaining the native, as natural as
possible, composition and structure, and
using biological technologies for the
protection from diseases and insects. But the
organizations involved in management and
harvesting are seldom opened to such
elements because of the higher associated
costs. The high costs not possible to be
covered may undermine the credibility of
some landscape restructuring plans, as
correctly points out Vlad et al. (1997).
However, practices such as focusing on the
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reduction of the trees harvesting age and
modifying criteria for the inclusion of forest
ecosystems in different categories (mainly
for timber production vs. mainly for services
production), are not related t0 the high costs
incurred by intensive silvicultural practices,
but rather t0 short term maximizing
behavior. These are not issues easy to tackle
and require a healthy democracy, and a well
designed co-management, in order to be
overpassed. Last but not least, they require
adopting a macrolandscape Vision, the
principles from the “Discussion” chapter, the
principles listed at the end of this chapter,
and following the steps presented in Tab.5.
Most difﬁcult in the restoration of riparian
landscape is the restoration of the geomorphic and hydrologic processes, because of
technical reasons and societal commitment
to an altered state (Gore and Shields 1995).
However, in many macrolandscapes the restoration of river corridor would be more acceptable than that of the uplands, and in this
context the management of river corridors
appears to be a priority important both from
river basin and ecoregional point of view
(IUCN 1995, Jongman and Troumbis 1996,
Vos et a1. 2001, Vadineanu et al. 2001).
Where to propose forest restoration? Which
are the most appropriate areas? First of all,
the areas where land use changes are easier
to accept are those without economic
efﬁciency. For instance, Machedon (1988)
points out that the ofﬁcial reforestation plans
in Romania envisage especially the
"degraded areas". On the 0ther hand, past
management decisions concerning the
extensive diking of the ﬂoodplains have
proved t0 be errors. Some of the areas in this
Situation are recognized as such, and
included in the restoration plans, others are
subject of discussion, despite the scientiﬁc
proofs concerning their inefﬁciency. They
may be still kept at efﬁcient levels by public
agricultural subsidies (Iordaehe et al. 2002e),
and usually there are streng lobbies for their
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maintenance in the current state.
Reforestation and afforestation cannot limit
in principle to degraded lands. Beside the
fact that many lands are so degraded that the
vegetation is affected (Zaharia 1999), the
main reason for not limiting the reforestation
to such areas comes from preserving the
needed production of natural services at
macrolandscape level. The solution should
be a case speciﬁc one, depending on the
structure of the natural capital and of that of
the local socio-economic systems. For each
macroregional landscape one will need
modeling studies GIS based to produce the
seenario of landscape structure (Opdam et a1.
2002, Bodescu 2001) and 0ther decision
making tools (Vadineanu 1999, Iordache et
a1. 2001).
A key issue related to the ﬁnancing method
for landscape restructuring is adopting the
incremental cost format (GEF 1995): public
sources from a certain (x) hierarchical level
will ﬁnance at the lower socio-economic (x1) level only additional actions beyond what
is required for making the natural system to
produce resources and services manageable
at level x-l. In 0ther terms, the management
cost for producing natural resourees and
services manageable at level x—l will be
covered by sources of the level x-l. Of
course, for this technique to work one needs
recognition of the natural services as having
a public character, as well as an acceptance
of covering maintenance costs, which is
highly variable across socio-economic
systems. The utility of this method is
indirectly recognized also by foresters
interested to promote reforestation for
climate change eontrol. Ciesla (1996)
recommend that the new forest would
produce net beneﬁts separate from those
which may ultimately arise in the climate
change context.
Another important issue is to overpass the
sectoral approach in designing the projects

related to macrolandscapes. Eaeh type of
public land use (forests, waters) has its own
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administrators, and one would need public
mechanisms to make them cooperate in view
of the macrolandscape management. For
instance the restoration of the lower Danube
ﬂoodplain is subj ect now to two independent
approaches: the Green corridor approach,
promoted by administrators of water quality
and species diversity services, and the forests
restoration, promoted by. Measures designed
and negotiated separately are frequently
insufﬁcient with respect to the overall
restoration of the potentially public serviees
provided by the ﬂoodplain (e.g. Schneider,
2002), not last because the lobbying forces
interested in restoration are distributed
among different categories of interests.
It is time now t0 mention the concept of
multifunctional farming, as tool for
overpassing the seetoral approaehes in
agricultural landscapes. Traditional farmers
had maintained on their ownership natural
ecosystems
lakes,
(forests,
meadows,
wetlands), and used them for producing
abiotic and biotic resources within their
support capacity. Indirectly and not intended
they allowed the microlandscape natural
capital of the farrn to function in natural
conditions, thus providing also natura]
services, and an enhanced production of
natura] resources as a result of connecting
ﬂuxes between ecosystems (Altieri, 1991,
1995; Denevan, 1995). Curently there is an

international institutional trend to promote
such multifunetional farming (e.g. FAO,
1999)
Most of the foresters recommendations for
the sustainable development of silviculture
(e.g. Giurgiu 1995, 1997) are compatible
with the management at macrolandscape
level: (re)forestation of degraded and
economically inefﬁcient lands, hedgerows
for agricultural ﬁeld, and for transportation
infrastrueture, protestion forests for human
settlements,

and

restoration

of

river

corridors. But the proposed measures are not
related to all categories of land uses by
arguments based on the services provided by
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the macrolanscapes, and consequently may
lead t0 conﬂicts with those envisaging the
sustainable development of the sectors
related to other land uses (mainly water
bodies management and agriculture). The
same holds at European level, with a not
(yet) explicit connection between the
ecoregions approach in view of species and
habitats diversity maintenance (Natura 2000
network), and the river basin approach, in
view
mainly
of
hydrological
and

biogeochemical

services.

The

adequate

interpretation of the respeetive regulations in
order to ShOW the points of conceptual and
managerial connection Will be a priority for
the next future.
It seems that the ciVil society have still to
work hard in order to promote the public
interest related t0 the macroregional services
and the sustainable development of the
socio-economic system t0 whieh they
belong. These organizations should compare
the publicly recognized
services
at
macrolandscape level with those presented
here, identify the differences, and promote
their attenuation. There might be a need for
related, coherent, public policies concerning
the management of different subsystems of
the macrolandscapes (riparian forests,
included). These policies, by their programs
would inﬂuence the behavior of the socioeconomic actors towards maintaining a
macrolandscape structure desirable from
public point of view. But without direct
action of the macroregional institutions at
local level, exeepting for the eases of the
ecosystems/microlandscape under public
property.

Thus, riparian forests management should be
explicitly related t0:
-

the management obj ectives at the level of
loeal landseapes which inelude riparian forest
ecosystems

the management objectives at the level of
macrolandscapes: river basins (Via Water
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Framework Directive) and eeoregions (via
FFH Direetive and Natura 2000 network)
the global management objeetives to which
measures eoneerning forests are relevant
(espeeially carbon sequestration).

And the general principles for designing the
maerolandscape structure are:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

all lotie systems require a natura] riparian
area with forests in its structure;
the natural dynamic in the ﬂoodplain should
be preserved as much as possible
All parts of the restored river corridor should
include a portion of forested upland, and
eventually an eeotonal grassland at the ﬁeld
limits.
The wider a river corridor is, the better is for

maintaining species diversity
The non-riparian lakes and wetlands should
have a similar buffer zone as the

A3.4 Case Study: Restoration
Scenarios in the Big
Island of Braila

The seenario maximizing the interest of
farmers suppose the maintenance of the eurrent structure of the natural capital, however
with large investitions assoeiated to the
amelioration of the soil quality in terms of
hydrology, salt content, land morphology,
drainage network, etc. These measures
would lead to higher crops production than
before but at very high cost. They will also
further deteriorate the hydrogeomorphic
structure of the ecosystems, whieh now from
geomorphological point of view is not very
far from that of the reference system, excep—
ting for the former lakes whieh have been
ﬁlled up 70-100 cm. A seenario with average
investitions supposes a partial reorganization
of the landscape, maintaining the dikes but
allowing hydrological eonnections to some
extent. Shallow lakes (25% of the surfaee),
forests (35%) and agricultural ﬁelds (40 %)
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lotie systems
The non riparian and riparian systems should
be eonnected by a network of structurally
eomplex hedgerows.
7. The upland should inelude small and large
terrestrial forest ecosystems to the highest
extent possible.
8. Afforestationfreforestation at ecosystems
level should have multiple objeetives to the
maximum extent possible
9. The portfolios of objectives conceming
should
be
ecosystems/mierolandscapes
complementary such as to maximize the
heterogeneity of the set of objeetives at
macrolandscape level.
10. Most of the forests for timber production
should be in the upland area; the riparian
eorridor should be dedicated mainly to the
production of services and secondary to
biologieal resources.

6.

provided with hedgerows would coexist
within the landscape and would be managed
based on the concept of multifunctional farming. The scenario with minimal investitions
(Fig.2) would envisage establishing similar
hydrological conditions with the reference
system and it would be based on the recolonisation capacity of the species. Organisms
would come from the ecosystems distributed
in the dike-Danube area and from small natural remnants of the currently diked area. Investitions would be needed for directing the
forests development towards a desired lands—
cape structure. The microlandseape would
have the following structure: riparian forests
60%, meadows 12 %‚ lakes, canals and

marshes 28%. Despite the difference from
the references system (marshes percent much
larger in the reference system), the beneﬁts
of such a system is estimated to be comparable with those of the references system.
The deeision making process leading t0 a
decision about which scenarion to adopt is
related to the macrolandseape management
(in this ease the lower Danube). Elements
relevant to this will provided in next chapter.
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DISCUSSION

We don’t manage ecosystems, we manage

natural eapitall. The reasen für whieh we
manage it is the production of natural
resourees and services. When we ean have

private control ever this production, we

every one is interested in these reseurces and
serviees, the management ef the systems
preducing them (eceregiens and river basins
as public geods) will be a public matter, in
the name ef the publie interesL This
management is a public serviee in itself, and
will be performed by public institutions, with

don’t need t0 recognize those serviees as
public and t0 create and pay institutiens for

reseurees obtained frem the private
contributors. Fig.3 presents the relationships

resources produced in small and medium

involved
in
the
management
of
macrelandseapes (private users, public
institutions, and the civil seeiety). Speciﬁe

managing them This is the case ef the

sized ecelegieal systems, which ean be

owned in the fullest sense. Hewever, the
preduetien of reseurees and serviees by [arge
and very large natural systems cannot be de
facto, in mest ef the eurrent soeie-ecenemie
systems, eontrelled by private aetors. When

between the categories of stakeholders

steps fer the elaberatien ef a management

plan fOI‘ a macrelandscape are presented in

Tab.5‚

and the

general prineiples

managing macrolandseapes in Tab.6.

Publie Institutions

f

External

Reseurees

(zentral

Services related

t0 publie interest

i

Design ef

public

interest

Private Users and
Civil Society

Fig.3

The relationships between the categories of stakeholders.

l i.e. eeesystems with value as a relational preperty

resulted by their interactien with hmnans.
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l Accessing the decision support system (DSS)
The speeiﬁc information system
1.1.1 The knowledge base. Identiﬁeation of the natura] capital (NC) and socio-economic systems
(SESs). Set of rules, ]aws‚ models, on which depends the assessrnent of the natura]
resources and serviees, and the strategies, tactics, and operational activities for the natura]

1.2
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.3.1

capital management
The data base. Values of the state parameters describing the natura] capital and soeioeconomic systems on the which depends the same issues as mentions above in the case of
the knowledge base
Applying the methods for the economic valuation of the natura] capital
Functional analyses of the natura] capital
Monetary analyses of the natura] capital
Characterization of the state of the DSS components Which cannot be restructured by
management at local SES level (legislation, regulations, human resource f0rmation,
institutional infrastructure at regional and macroregional SESs level)

2 Designing the set of alternative solutions (packages of management objeetives) concerning the
restructuring of the natura] capital, the restructuring of the SESs or their functional m0dules, and/or
the restructuring of the management practices (concerning SES-NC relationships), with the ﬁnal
goal of using the NC below the support eapacity and valorizing its full range of resources and
servrces.
3 Assessment of the set of alternative solutions

3.1
3.2
3.3

Assessment of the restoration costs
Cost beneﬁt analyses of the alternative solutions
Identiﬁcation of all kind of resources needed for implementation, and design of the set of
applications (projects)

4 Preparation of the set of recommendations for the decision makers.

Tab.5 Steps for designing a plan for the management of a maerolandscape
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1

The management of the macrolandscape should be seen as the management of a SES-NC

2

The management objectives, instruments and measures for the maerolandscape should take
explieitly into consideration the conﬂicting goals of the involved stakeholders. N0 one of the
extreme goals of economje retum maximization, social equity maximization, or natural capital
full conservation should be institutionally adopted, but a publicly accepted balance of them.
The management plan should be inter-sectoral (explicitly linked t0 the relevant sector
programs), should address the cross-cutting issues, and be subject t0 strategic impact

3

system.

assessment.

The management measures (e.g. regulations, eeonomic instruments) taken by public
institutions in order t0 promote a certain landscape structure should be complemented by full
compensations of the unequally distributed decrease in the beneﬁts of the private owners due
t0 the eonstraints imposed to their property rights.
5 The management objectives and measures should be based on the best available scientific
knowledge about the production of natural resources and services publicly accepted in that
socio-economic system; when this knowledge has established the existence of a resource /
serviee, but there are uncertainties about the human impact on its production, a precautionary
approach should be adopted.
6 The management measures should take into account the traditional ecological knowledge
available in the local socio-economic systems.
7 The portfolio of management objectives, instruments and measures at a eeltain socio-economic
level should be adaptive, able t0 react t0 the natural relationships between the subsystems of
the macrolandseape, t0 their natural dynamic, t0 the natural dynamic of the maerolandscape,
and t0 the dynamic of the lower level socio-economic systems (adaptive management).
8 The public institutions involved in the macrolandscape management should institutionalize
the process of continuos knowledge and data production with regard t0 the SES-NC system.
9 The public institutions involved in the macrolandscape management should be self-regulative,
and open to external control by the civil society.
10 The public institutions involved in the macrolandscape management should be at the lowest
socio-economic level relevant for that maerolandseape; when this is not Operationally possible
due t0 lack of expertize, the management should be at the lowest most effective level
(subsidiarity principle), and capacity building measures should be promoted by the
institutions of the integrating socio-economic system.
11 The public institutions should develop decision-taking mechanisms allowing the involvement
of the other stakeholders in co-management, at the highest possible participation (that is,
should share as much as possible the management rights with the stakeholders); when this is
not operationally possible due t0 lack of expertise, capacity building measures should be
promoted as a public service.
12 The natural capital at ecotone/ecosystem level owned by public institutions (i.e. private state
property, very extended in the Eastern Europe) should function as pilot areas for a
management maximizing the overall public beneﬁts, including the production of public natural
serviees by the integrating landscapes.

4

Tab.6 The general principles for managing macrolandseapes.
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A5.

CONCLUSIONS

Managing forests in a macrolandscape
context means managing them such as to
preserve their role in the services production,
and is inherently done together with the
management of other types of ecological
systems from the macrolandscape structure.
Because these are public services (Chapter
A4) the organizations directly interested in
designing macrolandscapes management are
the public 0nes, or those parts of the Civil
society.
However, private local organizations are
interested in the rezulting management
measures, and consequently those designing
the management should involve the local
level actors by adopting a comanagement
approach within the large set of principles
for macrolandscape management (Chapter
A4).
Those
the
macrolandseape
designing
management should have access to the
following knowledge:
- The place of riparian forests in the structure
of microlandscapes and macrolandscapes
(Chapter A3.1)
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- The landscape mechanisms underpinning
the role of riparian forests in the production
of public services at macrolandscape level,
and leading to compatibility between
different services production, or lack of it
(Chapter A3 .2)
- The available instruments and concepts to
be used for promoting the restoration of the
macrolandscape (Chapter A3.3)
Based on such knowledge one would build a
information system for the
speciﬁc
macrolandscape in case and would develop
restoration scenarios, as steps in the process
of the management design (Tab.6‚ Chapter
A4). After the (co—management based)
decision conceming the scenario is taken,
speciﬁc policies and programs will be
developed in order t0 inﬂuence the local
actor’s behavior towards the desired
landscape structure. Sets of projects will be
developed by the local actors at riparian
forest level as well as at the level of other
types of ecologica systems. Then operational
will
measures
implemented
be
(hydrogeomorphic
unit
reconstruction,
silvicultural measures, Chapter A33).
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Heft l2:

OBENAUF, K. Peter (1971)
Die Enneris Gonoa, Toudoufou, Oudingueur und Nemagayesko im nordwestlichen Tibesti. Beobachtungen zu Formen und Formung in den Tälern eines ariden Gebirges. — Arbeit aus der Forschungsstation Bardair’Tibesti. 70 S., 6 Abb., 10 Tab., 21 Photos,
34 Querproﬁle, l Längsproﬁl, 9 Karten.

Heft l3:

MOLLE, Hans—Georg (197l)
Gliederung und Aufbau ﬂuviatiler Terrassenakkumulation im Gebiet des Enneri Zoumri (Tibestiebirge). - Arbeit aus der Forschungsstation Bardai/Tibesti. 53 S.‚ 26 Photos, 28 Fig., ll Proﬁle, 5 Tab., 2 Karten.

ISBN 3-88009—011-4 (DM 20,-)

Heft 14:

ISBN 3-88009-012-2 (DM 10,-)
STOCK Peter (1972)

Heft 15:

ISBN 3-88009—013-0 (DM 15,-)
BIEWALD, Dieter (1973)

Heft 16:

Arbeitsberichte aus der Forschungsstation Bardai/Tibesti. III. Feldarbeiten 1966/67 (1972)

Heft 17:

PACHUR, Hanaoachim (1973)

Photogeologische und tektonische Untersuchungen am Nordrand des Tibesti-Gebirges, Zentral-Sahara, Tchad. — Arbeit aus der
Forschungsstation BardaifTibesti. 73 S., 47 Abb., 4 Karten.

Die Bestimmungen eiszeitlicher Meeresoberﬂächentemperaturen mit der Ansatztiefe typischer Korallenriffe. - 40 S., 16 Abb.,
26 Seiten F ig. und Karten.

ISBN 3-88009«015-7 (DM 10,-)

156 S., 133 Abb., 41 Fig., 34 Tab., l Karte.
ISBN 3-88009-014-9 (DM 45,—)

Geomorphologische Untersuchungen im Raum der Serir Tibesti (Zentralsahara). - Arbeit aus der Forschungsstation Bardai/ Ti-

besti. 58. S., 39 Photos, 16 Fig. und Proﬁle, 9 Tab., l Karte.
Heft 18:

ISBN 3-88009-016-5 (DM 25,-)
BUSCHE, Detlef (1973)

Die Entstehung von Pedimenten und ihre Überformung‚ untersucht an Beispielen aus dem Tibesti-Gebirge, Republique du
Tchad. - Arbeit aus der Forschungsstation BardaifTibesti. I30 S., 57 Abb., 22 F ig., l Tab., 6 Karten.

Heft 19:

ISBN 3-88009-017-3 (DM 40,-)
ROLAND, Norbert W. (1973)
Anwendung der Photointerpretation zur Lösung stratigraphischer und tektonischer Probleme im Bereich von Bardai und Aozou
(Tibesti-Gebirge, Zentral-Sahara). - Arbeit aus der Forschungsstation Bardai/Tibesti. 48 S., 35 Abb., 10 Fig., 4 Tab., 2 Karten.

Heft 20:

Heft21:

ISBN 3-88009-018-1 (DM 20,-)
SCHULZ, Georg (1974)

Die Atlaskartographie in Vergangenheit und Gegenwart und die darauf aufbauende Entwicklung eines neuen Erdatlas. - 59 S., 3
Abb., 8 Fig., 23 Tab., 8 Karten.

ISBN 3-88009-019-X (DM 35,—)
HABERLAND, Wolfram (1975)

Untersuchungen an Krusten, Wüstenlacken und Polituren auf Gesteinsoberﬂächen der nördlichen und mittleren Sahara (Libyen
und Tchad). - Arbeit aus der Forschungsstation Bardai/Tibesti. 71 S., 62 Abb. 24 Fig., 10 Tab.

Heft 22:

ISBN 3-88009-020-3 (DM 50,-)
GRUNERT, Jörg (1975)

Heft 23:

ISBN 3-88009-021—1 (DM 35,-)
ERGENZINGER, Peter Jürgen (1978)

Beiträge zum Problem der Talbildung in ariden Gebieten, am Beispiel des zentralen Tibesti-Gebirges (Rep. du Tchad). — Arbeit
aus der Forschungsstation BardaifTibesti. 96 S., 3 Tab., 6 Fig., 58 Proﬁle, 41 Abb., 2 Karten.

Das Gebiet des Enneri Misky im Tibesti-Gebirge, Republique du Tchad - Erläuterungen zu einer geomorphologischen Karte 1 :
200 000. - Arbeit aus der Forschungsstation Bardai/Tibesti. 60 S., 6 Tab., 24 Fig., 24 Photos, 2 Karten.

ISBN 3—88009—022-X (DM 40,-)
Heft 24:

Arbeitsberichte aus der Forschungsstation Bardai/Tibesti. IV. Feldarbeiten 1967/68, 1969/70, 1974 (1976)
24 Fig., 79 Abb., 12 Tab., 2 Karten.

ISBN 3-88009-023-8 (DM 30,-)

Heft 25:

MOLLE, Hans-Georg (1979)
Untersuchungen zur Entwicklung der vorzeitlichen Morphodynamik im Tibesti-Gebirge (Zentral—Sahara) und in Tunesien. Arbeit aus der Forschungsstation BardaifTibesti. 104 S., 22 Abb., 40 Fig.‚ 15 Tab., 3 Karten.

ISBN 3-88009-024-6 (DM 35,-)
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Heft 26:

BRIEM, Elmar (1977)
Beiträge zur Genese und Morphodynamik des ariden Formenschatzes unter besonderer Berücksichtigung des Problems der
Flächenbildung am Beispiel der Sandschwemmebenen in der östlichen Zentralsahara. - Arbeit aus der Forschungsstation
Bardai/Tibesti. 89 S., 38 Abb, 23 Fig., 8 Tab., 155 Diagramme, 2 Karten.

ISBN 3-88009-025-4 (DM 25;)
Heft 27:

Heft 28:

Heft 29:

GABRIEL, Baldur (1977)
Zum ökologischen Wandel im Neolithikum der östlichen Zentralsahara. — Arbeit aus der Forschungsstation BardaifTibesti. lll
S., 9 Tab., 32 Fig., 41 Photos, 2 Karten.

ISBN 3-88009-026-2 (vergriﬂen)
BÖSE, Margot (1979)

Die geomorphologische Entwicklung im westlichen Berlin nach neueren stratigraphischen Untersuchungen. - 46 S., 3 Tab., l4
Abb, 25 Photos, l Karte.
ISBN 3-88009-027-0 (vergriﬂen)

GEHRENKEMPER, Johannes (1978)

Raﬁas und Reliefgenerationen der Montes de Toledo in Zentralspanien. - 81 S., 68 Abb, 3 Tab., 32 Photos, 2 Karten.

Heft 30:

ISBN 3-88009-028-9 (DM 20;)
STÄBLEIN, Gerhard (Hrsg) (1978)

Heft 31:

ISBN 3—88009-029-7 (vergriffen)
BARSCH, Dietrich & LIEDTKE, Herbert (Hrsg) (1980)

Geomorphologische Detailaufnahme. Beiträge zum GMK-Schwerpunktprogramm I. - 90 S., 38 Abb. und Beilagen, 17 Tab.

Methoden und Anwendbarkeit geomorphologischer Detailkat’ten. Beiträge zum GMK-Schwerpunktprogramm II. - 104 S.,

25 Abb, 5 Tab.
ISBN 3-88009-030-0 (DM 17,-)
Heft 32:

Heft 33:

Heft 34:

Arbeitsberichte aus der Forschungsstation Bardai/Tibesti. V. Abschlußbericht (1982)

182 S., 63 Fig. und Abb, 84 Photos, 4 Tab., 5 Karten.
ISBN 3-88009—031-9 (DM 60,-)
TRETER, Uwe (198 l)
Zum Wasserhaushalt schleswig-holsteinischer Seengebiete. - 168 S., 102 Abb, 57 Tab.
ISBN 3-88009-033-5 (DM 40,-)
GEHRENKEMPER, Kirsten (198 l)

Rezenter Hangabtrag und geoökologische Faktoren in den Montes de Toledo. Zentralspanien. - 78 S., 39 Abb, 13 Tab., 24 Photos, 4 Karten.

Heﬁ 35:

ISBN 3-88009-032-7 (DM 20,-)
BARSCH, Dietrich & STÄBLEIN, Gerhard (Hrsg) (1982)

Heﬁ 36:

ISBN 3-88009—034-3 (DM 30,-)
STÄBLEIN, Gerhard (Hrsg) (1984)

Heft 37:

Erträge und Fortschritte der geomorphologischen Detailkartierung. Beiträge zum GMK-Schwerpunktprogramm III. - 134 S.,
23 Abb, 5 Tab., 5 Beilagen.

Regionale Beiträge zur Geomorphologie. Vorträge des Ferdinand von Richthofen—Symposiums, Berlin 1983. - 140 S., 67 Abb,
6 Tab.

ISBN 3-88009-035-1 (DM 35,-)
ZILLBACH, Käthe (1984)
Geoökologische Geﬁigemuster in Süd-Marokko. Arbeit im Forschungsprojekt Mobilität aktiver Kontinentalränder. - 95 S.,
61 Abb, 2 Tab., 3 Karten.

ISBN 3-88009-036-X (vergrijfen)
Heft 38:

WAGNER, Peter (1984)
Rezente Abtragung und geomorphologische Bedingungen im Becken von Ouarzazate (Süd—Marokko). Arbeit im Forschungsprojekt Mobilität aktiver Kontinentalränder. - 112 S., 63 Abb, 48 Tab., 3 Karten.
ISBN 3-88009—037-8 (vergriffen)

Heft 39:

BARSCH, Dietrich & LIEDTKE, Herbert (Hrsg) (1985)

Heft 40:

16 Abb, 5 Tab.
ISBN 3-88009-038-6 (DM 22,50)
MÄUSBACHER, Roland (1985)

Geomorphological Mapping in the Federal Republic of Germany. Contributions to the GMK priority program IV. - 89 S.,

Die Verwendbarkeit der geomorphologischen Karte 1 : 25 000 (GMK 25) der Bundesrepublik Deutschland ﬁir Nachbarwissensehaften und Planung. Beiträge zum GMK-Schwerpunktprogramm V. - 97 S., 15 Abb, 31 Tab., 21 Karten.

ISBN 3-88009-039-4 (DM 18,-)
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Heft41:

STÄBLEIN, Gerhard (Hrsg.) (1986)
Geo- und biowissenschaﬁliche Forschungen der Freien Universität Berlin im Werra-Meißner-Kreis (Nordhessen). Beiträge zur
Werra-Meißner—Forschung I. - 265 S., 82 Abb., 45 Tab., 3 Karten.

ISBN 3-88009-040-8 (DM 28,-)

Heft 42:

Heft 43:

BARSCH, Dietrich & LESER, Hartmut (Hrsg.) (1987)
Regionale Beispiele zur geomorphologischen Kartierung in verschiedenen Maßstäben (1 : 5 000 bis 1 : 200 000). Beiträge zum
GMK-Schwerpunktprogramm VI. - 80 S., 10 Abb., 9 Beilagen.

ISBN 3-88009-041—6 (DM 35,-)
VAHRSÜN, Wilhelm-Günther (1987)

Aspekte bodenphysikalischer Untersuchungen in der libyschen Wüste. Ein Beitrag zur Frage spätpleistozäner und holozäner
Grundwasserbildung. - 92 S., 12 Abb., 56 Fig., 7 Tab., l Karte.
Heft 44:

ISBN 3-88009-042-4 (DM 18,-)
PACHUR, Hans-Joachim & RÖPER, Hans-Peter (1987)
Zur Paläolimnologie Berliner Seen. - 150 S., 42 Abb., 28 Tab.

Heﬁ 45:

ISBN 3-88009-043-2 (vergriffen)
BERTZEN, Günter (1987)
Diatomeenanalytische Untersuchungen an spätpleistozänen und holozänen Sedimenten des Tegeler Sees. - 150 S., 19 Fig.,

2 Tab., 38 Abb., 7 Anlagen
ISBN 3-88009-044-0 (DM 30,—)

Heft 46:

FRANK, Felix ( 1987)

Heft 47:

Die Auswertung großmaßstäbiger Geomorphologischer Karten (GMK 25) ﬁir den Schulunterricht. Beiträge zum GMKSchwerpunktprogramm VII. - 100 S., 29 Abb., Legende der Geomorphologischen Karte l : 25 000 (GMK 25).
ISBN 3-88009-045-9 (DM 18,-)
LIEDTKE, Herbert (Hrsg.) (1988)

Heft 48:

ISBN 3-88009-046-7 (DM 60,—)
MÜLLER, Klaus (1988)

Heft 49:

ten.
ISBN 3-88009-047-5 (DM 25,-)
SCHMIDT, KarLHeinz (1988)

Untersuchungen zur Geomorphologie der Bundesrepublik Deutschland - Neue Ergebnisse der Geomorphologischen Kanierung.
Beiträge zum GMK-Schwerpunktprogramm VIII. 225 S., 77 Abb., 12 Tab.
-

Reliefentwicklung und Auslaugung in der Umgebung des Unterwerra-Sattels (Nordhessen). - 187 S., 55 Abb., 20 Tab., 2 Kar-

Die Reliefentwicklung des Colorado Plateaus. - 183 S., 50 Abb., 17 Photos, 20 Tab., 2 Karten.

ISBN 3-88009-048-3 (DM 60,-)

Heft 50:

Heft51:

STÜVE, Peter (1988)
Die Schneeschmelze eines nordskandinavischen Einzugsgebietes ermittelt über die räumlich—zeitliche Variation des Strahlungsund Energiehaushalts. - 119 S., 42 Abb., l3 Tab., 21 Karten.

ISBN 3-88009-050-1 (DM 30,-)
BÖSE, Margot (1989)

Methodisch-stratigraphische Studien und paläomorphologische Untersuchungen zum Pleistozän südlich der Ostsee. — 114 S.,

54 Abb., l7 Tab., I Bild.
ISBN 3-88009-051-3 (vergriﬂen)
Heft 52:

WALTHER, Michael ( 1990)
Untersuchungsergebnisse zur jungpleistozänen Landschaftsentwicklung Schwansens (Schleswig-Holstein). - 143 S., 60 Abb.,
4 Tab., 9 Fotos.

Heft 53:

KARRASCH, Heinz (Hrsg.) (1990)
Prozeßabläufe bei der Landschafts- und Landesentwicklung: Methoden, Ergebnisse, Anwendungen. Festschrift ﬁir Wilhelm

ISBN 3-88009-0524 (DM 20,-)

Heft 54:

Wöhlke zum 65. Geburtstag. - 300 S., 121 Abb., 35 Tab.
ISBN 3-88009-053-X (DM 80,-)
KRÖPELIN, Stefan (1993)

Zur Rekonstruktion der spätquartären Umwelt am Unteren Wadi Howar (Südöstliche Sahara/NW-Sudan).
Heft 55:

ISBN 3-88009-055-6
WÜNNEMANN, Bernd (1993)

Ergebnisse zur jungpleistozänen Entwicklung der Langseerinne Südangelns in Schleswig-Holstein. - 167 S., 59 Abb., 8 Tab., 15

Bilder.
ISBN 3-88009-056—4 (DM 20,-)
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Heft 56:

Heft 57:

JACOBSHAGEN, Volker, MÖLLER, Klaus & JÄKEL, Dieter (Hrsg.) (1993)
Hoher Meißner und Eschweger Becken. Geowissenschaftliche und vegetationskundliche Charakteristik einer

Nordhessischen Landschaft.
ISBN 3—88009-057-2 (DM 80,—)
HOFMANN, Jürgen (1993)

Geomorphologische Untersuchungen zur jungquartären Klimaentwicklung des Helan Shan und seines westlichen
Vorlandes (Autonomes Gebiet Innere Mongolei/VR China). - 187 S., 46 Abb., 23 Tab., 85 Photos, 7 Beilagen.

ISBN 3-88009-058-0 (DM 25,-)
Heft 58:

Heft 59:

SCHULZ, Georg (1995)
Die pleistozäne Vergletscherung der Anden Perus und Boliviens abgeleitet aus Formen einer ﬂächendeckend-integrativen
Höhenlinienanalyse.

ISBN 3-88009—059-9 (DM 68,-).
DE JONG, Carrnen (1995)

Temporal and spatial interactions between river bed roughness, geometry, bedload transport and ﬁow hydraulics in
mountain streams - examples from Squaw Creek, Montana (USA) and Lainbach/Schmiedlaine, Upper Bavaria (Germany).

Heft 60:

229 S.‚ 225 Abb., 7 Tab.
ISBN 3-88009-060-2 (DM 60,-).
ROWINSKY, Volkmar (1995)

Hydrologische und stratigraphische Studien zur Entwicklungsgeschichte von Brandenburger Kesselmooren.
155 S., 38 Abb., 28 Tab., 2 Photos, 7 Anlagen.

Heft 61:

ISBN 3-88009-061-0 (DM 25,-).
SCHMIDT, Jürgen (1996)

Entwicklung und Anwendung eines physikalisch begründeten Simulationsmodells ﬁir die Erosion geneigter landwirtschaftlicher Nutzﬂächen. - 148 S-., 87 Abb., 34 Tab.

ISBN 3-88009-062-9 (DM 20,-).
Heft 62:

SCHNABEL, Susanne (1996)

Untersuchungen zur räumlichen Variablität hydrologischer und erosiver Prozesse in einem kleinen Einzugsgebiet

mit silvo — pastoraler Landnutzung (Extremadura, Spanien). — 130 S.,73 Abb., 41 Tab., 21 Photos.

Heﬁ 63:

ISBN 3-88009—063-7 (DM 30,-).
BÖSE, M. & HOFMANN, J. (1999)
Forschungsergebnisse zur Klimageschichte und Reliefentwicklung Nordafrikas

und Asiens. - Festschrift ﬁir Dieter Jäkel zum 65. Geburtstag. l1 Beiträge: 192 S., 85 Abb., 31 Photos, 4 Tab.
ISBN 3-88009-064-5 (vergriffen)

Heft 64:

HOFMANN, J. (1999)
Geoökologische Untersuchungen der Gewässer im Südosten der Badain Jaran Wüste (Aut. Region Innere Mongolei/VR China)

— Status und spätquartäre Gewässerentwicklung. 247 S.‚ 61 Abb., 43 Tabellen, l3 Fototafeln, 5 Beilagen.
Heft 65:

Heft 66:

ISBN 3-88009-065—3 (DM 50,-)
BÖLSCHER, Jens; ERGENZINGER, Peter-Jürgen & OBENAUF, Peter; (Eds.) (2005)

Hydraulic, Sedimentological and Ecological Problems of Multiﬁmctional Riparian Forest Management — RIPFOR —
Thc Scientiﬁc Report. 145 S., 101 Abb., 15 Tab.

ISBN 3-88009-066-1
BÖLSCHER, Jens; MEIXNER, Harald; SCHNAUDER, Ingo & IORDACHE, Virgil; (Eds.) (2005)
Hydraulic, Sedimentological and Ecological Problems of Multifunctional Ripan'an Forest Management — RIPFOR Guidelines for End-Users. (In Preparation).

ISBN3-88009-067-x
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